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THE THOUSANDTH MAN
One man in a thousand, Solomon says,
Will stick more close than a brother.
And it's worth while seeking him half your days
If you find him before the other.
Nine hundred and ninety-nine depend
On what the world sees in you,
But the Thousandth Man will stand your friend
With the whole round world agin you.
Tis neither promise nor prayer nor show
Will settle the finding for 'ee
Nine hundred and ninety-nine of 'em go
By your looks, or your acts, or your glory.
But if he finds you and you find him,
The rest of the world don't matter;
For the Thousandth Man will sink or swim
With you in any water.
You can use his purse with no more talk
Than he uses yours for his spendings.
And laugh and meet in your daily walk As though there had
been no lendings.
Nine hundred and ninety-nine of 'em call
For silver and gold in their dealings; But the Thousandth
Man he's worth 'em all,
Because you can show him your feelings.
His wrong's your wrong, and his right's your right,
In season or out of season.
Stand up and back it in all men's sight -
With that for your only reason!
Nine hundred and ninety-nine can't bide
The shame or mocking or laughter,
But the Thousandth Man will stand by your side
To the gallows-foot - and after!

Rudyard Kipling (1865-1936)
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THURSDAY 9 AUGUST 2001
10.21am
It is a glorious day: a day for watching cricket, for
drinking Pimm's, for building sandcastles, for mowing the
lawn. Not a day to be travelling in a sweatbox for 120 miles.
Having served twenty-one days and fourteen hours in
Bel-marsh, I am about to be transported to HMP Wayland, a
Category C prison in Norfolk. A Group 4 van is my
chauffeur-driven transport, with two cubicles for two
prisoners. I remain locked in for fifteen minutes awaiting
the arrival of a second prisoner. I hear him talking, but
can't see him. Is he also going to Wayland?
At last the great electric gates of Belmarsh slide open
and we begin our journey east. My temporary moving residence
is a compartment four feet by three with a plastic seat. I
feel nauseous within ten minutes, and am covered in sweat
within fifteen.
The journey to Wayland prison in Norfolk takes just over
three hours. As I peer through my tiny window I recognize the
occasional familiar landmark on the Cambridge leg of the
trip. Once the university city is behind us, I have to
satisfy myself with a glimpse at signposts whenever we slow
down at roundabouts to pinpoint where we are: Newmarket, Bury
St Edmunds, Thetford. So for this particular period of my
life that very special lady, Gillian Shephard, will be my
Member of Parliament.
The roads become narrower and the trees taller the further
east we travel. When we finally arrive at Wayland it couldn't
be in starker contrast to the entrance of Belmarsh with its
foreboding high walls and electric gates. And - most pleasing
of all -not a member of the press in sight. We drive into the
yard and come to a halt outside the reception area. I sense
immediately a different atmosphere and a more casual approach
by prison officers. But then their daily tariff is not
gangland murderers, ERA terrorists, rapists and drug barons.
The first officer I meet as I walk into reception is Mr
Knowles. Once he has completed the paperwork, he signs me
over to a Mr Brown, as if I were a registered parcel. Once
again, I am strip-searched before the officer empties my HMP
Belmarsh plastic bag onto the counter and rummages through my
possessions. He removes my dressing gown, the two large blue
towels William had so thoughtfully supplied and a blue
tracksuit. He informs me that they will be returned to me as
soon as I am enhanced.



'How long will that take?' I ask.
'Usually about three months,' he replies casually, as if
it were a few grains of sand passing through an hourglass. I
don't think I'll mention to Mr Brown that I'm hoping to be
moved within a few days, once the police enquiry into
Baroness Nicholson's complaint concerning the Simple Truth
appeal has been seen for what it is.
Mr Brown then places my beige slacks and blue shirt on one
side, explaining that I won't get those back until I've been
released or transferred. He replaces them with a striped blue
prison shirt and a pair of jeans. After signing over my
personal possessions, my photograph is taken, holding up a
little blackboard with the chalk letters FF8282 under my
chin, just as you've seen in films.
I am escorted by another officer to what I would describe
as the quartermaster's stores. There I am handed one towel
(green), one toothbrush (red), one tube of toothpaste, one
comb, two Bic razors and one plastic plate, plastic bowl and
plastic cutlery.
Having placed my new prison property in the plastic bag
along with the few possessions I am allowed to retain, I am
escorted to the induction wing. Mr Thompson, the induction
officer, invites me into his office. He begins by telling me
that he has been in the Prison Service for ten years, and
therefore hopes he will be able to answer any questions I
might have.
"You begin your life on the induction wing,' he explains,
'where you'll share a cell with another prisoner.' My heart
sinks as I recall my experience at Belmarsh. I warn him that
whoever I
share a cell with will sell his story to the tabloids. Mr
Thompson laughs. How quickly will he find out? Prison would
be so much more bearable if you could share a cell with
someone you know. I can think of a dozen people I'd be happy
to share a cell with, and more than a dozen who ought to be
in one.
When Mr Thompson finishes his introductory talk, he goes
on to assure me that I will be moved into a single cell on
another block once I've completed my induction.
"How long will that take?' I ask.
'We're so overcrowded at the moment,' he admits, 'that it
could take anything up to a month.' He pauses. "But in your
case I hope it will be only a few days.'
Mr Thompson then describes a typical day in the life of



Wayland, making it clear that prisoners spend considerably
less time locked in their cells than they do at Belmarsh,
which is a slight relief. He then lists the work choices:
education, gardening, kitchen, workshop or wing cleaner. But
he warns me that it will take a few days before this can be
sorted out. Nothing is ever done today in the Prison Service,
and rarely even tomorrow. He describes how the canteen works,
and confirms that I will be allowed to spend £12.50 per week
there. I pray that the food will be an improvement on
Belmarsh. Surely it can't be worse.
Mr Thompson ends his dissertation by telling me that he's
selected a quiet room-mate, who shouldn't cause me any
trouble. Finally, as I have no more questions, he accompanies
me out of his little office down a crowded corridor packed
with young men aged between eighteen to twenty-five, who just
stand around and stare at me.
My heart sinks when he unlocks the door. The cell is
filthy and would have been the subject of a court order by
the RSPCA if any animal had been discovered locked inside.
The window and window sill are caked in thick dirt - not
dust, months of accumulated dirt - the lavatory and the wash
basin are covered not with dirt, but shit. I need to get out
of here as quickly as possible. It is clear that Mr Thompson
doesn't see the dirt and is oblivious to the cell's filthy
condition. He leaves me alone only for a few moments before
my cell-mate strolls in. He tells me his name, but his
Yorkshire accent is so broad that I can't make it out and
resort to checking on the cell card attached to the door.
Chris is about my height but more stocky. He goes on
talking at me, but I can understand only about one word in
three. When he finally stops talking he settles down on the
top bunk to read a letter from his mother while I begin to
make up my bed on the bunk below. He chuckles and reads out a
sentence from her letter: 'If you don't get this letter, let
me know and I'll send you another one.' By the time we are
let out to collect our supper I have discovered that he is
serving a five-year sentence for GBH (grievous bodily harm),
having stabbed his victim with a Stanley knife. This is Mr
Thompson's idea of someone who isn't going to cause me any
trouble.
6.00 pm
All meals are served at a hotplate, situated on the floor
below. I wait patiently in a long queue only to discover that
the food is every bit as bad as Belmarsh. I return to my cell



empty-handed, grateful that canteen orders at Wayland are on
a Friday (tomorrow). I extract a box of Sugar Puffs from my
plastic bag and fill the bowl, adding long-life milk I munch
a Belmarsh apple and silently thank Del Boy.
6.30 pm
Exercise: there are several differences between Belmarsh
and Wayland that are immediately apparent when you walk out
into the exercise yard. First, you are not searched, second,
the distance you can cover without retracing your steps can
be multiplied by five - about a quarter of a mile - third,
the ratio of black to white prisoners is now 30/70 - compared
to 70/30 at Belmarsh - and fourth, my arrival in Norfolk
causes even more unsolicited pointing, sniggering and loutish
remarks, which only force me to curtail my walk fifteen
minutes early. I wish Mr Justice Potts could experience this
for just one day.
On the first long circuit, the salesmen move in.
'Anything you need, Jeff? Drugs, tobacco, phonecards?'
They're all quite happy to receive payment on the outside
by cheque or cash.t I explain to them all firmly that I'm not
interested, but it's clearly going to take a few days before
they realize I mean it.
When the barrow boys and second-hand salesmen have
departed empty-handed, I'm joined by a lifer who tells me
he's also sixty-one, but the difference is that he's already
served twenty-seven years in prison and still doesn't know
when, if ever,
he'll be released. When I ask him what he's in for, he
admits to killing a policeman. I begin a conversation with a
black man on the other side of me, and the lifer melts away.
Several of the more mature prisoners turn out to be in for
'white collar' crimes: fiddling the DSS, the DTI or HM
Customs. One of them, David, joins me and immediately tells
me that he's serving five years.
"What for?' I ask.
'Smuggling.'
'Drugs?'
'No, spirits,' he confesses.
'I didn't realize that was against the law. I thought you
could pop across to Calais and...'
'Yeah, you can, but not sixty-five times in sixty-five
days with a two-ton lorry, carrying twenty million quid's
worth of whisky.' He pauses. 'It's when you forget to cough
up eight million quid in duty that the Customs and Excise



become a little upset.'
A young man in his late twenties takes the place of the
police murderer on the other side of me. He brags that he's
been banged up in six jails during the past ten years, so if
I need a Cook's tour he's the best-qualified operator.
"Why have you been sent to six jails in ten years?' I
enquire.
"No one wants me,' he admits. 'I've done over two thousand
burglaries since the age of nineteen, and every time they let
me out, I just start up again.'
Isn't it time to give it up, and find something more
worthwhile to do?' I ask naively.
"No chance' he replies. 'Not while I'm making over two
hundred grand a year, Jeff.'
After a time, I become sick of the catcalling, so leave
the exercise yard and return to my cell, more and more
disillusioned,
more and more cynical. I don't consider young people, who
are first offenders and have been charged with minor
offences, should be sent to establishments like this, where
one in three will end up on drugs, and one in three will
commit a far more serious offence once they've received
tuition from the prison professors.
The next humiliation I have to endure is prisoners queuing
up silently outside my cell door to get a look at me. No 'Hi,
Jeff, how are you?' Just staring and pointing, as if I'm some
kind of an animal at the zoo. I sit in my cage, relieved when
at eight o'clock an officer slams the doors closed.
8.00 pm
I'm just about to start writing up what has happened to me
today when Chris switches on the television. First we have
half an hour of EastEnders followed by Top Gear, and then a
documentary on Robbie Williams. Chris is clearly establishing
his right to leave the TV on, with a programme he has
selected, at a volume that suits him. Will he allow me to
watch Frasier tomorrow?
I lie in bed on my thin mattress, my head resting on a
rock-hard pillow, and think about Mary and the boys, aware
that they too must be enduring their own private hell. I feel
as low as I did during my first night at Belmarsh. I have no
idea what time I finally fall asleep. I thought I had escaped
from hell.
So much for purgatory.



DAY 23
FRIDAY 10 AUGUST 2001
5.49 am
Intermittent, fitful sleep, unaided by a rock-hard pillow,
a cellmate who snores and occasionally talks in his sleep;
sadly, nothing of literary interest. Rise and write for two
hours.
733 am
Cell-mate wakes and grunts. I carry on writing. He then
jumps off the top bunk and goes to the lavatory in the corner
of the cell. He has no inhibitions in front of me, but then
he has been in prison for five years. I am determined never
to go to the loo in my cell, while I'm still in a one-up,
one-down, unless he is out I go on working as if nothing is
happening. It's quite hard to distract me when I'm writing,
but when I look up I see Chris standing there in the nude.
His chest is almost completely covered with a tattoo of an
eagle towering over a snake, which he tells me with pride he
did himself with a tattoo gun. On the
knuckles of his fingers on both hands are diamonds,
hearts, spades and clubs, while on his shoulders he has a
massive spider's web that creeps down his back. There's not
much pink flesh left unmarked. He's a walking canvas.
8.00 am
The cell doors are unlocked so we can all go and have
breakfast; one hour earlier than in Belmarsh. Chris and I
walk down to the hotplate. At least the eggs have been boiled
quite recently - like today. We're also given a half carton
of semi-skimmed milk, which means that I can drop the
long-life version from my weekly shopping list and spend the
extra 79p on some other luxury, like marmalade.
9.40 am
Mr Newport pops his head round the cell door to announce
that Mr Tinkler, the principal officer, would like a word
with me. Even the language at Wayland is more conciliatory.
When I leave my cell, he adds, 'It's down the corridor,
second door on the left'
When I enter Mr Tinkler's room, he stands up and ushers me
into a chair on the other side of his desk as if he were my
bank manager. His name is printed in silver letters on a
triangular piece of wood, in case anyone should forget. Mr
Tinkler resembles an old sea captain rather than a prison
officer. He has weathered, lined skin and a neatly cut white
beard. He's been in the service for over twenty years and I



learn that he will be retiring next August. He asks me how
I'm settling in - the most common question asked by an
officer when meeting a prisoner for the first time. I tell
him about the state of my room and the proclivities of my
cell-mate. He listens attentively and, as there
is little difference in our age, I detect some sympathy
for my predicament. He tells me that as soon as my induction
is over he plans to transfer me to a single cell on C block
which houses mainly lifers. Mr Tinkler believes that I'll
find the atmosphere there more settled, as I will be among a
group of prisoners closer to my own age. I leave bis office
feeling considerably better than when I entered it.
10.01 am
I've only been back in my cell for a few minutes when Mr
Newport pops his head round the door again. "We're moving you
to a cell down the corridor. Pack your belongings and follow
me.' I hadn't really unpacked so this exercise doesn't take
too long. The other cell also turns out to be a double, but
once I'm inside Mr Newport whispers, "We're hoping to leave
you on your own.' Mr Tinkler's sympathy is translated into
something far more tangible than mere words.
I slowly unpack my possessions from the regulation prison
plastic bag for the seventh time in three weeks.
As I now have two small cupboards, I put all the prison
clothes like shirts, socks, pants, gym kit, etc. in one,
while I place my personal belongings in the other. I almost
enjoy how long it takes to put my new home in order.
11.36 am
Mr Newport is back again. He's making his rounds, this
time to deliver canteen lists to every cell. He has already
warned me that if the computer hasn't transferred my surplus
cash from Belmarsh I will be allowed an advance of only £5
this week. I quickly check the top of the list, to discover
I'm in credit for
£20.46. This turns out to be my weekly allowance of £12.50
plus two payments from the education department at Belmarsh
for my lecture on creative writing and two sessions at the
workshop. I spend the next thirty minutes planning how to
spend this windfall. I allow myself such luxuries as Gillette
shaving foam, Robertson's marmalade and four bottles of Evian
water.
12 noon
Lunch. On Fridays at Wayland lunch comes in a plastic bag:
a packet of crisps, a bar of chocolate, a bread roll



accompanied by a lettuce leaf and a sachet of salad cream. I
can only wonder in which prison workshop and how long ago
this meal was packed, because there are rarely sell-by dates
on prison food. I return to my cell to find the canteen
provisions have been deposited on the end of my bed in yet
another plastic bag. I celebrate by thumbing my bread roll in
half and spreading Robertson's Golden Shred all over it with
the aid of my toothbrush handle. I pour myself a mug of
Evian. Already the world is a better place.
12.40 pm
Part of the induction process is a private session with
the prison chaplain. Mr John Framlington looks to me as if
it's been some years since he's administered his own parish.
He explains that he's a 'fill-in', as he shares the work with
a younger man. I assure him that I will be attending the
service on Sunday, but would like to know if it clashes with
the RCs. He looks puzzled.
"No, we both use the same chapel. Father Christopher has
so many parishes outside the prison to cover each Sunday he
holds his service on a Saturday morning at ten thirty.' Mr
Framlington
is interested to discover why I wish to attend both
services. I tell him about my daily diary, and my failure to
hear Father Kevin's sermon while at Belmarsh. He sighs.
'You'll quickly find out that Father Christopher preaches
a far better sermon than I do.'
2.40 pm
The first setback of the day. Mr Newport returns, the
bearer of bad news. Six new prisoners have arrived this
afternoon, and once again I will have to share. I learn later
that there are indeed six new inductees but as the prison
still has several empty beds there is no real need for me to
share. However, there are several reporters hanging around
outside the prison gates, so the authorities don't want to
leave the press with the impression I might be receiving
preferential treatment. Mr Newport claims he has selected a
more suitable person to share with me. Perhaps this time it
won't be a Stanley-knife stabber, just a machete murderer.
I transfer all my personal possessions out of one of the
cupboards and stuff them into the other, along with the
prison kit.
3.18 pm
My new room-mate appears carrying his plastic bag. He
introduces himself as Jules (see plate section). He's



thirty-five and has a five-year sentence for drug dealing.
He's already been told that I don't smoke.
I watch him carefully as he starts to unpack, and I begin
to relax. He has an unusual number of books, as well as an
electric chessboard. I feel confident the evening viewing
will not be a
rerun of Top of the Pops and motorbike scrambling. At five
to four I leave him to continue his unpacking while I make my
way to the gym for another induction session.
3.55 pm
Twenty new inmates are escorted to the gym. There are no
doors to be unlocked on our unimpeded journey to the other
side of the building. I also notice that on the way we pass a
library. I never even found the library at Belmarsh.
The gym is an even bigger shock. It's quite magnificent.
Wayland has a full-size basketball court, which is fully
equipped for badminton and tennis. The gym instructor asks us
to take a seat on a bench where we're handed forms to fill
in, giving such details as age, weight, height and sports we
are interested in.
'My name is John Maiden,' he tells us, 'and I'm happy to
be called John.' I never learnt the first name of any officer
at Belmarsh. He tells us the different activities available:
cricket, basketball, badminton, football, rugby and,
inevitably, weight training. He then takes us into the next
room, an area overcrowded with bars, dumb-bells and weights.
Once again I'm disappointed to discover that there is only
one treadmill, three rowing machines and no step machine.
However, there are some very strange-looking bikes, the likes
of which I've never seen
before.
A gym orderly (a prisoner who has obviously been trained
by Mr Maiden) takes us round the room and describes how to
use each piece of equipment. He carries out the task most
professionally, and should have no trouble finding a job once
he leaves prison. I'm listening intently about bench pressing
when I find Mr Maiden standing by my side.
'Are you still refereeing rugby?' he asks.
'No. I gave up about ten years ago,' I tell him. 'Once the
laws started to change every season I just couldn't keep up.
In any case I found that even if I only refereed veteran
teams I couldn't keep up, quite literally.'
'Don't let knowledge of the laws worry you,' said Mr
Maiden, 'we'll still be able to use you.'



The session ends with a look at the changing room, the
shower facilities and, more importantly, clean lavatories.
I'm issued with a plastic gym card and look forward to
returning to my old training regime.
5.00 pm
Back in the cell, I find Jules sitting on the top bunk
reading. I settle down to another session of writing before
we're called for supper.
6.00 pm
I select the vegetarian pie and chips and am handed the
obligatory yellow lollipop, which is identical to those we
were given at Belmarsh. If it's the same company who makes
and supplies them to every one of Her Majesty's prisons, that
must be a contract worth having. Although it's only my third
meal since I arrived, I think I've already spotted the power
behind the hotplate. He's a man of about thirty-five, six
foot three and must weigh around twenty-seven stone. As I
pass him I ask if we could meet later. He nods in the manner
of a man who knows that in the kingdom of the blind ... I can
only hope that I've located Wayland's 'Del Boy'.
After supper we are allowed to be out of our cells for a
couple of hours (Association) until we're banged up at eight.
What a contrast to Belmarsh. I use the time to roam around
the corridors and familiarize myself with the layout. The
main office is on the first landing and is the hub of the
whole wing. From there everything is an offshoot. I also
check where all the phones are situated, and when a prisoner
comes off one he warns me, 'Never use the phone on the
induction landing, Jeff, because the conversations are taped.
Use this one. It's a screw-free line.'
I thank him and call Mary in Cambridge. She's relieved
that I've rung as she has no way of contacting me, and can't
come to see me until she's been sent a visiting order. I
promise to put one in tomorrow's post, and then she may even
be able to drive across next Tuesday or Wednesday. I remind
her to bring some form of identification and that she mustn't
try to pass anything over to me, not even a letter.
Mary then tells me that she's accepted an invitation to go
on the Today programme with John Humphrys. She intends to ask
Baroness Nicholson to withdraw her accusation that I stole
money from the Kurds, so that I can be reinstated as a D-cat
prisoner and quickly transferred to an open prison. I tell
Mary that I consider this an unlikely scenario.
'She's not decent enough to consider such a Christian



act,' I warn my wife.
'I'm sure you're right,' Mary replies, 'but I will be able
to refer to Lynda Chafer's parliamentary reply on the subject
and ask why Ms Nicholson wasn't in the House that day if she
cares so much about the Kurds, or why had she not at least
read the report in Hansard the following morning.' Mary adds
that the BBC have told her that they accept I have no case to
answer.
"When are you going on?'
'Next Wednesday or Thursday, so it's important I see you
before then.'
I quickly agree as my units are running out. I then ask
Mary
to warn James that I'll phone him at the office at eleven
tomorrow morning, and will call her again on Sunday evening.
My units are now down to ten so I say a quick goodbye.
I continue my exploration of the wing and discover that
the main Association room and the servery/hotplate double up.
The room is about thirty paces by twenty and has a full-size
snooker table which is so popular that you have to book a
week in advance. There is also a pool table and a
table-tennis table, but no TV, as it would be redundant when
there's one in every cell.
Tm walking back upstairs when I bump into the hotplate
man. He introduces himself as Dalet and invites me to join
him in his cell, telling me on the way that he's serving
eight years for wounding with intent to endanger life. He
leads me down a flight of stone steps onto the lower-ground
floor. This is an area I would never have come across, as
it's reserved for enhanced prisoners only - the chosen few
who have proper jobs and are considered by the officers to be
trustworthy. As you can't be granted enhanced status for at
least three months, I will never enjoy such luxury, as I am
hoping to be moved to a D-cat fairly quickly.
Although Dale's cell is exactly the same size as mine,
there the similarity ends. His brick walls are in two tones
of blue, and he has nine five-by-five-inch steel mirrors over
his washbasin shaped in a large triangle. In our cell, Jules
and I have one mirror between us. Dale also has two pillows,
both soft, and an extra blanket. On the wall are photos of
his twin sons, but no sign of a wife - just the centrefold of
a couple of .Chinese girls, Blu-tacked
above his bed. He pours me a Coca-Cola, my first since
William and James visited me in Belmarsh, and asks if he can



help in any way.
In every way, I suspect. I would like a soft pillow, a
fresh towel every day and my washing taken care of.'
"No problem,' he says, like a banker who can make an
electronic transfer of a million dollars to New York by
simply pressing a button - as long as you have a million
dollars.
'Anything else? Phonecards, food, drink?'
'I could do with some more phonecards and several items
from the canteen.'
'I can also solve that problem,' Dale says. 'Just write
out a list of what you want and I'll have everything
delivered to your cell.'
'But how do I pay you?'
That's the easy part Send in a postal order and ask for
the money to be placed against my account. Just make sure the
name Archer isn't involved, otherwise there's bound to be an
investigation. I won't charge you double-bubble, just bubble
and a half.'
Three or four other prisoners stroll into Dale's cell, so
he immediately changes the subject. Within minutes the
atmosphere feels more like a club than a prison, as they all
seem so relaxed in each other's company. Jimmy, who's serving
a three-and-a-half year sentence for being an Ecstasy courier
(carrying packages from one club to another), wants to know
if I play cricket
The occasional charity match, about twice a year I admit.
'Good, then you'll be batting number three next week,
against D wing.'
'But I usually go in at number eleven' I protest, 'and
have been known to bat as high as number ten.'
Then you'll be first wicket down at Wayland,' says Jimmy.
"By the way, we haven't won a match this year. Our two best
batsmen got their D-cats at the beginning of the season and
were transferred to Latchmere House in Richmond.'
After about an hour of their company, I become aware of
the other big difference on the enhanced wing - the noise, or
rather the lack of noise. You just don't hear the incessant
stereos attempting to out-blare each other.
At five to eight I make my way back to my cell and am met
on the stairs by an officer who tells me that I cannot visit
the enhanced area again as it's off limits. 'And if you do,
Archer' he adds, Til put you on report, which could mean a
fortnight being added to your sentence.'



There's always someone who feels he has to prove how
powerful he is, especially if he can show off in front of
other prisoners - 'I put Archer in his place, didn't I?' In
Belmarsh it was the young officer with his record bookings. I
have a feeling I've just met Wayland's.
Back in my cell, I find Jules is playing chess against a
phantom opponent on his electronic board. I settle down to
write an account of the day. There are no letters to read as
no one has yet discovered I'm in Wayland.
8.15 pm
Dale arrives with a soft pillow and an extra blanket. He's
disappeared before I can thank him.
DAY 24
SATURDAY 11 AUGUST 2001
5.07 am
I've managed to sleep for six hours, thanks to Jules
hanging a blanket from the top bunk, so that it keeps out the
fluorescent arc lights that glare through the bars all night.
At 5.40 I place my feet on the linoleum floor and wait. Jules
doesn't stir. So far no snoring or talking in his sleep. Last
night Jules made an interesting observation about sleep: if s
the only time when you're not in jail, and it cuts your
sentence by a third. Is this the reason why so many prisoners
spend so much time in bed? Dale adds that some of them are
'gouching out' after chasing the dragon. This can cause them
to sleep for twelve to fourteen hours, and helps kill the
weekend, as well as themselves.
8.15 am
The cell door is unlocked just as I'm coming to the end of
my first writing session. During that time I've managed a
little over two thousand words.
I go downstairs to the hotplate hoping to pick up a carton
of milk, only to be told by Dale that it's not available at
the weekend.
9.00 am
I'm first in the queue at the office, to pick up a VO for
Mary. In a C-cat you're allowed one visit every two weeks. A
prisoner can invite up to three adults and two children under
the age of sixteen. The majority of prisoners are between the
ages of nineteen and thirty, so a wife or partner plus a
couple of young children would be the norm. As my children
are twenty-nine and twenty-seven, it will be only Mary and
the boys who I'll be seeing regularly.
10.00 am



I attend my first gym session. Each wing is allowed to
send twenty inmates, so after my inability to get on the list
at Bel-marsh, I make sure that I'm at the starting gate on
time.
The main gym is taken up with four badminton matches -like
snooker it's a sport that is so popular in prison that you
have to book a court a week in advance. The weight-training
room next door is packed with heaving and pumping musclemen,
and by the time I arrive, someone is already jogging on the
one treadmill. I begin my programme with some light
stretching before going on the rowing machine. I manage only
1,800 metres in ten minutes, compared with the usual 2,000 I
do back in the gym on Albert Embankment. But at least that
leaves me something to aim for. I manage a little light
weight training before the running machine becomes free. I
start at five miles an hour for six minutes to warm up,
before moving up to eight miles an hour for another ten
minutes. Just to give you an idea how feeble this is, Roger
Bannister's four-minute mile in 1952 was at fifteen miles an
hour, and I once saw Seb Coe do twelve miles an hour for ten
minutes - hold your breath - at the age of forty.
And he was only warming up for a judo session. I end with
ten minutes of stretching and a gentle warm down. Most of the
prisoners walk into the gym and go straight on to the heavy
weights without bothering to warm up. Later they wonder why
they pull muscles and are then out of action for the next
couple of weeks.
I return to my cell and try out the shower on our wing.
The wash room has four showers which produce twice as many
jets of water as those at Belmarsh. Also, when you press the
button the water continues to flow for at least thirty
seconds before you have to press it again. There are two
young black lads already showering who, I notice, keep their
boxer shorts on (I later learn this is because they're
Muslims). However, one problem I still encounter is that I'm
allowed only two small, thin towels (three by one foot) a
week. If I intend to go to the gym five days a week, followed
by a shower ... I'll have to speak to Dale about the problem.
I give James a call at the flat and ask him to send £100
in postal orders to Dale at Wayland so I can buy a razor,
some shampoo, a dozen phonecards as well as some extra
provisions. I also ask him to phone Griston Post Office and
order The Times and Telegraph every day, Sundays included.
James says he'll ask Alison to call them on Monday morning,



because he's going on holiday and will be away for a couple
of weeks. I'll miss him, even on the phone, and it won't be
that long before Will has to return to America.
12.00 noon
I skip lunch because I need to start the second draft of
today's script, and in any case, it looks quite inedible. I
open a packet of crisps and bite into an apple while I
continue writing.
2.00 pm
When the cell door is unlocked again at two o'clock, Dale
is standing outside and says he's been given clearance to
invite me down to the enhancement wing. The officer I bumped
into yesterday must be off duty.
It's like entering a different world. We go straight to
Dale's cell, and the first thing he asks me is if I play
backgammon. He produces a magnificent leather board with
large ivory counters. While I'm considering what to do with a
six and a three, never a good opening throw, he points to a
plastic bag under the bed. I look inside: a Gillette Mach3
razor, two packets of blades, a bar of Cusson's soap, some
shaving foam, a bunch of bananas, a packet of cornflakes and
five phonecards. I think it unwise to ask any questions. I
thank Dale and hand him my next shopping list. I assure him
funds are on the way. We shake hands on a bubble and a half.
Hell supply whatever I need from the canteen and charge me an
extra 50 per cent. The alternative is to be starved, unshaven
or cut to ribbons by a prison razor. This service will also
include extra towels, my laundry washed every Thursday, plus
a soft pillow, all at an overall expense of around £30 a
week.
We are once again joined by two other inmates, Darren (see
plate section) and Jimmy (transporting Ecstasy). During the
afternoon I play both of them at backgammon, win one and lose
one, which seems acceptable to everyone present. Dale leaves
us to check in for work as No. 1 on the hotplate, so we all
move across to Darren's cell. During a game of backgammon I
learn that Darren was caught selling cannabis, a part-time
occupation, supplementing his regular job as a construction
contractor. I ask him what he plans to do once he leaves
prison in a year's time having completed three years of a
six-year sentence. He admits he's not sure. I suspect, like
so many inmates who can make fifty to a hundred thousand
pounds a year selling drugs, he'll find it difficult to
settle for a nine to five job.



Whenever he's contemplating his next move, I try to take
in the surroundings. You can learn so much about a person
from their cell. On the shelves are copies of the Oxford
Shorter Dictionary (two volumes), the Oxford Book of
Quotations (he tells me he tries to learn one a day) and a
dozen novels that are clearly not on loan from the library.
As the game progresses, he asks me if Rupert Brooke owned the
Old Vicarage, or just lived there. I tell him that the great
war poet only resided there while working on his fellowship
dissertation at King's College.
Jimmy tells me that they're plotting to have me moved down
to the enhanced wing as soon as I've completed my induction.
This is the best news I've had since arriving at Wayland. The
cell door swings open, and Mr Thompson looks round.
'Ah' he says, when he spots me. The governor wants a
word.'t
I accompany Mr Thompson to Mr Carlton-Boyce's office.
He's a man of about forty, perhaps forty-five. He welcomes
me with a warm smile, and introduces me to the senior officer
from C wing, which, he tells me, is where they plan to
transfer me. I ask if they would consider me for the
enhancement spur, but am told the decision has already been
made. I've come to realize that once the machine has decided
on something, it would be easier to turn the QEII around than
try to get them to change their collective minds.
Mr Carlton-Boyce explains that he would quite happily move
me to C wing today, but with so many press sniffing around
outside, it mustn't look as if I am being given special
treatment, so I have to be the last of my intake to be moved.
No need to explain to him the problem of rap music and young
prisoners hollering from window to window all night, but, he
repeats, the press interest is tying his hands.
4.00 pm
I return to my cell and continue writing. I've only
managed a few pages when I'm interrupted by a knock on the
cell door. It's a young man from across the corridor who
looks to be in his early twenties.
'Can you write a letter for me?' he asks. No one ever
introduces themselves or bothers with pleasantries.
"Yes, of course. Who is it to, and what do you want me to
say?' I reply, turning to a blank page on my pad.
'I want to be moved to another prison,' he tells me.
'Don't we all?'
'What?'



'No, nothing, but why should they consider moving you?'
'I want to be nearer my mother, who's suffering from
depression.' I nod. He tells me his name is Naz, and then
gives me the name of the officer to whom he wishes to address
the letter. He asks me to include the reason his request
should be taken seriously. I pen the letter, reading each
sentence out as I complete it. He signs along the bottom with
a flourish. I can't read his signature, so I ask him to spell
his name so I can print it in capitals underneath - then the
officer in question will know who it's come from, I explain.
I place the missive in an envelope, address it, and he seals
it. Naz picks up the envelope, smiles and says, "Thank you.
If you want anything, just let me know.' I tell him I need a
pair of flip-flops for the shower because I'm worried about
catching verrucas. He looks anxiously at me.
'I was only joking,' I say, and wish him luck.
5.00 pm
Supper. I settle for a lump of cabbage and half a portion
of chips, which is a normal portion in your world. The
cabbage is floating around in water and reminds me of school
meals, and why I never liked the vegetable in the first
place. While I'm waiting in line, Jimmy tells me that he
didn't enjoy his spell of serving behind the hotplate.
'Why not?' I ask.
The inmates never stop complaining,' he adds.
'About the quality of the food?'
'No, about not giving them large enough portions,
especially when it comes to chips.'
When I return to the cell, I find over a hundred letters
stacked on the end of my bunk. Jules reminds me that at
weekends we're banged up at around five thirty and will
remain locked in our cells until eight fifteen the following
morning. So
I'll certainly have enough time to read every one of them.
Fourteen hours of incarceration, once again blamed on staff
shortages. Unpleasant, but still a great improvement on
Bel-marsh. I say unpleasant only because when you've finished
your meal, you're left with dirty, smelly plastic plates
littering your tiny cell all night. It might be more sensible
to leave the cell doors open for another twenty minutes so
that prisoners can scrape the remains of their food into the
dustbins at the end of each corridor and then wash their
utensils in the sink. And don't forget that in many prisons
there are three inmates to a cell with one lavatory.



I compromise, scrape my food into a plastic bag and then
tie it up before dropping it in the waste-paper bin next to
the lavatory. When I look out of my cell window I notice
several prisoners are throwing the remains of their meal
through the bars and out onto the grass.
Jules tells me that he's working on a letter to the
principal officer (Mr Tinkler) about having his status
changed from C-cat to D-cat. He asks if I will go through it
with him. I don't tell him that I'm facing the same problem.
Jules is a model prisoner and deserves his enhanced
status. He gained this while he was at Bedford where he
became a listener. He's also quiet and considerate about my
writing regime. He so obviously regrets his involvement with
drugs, and is one of the few prisoners I've come across who I
am convinced will never see the inside of a jail again. I do
a small editorial job on his letter and suggest that we
should go over the final draft tomorrow. I then spend the
next couple of hours reading
through today's mail, which is just as supportive as the
letters I received in Belmarsh. There is, however, one
missive of a different nature that I feel I ought to share
with you.
University College Hospital London 1/8/01 430 pm My dear
Lord Archer
Many poets and writers have written much of their best
work in prison, OWfor one. However, I cannot conceive of you
having to spend four miserable years in a maximum security
prison. I spent 60 days in such a facility in Canada on a
trumped-up charge of disturbing the peace.
I escaped by a most devious means.
I can arrange for your immediate release from bondage,
however, only if you are willing to donate £15m to my charity
foundation.
I can be contacted anytime at 020 7— If you would like
some company, choose three non-criminal or white-collar
offenders to join with you,foran appropriate amount.
Yours as an artist,
I am quite unable to read the signature. In the second
post there is another letter in the same bold red hand:
1/8/01 5.05 pm Dear Geofrey [sic]
After having sealed ike letter to you I realized that I
wrote £15m instead of£1.5m So just to reassure you, I'm not
an idiot, I repeat my offer to spring you and a few other
trustworthy buddies! Yours in every greater art,



Again, I cannot read the signature.
DAY 25
SUNDAY 12 AUGUST 2001
5.56 am
Woken by voices in the corridor, two officers, one of them
on a walkie-talkie. They open a cell door and take a prisoner
away. I will find out the details when my door is unlocked in
a couple of hours' time.
6.05 am
Write for two hours.
8.15 am
Breakfast. Sugar Puffs (prison issue), long-life
milk (mine, because it's Sunday). Beans on burnt toast
(prison's).
10.00 am
I go to the library for the first time and sign up. You
are allowed to take out two books, a third if your official
work is education. The library is about the same size as the
weight-lifting room and, to be fair, just as well stocked.
They have everything from Graham Greene to Stephen King, I,
Claudius to Harry Potter.
However, although Forsyth, Grisham, Follett and Jilly
Cooper are much in evidence, I can find none of my books on
the shelves. I hope that's because they are all out on loan.
Lifers often tell me they've read them all - slowly - and in
some cases several times.
I take out a copy of The Glass Bead Game by Hermann Hesse,
which I haven't read in years, and Famous Trials selected by
John Mortimer. Naturally I have to fill in another form, and
then my choices are stamped by the library orderly - a
prisoner - to be returned by 26 August. I'm rather hoping to
have moved on by then.
Kevin, the prisoner who stamps my library card, tells me
that all my books were removed from the shelves the day they
found out I was being transferred to Wayland.
'Why?' I ask.
"Direct order from the number one governor. It seems that
Belmarsh informed her that the prisoners were stealing your
books, and if they could then get you to Sign them, the
black-market price is a thousand pounds.'
I believe everything except the thousand pounds, which
sounds like a tabloid figure.
1030 am
I check my watch, leave the library and quickly make my



way across to the chapel on the other side of the corridor.
There is no officer standing by the entrance. It suddenly
hits me that I haven't been searched since the day I arrived.
I'm a couple of minutes late, and wonder if I've come to the
wrong place, as there are only three other prisoners sitting
in the pews, along with the chaplain. John Framlington is
dressed in a long, black gown and black cape with crimson
piping, and welcomes me with literally open arms.
The chapel is very impressive, with its wood-panelled
walls and small oils depicting the life of Christ. The simple
altar is covered in a cloth displaying a white cross with
splashes of gold. There is also a large wooden cross hanging
from the wall behind the altar. The seating consists of six
rows of twenty wooden chairs set in a semicircle reminiscent
of a small amphitheatre. I take a seat in the third row as a
group of men and women all dressed in red T-shirts enters by
the backdoor. They assemble their music on stands while a
couple strap on guitars and a flautist practises a few notes.
She's very pretty. I wonder if it's because it's my
twenty-fifth day in prison. But that would be an ungallant
thought. She is pretty.
By ten forty-five the congregation has swelled to seven,
but we are still outnumbered by the nine-strong choir. The
prisoners are all seated to the right of the altar while the
choir is standing on the left. A man, who appears to be the
group's leader, suggests we move across and join him on their
side of the chapel. All seven of us dutifully obey. I've just
worked out why the congregation at Belmarsh was over two
hundred, week in and week out, while at Wayland it's down to
seven. Here you are allowed to stroll around the buildings
for long periods of time, so if you wish to make contact with
someone from another wing, it's not all that difficult. In
Belmarsh, chapel was a rare opportunity to catch up with a
friend from another block, relay messages, pass on drugs and
occasionally even pray.
The chaplain then walks up to the front, turns and
welcomes us all. He begins by introducing Shine who, he tells
us, are a local group that perform for several churches in
the diocese.
We all join in the first hymn, "He Who Would Valiant Be',
and Shine turn out to be rather good. Despite our depleted
numbers, the service still swings along. Once the chaplain
has delivered the opening prayer, he comes and sits amongst
the



congregation. He doesn't conduct any other part of the
service, as that has been left in the capable hands of the
leader of Shine. Next we sing 'Amazing Grace', which is
followed by a lesson from Luke, read by another member of the
group. Following another hymn we are addressed by the leader
of Shine. He takes his text from the first reading of the
Good Samaritan. He talks about people who walk by on the
other side when you are in any trouble. This time I do thank
God for my family and friends, because so few of them have
walked by on the other side.
The service ends with a blessing from the chaplain, who
then thanks the group for giving up their time. I return to
my cell and write notes on everything I have just
experienced.
12.09 pm
I call Mary in Grantchester. How I miss my weekends with
her, strolling around the garden at the Old Vicarage: the
smell of the flowers and the grass, feeding the fish and
watching students idly punting on the Cam. Mary briefs me on
what line she intends to take on the Today programme, now
that the Foreign Office and the KDP (Kurdish Democratic
Party) have confirmed how the money for the Kurds was raised
and distributed. I try to think how Ms Nicholson will spin
herself out of this one.
Mary reminds me that she can't come to see me until she
receives a VO. I confirm I sent her one yesterday. She goes
on to tell me that her own book, Photoconversion Volume One:
Clean Electricity from Photovoltaics (advance sales 1,229,
price £110), has been well received by the academic world.
We finish by discussing family matters. Although I've come
to the end of my twenty units, I don't tell her that I am in
possession of another two phonecards as that might cause
trouble for Dale, especially if the conversation is being
taped. I
promise to call her again on Tuesday, and we agree a time.
Just in case you've forgotten, the calls are always one way:
OUT.
My next call is to James, who is giving a lunch party for
ten friends at our apartment in London. I do miss his
cooking. He tells me who's sitting round my table and what
they are eating: Roquefort, fig and walnut salad, spaghetti,
and ice cream, followed by Brie, Stilton or Cheddar. This
will be accompanied by an Australian red and a Californian
white. I begin to salivate.



"Dinner' yells an officer, and I quickly return to the
real world.
12.20 pm
Lunch: Chinese stir-fried vegetables (they may have been
stirred, but they are still glued together), an apple,
supplemented by a Mars bar (30p), and a glass of Evian.
Guests: pre-selected.
1.00 pm
I join Dale on the enhanced wing. I grab Darren's Sunday
Times, and read very slowly while Dale and Jimmy play
backgammon. The lead story is the alleged rape of a girl in
Essex by Neil and Christine Hamilton. This is more
graphically described in Dale's News of the World, and the
implausible story is memorable for Christine Hamilton's
observation, 'If I wanted to do that sort of thing, it would
be in Kensington or Chelsea, not Essex.'
We play several games of backgammon, during which time the
assembled gathering questions me about the contest for the
Tory party leadership. Darren (marijuana only) is a fan of
Michael Portillo, and asks how I feel. I tell him that I
think it
might have been wise of the 1922 Committee to let all
three candidates who reached the second round - Clarke 59,
Duncan Smith 54 and Portillo 53 - be presented to the party
membership. Leaving Michael out is bound to create some bad
feeling and may even cause trouble in the future. It's quite
possible that the membership would have rejected Portillo in
any case, but I feel that they should have been allowed the
opportunity to do so.
Dale (wounding with intent) is a huge fan of Margaret
Thatcher, while Jimmy (Ecstasy courier) voted for John Major.
'A decent bloke' he says. It's sometimes hard to remember
that I may be sitting in a room with an armed robber, a drug
dealer, a million-pound fraudster, and heaven only knows who
else. It's also worth mentioning that when it comes to their
'other world', they never discuss anything in front of me.
3.00 pm
Exercise: I take the long walk around the perimeter of the
prison
- about half a mile - and several inmates greet me in a
more friendly fashion than they did on my first outing last
Thursday. The first person to join me is a man who is
obviously on drugs. Unlike William Keane - do you remember
him from Belmarsh?



- I can't tell which drug he's on just by looking at his
skin. His name is Darrell, and he tells me that his original
sentence was for ten years. His crime: cutting someone up in
a pub with a broken bottle. He was nineteen at the time. I
take a second look. He looks about forty.
Then why are you still here?' I ask, assuming he will
explain that he's serving a second or third sentence for
another offence. 'Once I ended up in prison, I got hooked on
drugs, didn't I?' 'Did you?'
"Yeah, and I'd never taken a drug before I came in. But
when you're given a ten-year sentence and then banged up for
twenty-two hours a day with prisoners who are already on
skag, you sort of fall in with it, don't you? First I was
caught smoking cannabis so the governor added twenty-eight
days to my sentence.'
Twenty-eight days for smoking cannabis? But...'
'I then tried cocaine and finally moved on to heroin.
Every time I got caught, my sentence was lengthened. Mind
you, I've been clean for over a year now, Jeff. I've had to
be, otherwise I'm never going to get out of this fuckin'
shithole, am I?'
"How long has it been?'
Twenty-one years. I'm forty-one, and over half my sentence
has been added because of being caught taking drugs while
inside.'
I'm trying to take this in when we're joined by a burly
older man of around my height, who looks Middle Eastern.
Darrell slips quietly away, which I fear means trouble. The
new man doesn't bother with any small talk.
'How would you like to make fifty grand a week while
you're still in prison?'
"What do you have in mind?' I ask innocently, because he
doesn't look like a publisher.
'I've got a lorry-load of drugs stuck on the Belgian
border waiting to come into this country, but I'm a little
short of cash at the moment. Put up fifty grand and you'll
have a hundred by this time next week.' I quicken my pace and
try to lose him, but within seconds he's caught me up. There
would be no risk for you,' he adds, slightly out of breath.
"We take all the risk. In any case, no one could pin it on
you, not while you're still in jail.'
I stop in my tracks and turn to face him. 'I hate drugs,
and I detest even more those people who peddle them. If you
ever try



to speak to me again, I will repeat this conversation,
first to my solicitor and then to the governor. And don't
imagine you can threaten me, because they would be only too
happy to move me out of here, and my bet is your sentence
would be doubled. Do I make myself clear?'
I have never seen a more frightened man in my life. What
he didn't know was that I was even more terrified than he
was. I couldn't forget the punishment meted out in Belmarsh
for being a grass - hot water mixed with sugar thrown in your
face - or the man with the four razor-blade scars
administered in the shower. I quickly leave the exercise yard
and go back to my cell, pull the door closed, and sit on the
end of the bed, shaking.
4.00 pm
When Jules returns, I'm still shaking. I go off in search
of Dale.
'I know that bastard' says Dale. "Just leave him to me.'
'What does that mean?' I ask
'Don't ask.'
'I have to. I'm trying not to cause any trouble.'
'He won't trouble you again, that I guarantee.' He then
raises his twenty-seven-stone frame from the end of the bed
and departs.
4.30 pm
Association: I emerge from the enhanced wing with two Mars
bars, having played a couple of games of backgammon with
Darren. I become aware of the most incredible uproar
emanating from the games room. Am I about to experience my
first riot? I glance anxiously round the door to see a group
of West Indians playing dominoes. Every time they place a
domino on the table,
it's slammed down as if a judge were trying to bring a
rowdy courtroom to order. This is followed by screaming
delight more normally associated with Lara scoring a century
at Sabina Park. The officer on duty, Mr Nutbourne, and the
other inmates playing snooker, pool and table tennis don't
seem at all disturbed by this. I stroll across to join the
dozen or so West Indians and decide to watch a couple of
games. One of them looks up from the table, and shouts, "You
wanna try your luck, man?'
"Thank you,' I reply, and take a seat vacated by one of
the players.
A West Indian with greying hair divides the dominoes
between the four of us and we each end up with seven pieces.



The player on my right is able to begin the game as he has a
double six. He places his prize with a thump in the middle of
the table, which is followed by shouts and screams from the
assembled gathering. The game progresses for four rounds
without any player failing to place a domino on the end of
the line. During the next round the player on my left doesn't
have a three or six, so passes and, as I have a six, I place
my domino quietly on the table. I notice the brothers are
becoming a little less noisy. By this time a large crowd has
gathered round until only two of us are left with one domino;
I have a five and a four, but it is my opponent's turn. If
he's going to win, he has to hit, and hit now. The brothers
fall almost silent. Can the player on my left thwart me and
win the game? I pray for the second time that day. He has
neither a four nor a one, and passes without a murmur. I try
desperately to keep a poker face, while holding my last
domino in the palm of my hand. A forest of black eyes are
staring at me. I quietly place my four next to the four on
the right-hand end and so much bedlam breaks out that even Mr
Nutbourne decides to find out what's going on. I rise to
leave.
'Another game, man? Another game?' they demand.
'How kind of you' I say, "but I must get back to my
writing. It's been a pleasure to play you.' This is followed
by much slapping of hands. I depart quickly, aware that if I
were to play a second round, the myth would be shattered.
Frankly I know nothing of the subtleties of the game, having
just brought a new meaning to the phrase "beginner's luck.
5.45 pm
Supper. When I reach the hotplate, Dale takes my plastic
bowl and, just as Tony always did at Belmarsh, decides what I
shall be allowed to eat. He selects a vegetarian quiche, a
few lettuce leaves carefully extracted from a large bowl and
a tomato. I will no longer have to think about what to eat as
long as Dale's on duty.
6.00 pm
Jules and I are banged up again until eight tomorrow
morning. Fourteen hours in a cell seven paces by three, just
in case you've forgotten. As it's Sunday, there are no
letters awaiting me, so I just go over my script before
returning to Hermann Hesse.
9.00 pm
Jules and I watch Meg Ryan and Kevin Kline in French Kiss,
which has us both laughing, but then we are a captive



audience.
10.54 pm
I settle my head on my new soft pillow. It isn't goose
down, or even duck feather - just foam rubber - but I know
luxury when I feel it.

DAY 26
MONDAY 13 AUGUST 2001
6.03 am
Yesterday's early morning commotion in the corridor turned
out to be a prisoner needing medication and the assistance of
a Listener. He had pressed the emergency call button. There's
one in every cell next to the door which, when pressed,
illuminates a small red light in the corridor, while another
flashes up in the main office. It is known by the inmates as
room service, although prison orders state that it must be
used only in emergencies, otherwise you will be placed on
report. I couldn't find out why the prisoner needed the help
of a Listener, but as it was his first night at Wayland, it
could have been for any number of reasons. Remembering my
first night, I can only sympathize. I write for two hours.
8.15 am
Breakfast. Sugar Puffs (mine), milk (theirs). One egg on a
slice of toast (theirs), a second slice of toast (theirs),
marmalade (mine).
10.00 am
Banged up for two hours, which I plan on using to work on
the second draft of this morning's script. That's assuming
there are no interruptions - there are two.
10.49 am
The cell door is unlocked by Mr Newport, who wants to talk
to Jules about his application for a change of status from
C-cat to D-cat. Jules explains that he has written his
reasons in a letter so that they (the authorities) will have
all the relevant details on record. Mr Newport glances over
the two pages and promises to arrange an interview with Mr
Stainthorpe, the classifications officer. The cell door is
banged shut.
11.09 am
The cell door is opened a second time. On this occasion
it's Mr Nutbourne, who says, 'Now tell me, Jeffrey' (the
first officer to call me by my Christian name) 'do you want
the good news or the bad news?'
'You decide,' I suggest.



"You won't be going to C wing after all, because we're
going to move you down to join your friends on the enhanced
corridor.'
'So what's the bad news?' I ask.
Unfortunately, a cell won't be available until 29 August,
when the next prisoner on that corridor will have completed
his sentence.'
'But you could still put me in a single cell on another
part of the block.'
'Don't push your luck,' he says with a grin, before
slamming the door closed.
12 noon
Lunch: soup (minestrone) and a piece of brown bread
(fresh). Couldn't face the meat pie. Heaven knows what
animal's inside it..
2.00 pm
Gym: I'm the first to set foot in the gym, only to find
that the running machine has broken down. Damn, damn, damn.
I warm up and stretch for a few minutes before doing ten
minutes on the rower. I manage 1,909 metres, a vast
improvement on yesterday. A little light weight training
before moving on to a bicycle, the like of which I have never
seen before. I can't get the hang of it until Mr Maiden comes
to my rescue and explains that once you've set the speed, the
peddles just revolve until you stop them. He sets the pace at
thirty kilometres per hour, and leaves me to get on with it.
I sweat away for ten minutes, and then realize I don't know
how to turn it off. I shout to Everett (GBH) for help - a
black man who I sat next to during the dominoes encounter -
but he just grins, or simply doesn't understand my
predicament. When my screaming goes up a decibel, Mr Maiden
finally comes to my rescue. He can't stop laughing as he
shows me which button I have to press to bring the machine to
a halt. It's marked STOP - in red. I fall off the bike,
exhausted, which causes much mirth among the other prisoners,
especially the dominoes players. I use the rest of my time
lying on a rubber mat recovering.
As the prisoners begin to make their way back to their
cells - no gates, no searches - I'm called to Mr Maiden's
office. Once his door is closed and no other prisoner can
overhear, he asks, Would you like to join the staff on Friday
morning to
assist with a special needs group from Dereham Adult
Training Centre?'



'Of course I would,' I tell him.
Jimmy is the only other prisoner who presently helps that
group, so perhaps you should have a word with him.'
I thank Mr Maiden and return to my cell. I don't
immediately take a shower as I am still sweating from the
bicycle experience, so I use the time to call my PA, Alison.
I tell her I need more A4 pads and pens because I'm currently
writing two to three thousand words a day. I also need
stamped envelopes addressed to her - large A4 size for the
manuscript and slightly smaller ones so I can turn round my
daily postbag. Alison tells me that because of the sackfuls
of letters I am receiving both in prison and at the office,
as well as having to type two scripts at once, she's putting
in even longer hours than when I was a free man.
'And to think that you were worried about losing your job
if I were to end up in jail,' I remind her. Just wait until I
get my hands back on my novel.t You'll be working weekends as
well.'
Alison confirms that the last five chapters of Belmarsh
have arrived safely, thanks to the cooperation of Roy, the
censor. No such problem at Wayland, where you just drop your
envelope in a postbox and off it goes. I remind her that I
need the Belmarsh script back as soon as possible, to go over
it once again before I let Jonathan Lloyd (my agent) read it
for the first time. My final request is to be put through to
Will.
He's in Cambridge with Mary.'
Although I check to see how many units are left on the
phonecard, I haven't needed to worry about the problem lately
as Dale seems to be able to arrange an endless supply of
them.
I dial Cambridge and catch Mary, who is just leaving to
chair a meeting at Addenbrooke's Hospital, where she is
deputy chairman. After a few words, she passes me over to
Will. He is full of news and tells me Mum has been preparing
in her usual diligent way for the Today interview. Since he
spoke to me last, Andy Bearpark, who covered Kurdish affairs
at the Overseas Development Administration during the
relevant time, confirms he has been contacted by KPMG
regarding the audit. Will feels the police will be left with
little choice but to complete their initial report quickly
and reinstate my D-cat. I thank him, particularly for the
support he's giving his mother. I then tell him that I've
finished the Belmarsh section of the diaries and ask if he's



found time to read the odd chapter.
1 just can't face it, Dad. It's bad enough that you're
there.' I tell him that I have already decided that there
will be three volumes of the prison diary: Hell, Purgatory
and Heaven, with an epilogue called 'Back to Earth'. This at
least makes him laugh. As I'm telling him this, Jimmy passes
me in the corridor and I turn to ask if he could spare me a
moment. He nods, and waits until I finish my conversation
with Will.
Jimmy has also heard that I may be joining them on the
enhanced wing, but wonders if Nutboume's information came
from on high.
'Exactly my thoughts,' I tell him. I then mention that Mr
Maiden has invited me to join them in the gym on Friday
morning to assist with the special needs group. I'm surprised
by his reaction.
"You jammy bastard,' says Jimmy. 'I had to wait a couple
of years before I was invited to join that shift, and you get
asked after four days.' Funnily enough I hadn't thought of it
as a perk, but simply as doing something worthwhile.
Jimmy invites me down to his cell for a drink, my only
chance of having a Diet Coke. We're joined by Jason, who
spotted me in the corridor. Jason hands me a pair of slippers
and a wash bag, which are normally only issued to enhanced
prisoners.
"You jammy bastard,' repeats Jimmy, before he starts going
on about his weight. Jimmy is six foot one, slim and athletic
(see plate section). He trains every day in the gym and is
known by the inmates as Brad Pitt.
'More like Arm Pitt' says Jason.
Jimmy smiles and continues to grumble, 'I need to put on
some weight.'
'I like you as you are, darling,' Jason replies.
I decide this is an ideal opportunity to ask them how
drugs are smuggled into prison. Both throw out one-liners to
my myriad questions, and between them continue my education
on the subject.
Of the six major drugs - cannabis, speed, Ecstasy,
cocaine, crack cocaine and heroin - only cannabis and heroin
are in daily demand in most prisons. Each wing or block has a
dealer, who in turn has runners who handle any new prisoners
when they arrive on the induction wing. It's known as Drug
Induction. This is usually carried out in the yard during the
long exercise break each morning. The price ranges from



double the street value to as much as a tenfold mark-up
depending on supply and demand; even in prison free
enterprise prevails. Payment can be made in several ways. The
most common currency is phonecards or tobacco. You can also
send in cash to be credited to the dealer's account, but most
dealers don't care for that route, as even the dumbest
officer can work out what they're up to. The preferred method
is for the recipient of the drugs to arrange for a friend to
send cash to the dealer's contact on the outside, usually his
girlfriend, wife or partner. Just as there is a canteen list
of prices
taped to the wall outside the main office, so there is an
accepted but, unprinted list, of available drugs in any
prison. For example, the price of five joints of cannabis
would work out at around £10 or five phonecards; a short line
of cocaine would cost about £10, while heroin, a joey or a
bag, which is about half a gram, can cost as much as £20.
Next we discuss the bigger problem of how to get the gear
into prison. Jason tells me that there are several ways. The
most obvious is via visits, but this is not common as the
punishment for being caught usually fits the crime, for both
the visitor and the prisoner. If you are caught, you
automatically lose your visits and the use of phonecards. For
most prisoners this is their only lifeline to the outside
world. Few, other than desperate heroin addicts, are willing
to sacrifice being able to see their family and friends once
a fortnight or speak to them regularly on the phone. So most
dealers revert to other safer methods because were they to be
caught twice, they not only lose the right to a phonecard as
well as a visit, but will be charged with the offence and can
expect to have time added to their sentence.
'What are the other methods?' I ask.
"You can arrange to have gear thrown over the wall at a
designated time so it can be picked up by a gardener or a
litter collector. Helps to supplement their seven pounds a
week wages,' Jason explains. 'But home leave or town visits
are still the most common source of drugs coming in. A clever
courier can earn some extra cash prior to being released.'
'Mind you,' adds Jimmy, 'if you're caught bringing gear
in, not only do you lose all your privileges, but you can be
transferred to an A-cat with time added to your sentence.'
'What about by post?' I ask.
'Sending in a ballpoint pen is a common method,' Jason
says. 'You half fill the tube with heroin and leave the



bottom half full of ink, so that when the screws remove the
little cap on the bottom they can only see the ink. They
could break the tube in half, but that might mean having to
replace as many as a hundred biros a week. But the most
common approach still involves brown envelopes and underneath
stamps.'
"Envelopes?' I ask.
"Down the side of most large brown envelopes is a flap. If
you lift it carefully you can place a line of heroin along
the inside and carefully seal it back up again. When it comes
in the post it looks like junk mail or a circular, but it
could be hiding up to a hundred quid's worth of skag.'
'One prisoner went over the top recently,' says Jimmy.
'He'd been enhanced and put on the special wing. One of our
privileges is that we can hang curtains in our cell. When his
selected curtains arrived, prison staff found the seams were
weighed down with heroin. The inmate was immediately locked
up in segregation and lost all his privileges.'
'And did he also get time added to his sentence?'
'No,' Jason replies. Tie claimed that the curtains were
sent in by his co-defendant from the original trial in an
attempt to stitch him up.' I like the use of the words
'stitch him up' in this context. "Not only did he get away
with it,' continues Jimmy, "but the co-defendant ended up
being sentenced to five years. Both men were as guilty as
sin, but neither of them ended up in jail for the crime they
had committed,' Jimmy adds. Not the first time I've heard
that.
'But you can also have your privileges taken away and time
added if you're caught taking drugs,' Jason reminds me.
True' says Jimmy, "but there are even ways around that. In
1994 the government brought in mandatory drug testing to
catch prisoners who were taking illegal substances. But if
you're on heroin, all you have to do is purchase a tube of
smoker's
toothpaste from the canteen and swallow a mouthful soon
after you've taken the drug.'
'How does that help?' I ask.
'If they ask for a urine sample' explains Darren,
'smoker's toothpaste will cloud it, and they have to wait
another twenty-four hours before testing you again. By the
time they conduct a second test, a couple of gallons of water
will have cleared any trace of heroin out of your system. You
may be up all night peeing, but you don't lose your



privileges or have time added.'
"But that's not possible with cannabis?' I ask.t
"No, cannabis remains in your bloodstream for at least a
month. But it's still big business whatever the risk, and you
can be fairly certain that the dealers never touch any drugs
themselves. They all have their mules and their sellers. They
end up only taking a small cut, and are rarely caught.'
'And some of them even manage to make more money inside
prison than they did outside' adds Jason.
The call for tea is bellowed down the corridor by an
officer. I close my notepad, thank Jason for the slippers and
wash bag, not to mention the tutorial, and return to my cell.
5.00 pm
Supper: vegetarian pie and two potatoes. If I become
enhanced, I will be allowed to have my own plate plus a mug
or cup sent in, not to mention curtains.
6.00 pm
Write for just over an hour.
7.15 pm
Watch Sue Barker and Roger Black sum up the World
Athletics Championship, which has been a disaster for
Britain. One gold for Jonathan Edwards in the triple jump and
a bronze for Dean Macey in the decathlon. The worst result
for Britain since the games began in 1983, and that was
following such a successful Olympics in Sydney. I'm almost
able to convince myself that I'm glad I was prevented from
attending.
8.00 pm
Read through my letters. Just over a hundred today.
9.00 pm
Jules and I watch a modern version of Great Expectations
with Robert De Niro and Gwyneth Paltrow. If I hadn't been in
prison, I would have walked out after fifteen minutes.
I begin to read Famous Trials selected by John Mortimer. I
start with Rattenbury and Stones, the problem of a younger
man falling in love with an older woman. Now that's something
I haven't experienced. I fall asleep around eleven.

DAY 27
TUESDAY 14 AUGUST 2001
6.18 am
Overslept. After a night's rain, the sun is peeping
through my four-bar window. I write for a couple of hours.
820 am



Breakfast: two Weetabix, one hard-boiled egg and a piece
of toast.
10.56 am
I've been writing for about an hour when the cell door is
opened; Mr Clarke tells me that as part of my induction I
must attend a meeting with a representative from the BoV
(Board of Visitors). Everything has an acronym nowadays.
Nine prisoners assemble in a waiting room opposite Mr
Newport's office. There are eleven comfortable chairs set in
a semicircle, and a low table in the middle of the room. If
there had been a few out-of-date magazines scattered on the
table, it could have passed for a GP's waiting room. We have
to hang around for a few minutes before being joined by a man
in his
late fifties, who looks like a retired solicitor or bank
manager. He's about five foot nine with greying hair and a
warm smile. He wears an open-neck shirt and a pair of grey
flannels. I suspect that the only other time he's this
casually dressed is on a Sunday afternoon.
He introduces himself as Keith Flintcroft, and goes on to
explain that the Board is made up of sixteen local people
appointed by the Home Office. They are not paid, which gives
them their independence.
'We can see the governor or any officer on request, and
although we have no power, we do have considerable influence.
Our main purpose,' he continues, 'is to deal with prisoners'
complaints. However, our authority ends when it comes to an
order of the governor. For example, we cannot stop a prisoner
being placed in segregation, but we can make sure that we are
supplied with details of the offence within a period of
seventy-two hours. We can also read any written material on a
prisoner with the exception of their legal papers or medical
records.'
Mr Flintcroft comes over as a thoroughly decent bloke, a
man who obviously believes in giving service to the local
community. Just like so many thousands of citizens up and
down the country he expects little reward other than the
satisfaction of doing a worthwhile job. I believe that if he
felt a prisoner was getting a rough deal, he would, within
the limits of his power, try to do something about it.
He ends his ten-minute chat by saying, "You'll find that
we spend a lot of our time roaming around the prison. You
can't miss us because we wear these distinctive buff-coloured
name



badges. So feel free to come and talk to us whenever you
want to - in complete confidence. Now, are there any
questions?'
To my surprise, there are none. Why doesn't anyone mention
the state of the cells on the induction wing compared with
the rest of the prison? Why, when there is a painter on each
wing, who I observe working every day, isn't there one to
spruce up the induction wing? Do they leave the wing in a
filthy condition so that when inmates are moved to another
part of the prison they'll feel it's an improvement, or is it
that they just can't cope with the turnover of prisoners?
Either way, I would like to tell Governor Kate Cawley (I've
discovered the governor's name on a notice board, but haven't
yet come across her) that it's degrading, and a blip in an
otherwise well-run prison. Why are the induction prisoners
locked up for such long hours while the rest of the inmates
are given far more freedom? And why ... And then it hits me.
I am the only person in that room who hasn't been through
this process before, and the others either simply don't give
a damn or can't see the point of it. They are mostly hardened
criminals who just want to complete their sentence and have
as easy a time as possible before returning to a life of
crime. They believe that the likes of Mr Flintcroft will make
absolutely no difference to their lives. I suspect that the
likes of Mr Flintcroft have, over the years, made a great
deal of difference to their lives, without their ever
realizing or appreciating it.
Once Mr Flintcroft accepts that there are going to be no
questions, we all file out and return to our cells. I stop
and thank him for carrying out his thankless task.
12 noon
Mr Chapman tells me I have a large parcel in reception,
which I can pick up after dinner (lunch).
12.15 pm
Lunch: spam fritters, two potatoes and a glass of Evian.
HELP! I'm running out of Evian.
1235 pm
I report to reception and collect my parcel, or what's
left of it. It originally consisted of two books: Alan
Clark's Diaries, and The Diving Bell and the Butterfly by
Jean-Dominique Bauby, which has been sent in by Anton, one of
James's closest friends. They're accompanied by a long letter
about the latest bust-up with his girlfriend (I do love the
young - only their problems exist) and, from Alison, a dozen



writing pads, two packets of liquid-point pens and six books
of first-class stamps. Mr Chapman explains that I can keep
the long letter from Anton, but everything else will be
placed in my box at reception and returned to me only when
I'm transferred or released.
3.15 pm
I have become so accustomed to prison life that I not only
remember to take my gym card, but also a towel and a bottle
of water to my afternoon gym session. The running machine
still isn't working, so I'm back to ten minutes on the rower
(1,837 metres - not very impressive) followed by a light
weight-training session and ten minutes on the bike, which I
now know how to turn on and, more importantly, turn off.
Everett (GBH) leaves his 240-pound bench press, and asks
if he can have a swig of my Evian. I nod, as I don't think
there's much of an alternative. A moment later his black
weight-lifting partner - taller and wider - strolls across
and takes a swig
without asking. By the time I've finished stretching, the
bottle is empty.
Once I'm back on my wing I try to take a shower, but the
door is locked. I look through the tiny window. It's all
steamed up, and two prisoners are banging on the door trying
to get out. I cannot believe that it is prison policy to lock
them in and me out. I hang around for about ten minutes with
a couple of other prisoners before an officer eventually
appears. I tell him I'd like to have a shower.
'You've missed your chance.'
'I didn't have a chance,' I tell him. It's been locked for
the past ten minutes.'
'I've only been away for a minute, maybe two,' he says.
'I've been standing here for nearly ten minutes,' I
politely point out.
If I say it's one minute, it's one minute,' he says.
I return to my cell. I now feel cold and sweaty. I sit
down to write.
6.00 pm
Supper. A bowl of thick, oily soup is all I can face. Back
in my cell I pour myself half a mug of blackcurrant juice.
The only luxury left. At least I'm still losing weight.
630 pm
Exercise: I walk around the perimeter fence with Jimmy and
Darren. Just their presence stops most inmates from giving me
a hard time.



7.00 pm
I finally manage a shower. I then put on a prison
tracksuit, grey and baggy, but comfortable. I decide to call
Mary. There is a queue for the phone as this is the most
popular time of day. When it's my turn, I dial the Old
Vicarage only to find that the line is engaged.
I spot Dale hanging around in the corridor, obviously
wanting to speak to me. He tells me that the money hasn't
arrived. I assure him that if it isn't in the morning post,
I'll chase it up. I try Mary again - still engaged. I go back
to my cell and prepare my desk for an evening session. I
check my watch. It's 7.55 pm. I'll only have one more chance.
Back to the phone. I call Cambridge. Still engaged. I return
to my cell to find an officer standing by the door. I'm
banged up for another twelve hours.
8.00 pm
I read through today's script and then prepare outline
notes for the first session tomorrow, to the accompaniment of
two West Indians hollering at each other from cells on
opposite sides of the wing. I remark to Jules that they seem
to be shouting even louder than usual. He resignedly replies
that there's not a lot you can do about window warriors. I
wonder. Should I push my luck? I go over to the window and
suggest in a polite but firm voice that they don't need to
shout at each other. A black face appears at the opposite
window. I wait for the usual diatribe.
'Sorry, Jeff,' he says, and continues the conversation in
a normal voice. Well, you can only ask.

DAY 28 WEDNESDAY 15 AUGUST 2001
6.04 am
I wake, only to remember where I am.
8.15 am
Breakfast: when I go down to the hotplate to collect my
meal, Dale gives me a nod to indicate that the money has
arrived.
830 am
Phone Mary to be told that she's doing the Today programme
with John Humphrys tomorrow morning and will be visiting me
on Friday with Will. As James is on holiday, she suggests
that the third place is taken by Jonathan Lloyd. He wants to
discuss my new novel, Sons of Fortune, and the progress of
the diary. As I am allowed only one visit a fortnight, this
seems a sensible combination of business and pleasure,



although I will miss not seeing James.
Phone Alison, who says she'll have finished typing Volume
One - Belmarsh: Hellby Wednesday (70,000 words) and will post
it to me immediately. She reminds me that from Monday she
will be on holiday for two weeks. I need reminding. In
prison you forget that normal people go on holiday.
When I return to my cell, I find David (whisky bootlegger)
sweeping the corridor. I tell him about my water shortage. He
offers me a large bottle of diet lemonade and a diet
Robinsons blackcurrant juice in exchange for a £2 phonecard,
which will give him a 43p profit. I accept, and we go off to
his cell to complete the transaction. There is only one
problem: you are not allowed to use phonecards for trading,
because it might be thought you are a drug dealer. Each card
has the prisoner's signature on the back of it, not unlike a
credit card (see plate section).
"No problem,' says David (he never swears). 'I can remove
your name with Fairy Liquid and then replace it with mine.'
"How will you get hold of a bottle of Fairy Liquid?'
'I'm the wing cleaner.'
Silly question.
10.00 am
My pad-mate Jules has begun his education course today
(life and social skills) so I have the cell to myself. I've
been writing for only about thirty minutes when my door is
unlocked and I'm told the prison probation officer wants to
see me. I recall Tony's (absconding from Ford Open Prison)
words when I was at Bel-marsh: Don't act smart and find
yourself on the wrong side of your probation officer, because
they have considerable sway when it comes to deciding your
parole date.'
I'm escorted to a private room, just a couple of doors
away
from Mr Tinkler's office on the first-floor landing. I
shake hands with a young lady who introduces herself as Lisa
Dada. She is a blonde of about thirty and wearing a V-neck
sweater that reveals she has just returned from holiday or
spent a long weekend sitting in the sun. Like everyone else,
she asks me how I am settling in. I tell her that I have no
complaints other than the state of my cell, my rude
introduction to rap music and window warriors.
lisa begins by explaining that she has to see every
prisoner, but there isn't much point in my case because her
role doesn't kick in until six months before my parole. 'And



as I'm moving to Surrey in about two months' time,' she
continues, 'to be nearer my husband who is a prison officer,
you may well have moved to another establishment long before
then, so I can't do much more than answer any questions you
might have.'
'How did you meet your husband?' I ask.
That's not the sort of question I meant,' she replies with
a grin.
'He must be Nigerian.'
"What makes you think that?'
'Dada. It's an Igbo tribe name, the tribe of the leaders
and warriors.'
She nods, and says, We met in prison in circumstances that
sound as if they might have come from the pages of one of
your novels.' I don't interrupt. 'I had a prisoner who was
due to be released in the morning. The evening before, he was
phoning his wife to arrange what time she should pick him up,
but couldn't hear what she was saying because of the noise
coming
from a TV in a nearby cell. He popped his head round the
door and asked if the inmate could turn the volume down, and
was told to "Fuck off". In a moment of anger he dropped the
phone, walked into the cell and took a swing at the man. The
inmate fell backwards onto the stone floor, cracked open his
head and was dead before they could get him to a hospital.
The first prison officer on the scene called for the
assailant's probation officer, who happened to be me. We were
married a year later.'
"What happened to the prisoner?' I ask.
"He was charged with manslaughter, pleaded guilty and was
sentenced to three years. He served eighteen months. There
was clearly no intent to murder. I know it sounds silly,' she
adds, "but until that moment, his record was unblemished.'
'So your husband is black. That can't have been easy for
you, especially in prison.'
"No, it hasn't, but it helps me find a common thread with
the dreadlocks.'
'So what's it like being a thirty-something blonde
probation officer?' I ask
It's not always easy,' she admits. 'Sixty per cent of the
prisoners shout at me and tell me that I'm useless, while the
other forty per cent burst into tears.'
"Burst into tears? That lot?' I say, thumbing towards the
door.



'Oh, yes. I realize if s not a problem for you, but most
of them spend their lives having to prove how macho they are,
so when they come to see me it's the one chance they have to
reveal their true feelings. Once they begin to talk about
their families, their partners, children and friends, they
often break down, suddenly aware that others might well be
going through
an even more difficult time outside than they are locked
up in here.'
'And the shouters, what do they imagine they're
achieving?'
'Getting the rage out of their system. Such a disciplined
regime creates pent-up emotions, and I'm often on the
receiving end. I've experienced everything, including obscene
language and explicit descriptions of what they'd like to do
to me, while all the time staring at my breasts. One prisoner
even unzipped his jeans and started masturbating. All that
for twenty-one thousand a year.'
'So why do you do it?'
'I have the occasional success, perhaps one in ten, which
makes it all seem worthwhile when you go home at night.'
"What's the worst part of your job?'
She pauses and thinks for a moment. "Having to tell a
prisoner that his wife or partner doesn't want him back just
before they're due to be released.'
'I'm not sure I understand.'
'Many long-term prisoners phone their wives twice a week,
and are even visited by them once a fortnight. But it's only
when their sentence is drawing to a close and a probation
officer has to visit the matrimonial home that the wife
confesses she doesn't want her husband back. Usually because
by then they are living with another man - sometimes their
husband's best friend.'
'And they expect you to break the news?'
'Yes,' she replies. 'Because they can't face doing it
them--selves, even on the phone.'
'And is there any particular set of prisoners you don't
like dealing with? The paedophiles, murderers, rapists, drug
dealers, for example?'
'No, I can handle all of them' she says. 'But the group I
have no time for are the burglars.'
'Burglars?'
They show neither remorse nor conscience. Even when
they've stolen personal family heirlooms they tell you it's



all right because the victim can claim it back on insurance.'
She glances at her watch. I'm meant to be asking you some
questions,' she pauses, 'not that the usual ones apply.'
'Try me,' I suggest. Lisa removes a sheet of paper from a
file and reads out the listed questions.
'Are you married?, Are you living with your wife?, Have
you any children?, Do you have any other children?, Are any
of them in need of assistance or financial help?, Will you be
returning to your family when you are released?, When you are
released, do you have any income other than the ninety pounds
the State provides for you?, Do you have somewhere to sleep
on your first night out of prison?, Do you have a job to go
to, with a guaranteed source of income?' She looks up. "The
purpose of the last question is to find out if you're likely
to commit an offence within hours of leaving prison.'
"Why would anyone do that?' I ask.
"Because, for some of them, this is the only place that
guarantees three meals a day, a bed and someone to talk to.
You've got a good example on your wing. Out last month, back
inside this month. Robbed an old lady of her bag and then
immediately handed it back to her. He even hung around until
the police arrived to make sure he was arrested.'
I think I know the prisoner she's referring to, and make a
mental note to have a word with him. Our hour is drawing to a
close, so I ask if she will stick with it.
"Yes. I've been in the service for ten years and, despite
everything, it has its rewards. Mind you, it's changed a lot
during the last decade. When I first joined, the motto
emblazoned on our notepaper used to read, Advise, Assist and
Befriend. Now it's
Enforcement, Rehabilitation and Public Protection; the
result of a massive change in society, its new-found freedom
and the citizen's demands for safety. The public doesn't
begin to understand that at least thirty per cent of people
in prison shouldn't be locked up at all, while seventy per
cent, the professional criminals, will be in and out for the
rest of their lives.'
There's a knock on the door. My hour's up, and we haven't
even touched on the problem of drugs. Mr Chapman enters
carrying two bundles of letters. Lisa looks surprised.
'That's only the first post' Mr Chapman tells her.
'I can quite believe it,' she says. 'My parents send their
best wishes. My father wanted you to sign one of his books,
but I told him it would be most unprofessional.' I rise from



my place. 'Good luck with your appeal,' she adds, as we shake
hands. I thank her and return to my cell.
12 noon
Lunch: macaroni cheese and diet lemonade. I hate lemonade,
so I spend some considerable time shaking the bottle in an
effort to remove the bubbles. I have a considerable amount of
time.
1.45 pm
Mr Chapman warns me that I will not be able to go to the
gym this afternoon as I have to attend a CARAT (Counselling,
Assessment, Referral, Advice and Through-care) meeting on
drugs. This is another part of my induction. Despite the fact
I've never touched a drug in my life, I can't afford to miss
it. Otherwise I will never be moved from this filthy, dank,
noisy wing. Naturally I comply.
2.00 pm
I try to pick up my books and notepads from reception only
to be told by Mr Meanwell (a man who regularly reminds me
'Meanwell is my name, and mean well is my nature') that I
can't have them because it's against prison regulations. All
notepads and pens have to be purchased from the canteen and
all books ordered through the library, who buy them direct
from Waterstone's.
'But in Belmarsh they allowed me to have two notepads, two
packets of pens and any number of books I required sent in,
and they're a maximum-security prison.'
'I know,' says Meanwell with a smile. 'It's a damn silly
rule, but there's nothing I can do about it.'
I thank him. Many of the senior officers know only too
well what's sensible and what isn't, but are worried that if
I receive what could be construed as special treatment it
will be all over the tabloids the following morning. The rule
is enforced because books, pads and pens are simply another
way to smuggle in drugs. However, if I'm to go on writing,
I'll have to purchase these items from the canteen, which
means I'll need to cut down on Spam and Weetabix.
2.40 pm
I've been writing for about an hour when I am called to
the CARAT meeting. Once again, eleven of us assemble in the
room with the comfortable chairs. The CARAT representative is
a young lady called Leah, who tells us that if we have any
drug-related problems, she is there to advise and help. Leah
reminds me of Mr Flintcroft, although she's pushing an even
larger boulder up an even steeper hill.



I glance around the room at the other prisoners. Their
faces are blank and resigned. I'm probably the only person
present who has never taken a drug. The one comment Leah
makes that catches the prisoners' attention is that if they
were to have a period on D wing, the drug-free wing, it might
even help with their parole. But before Leah can finish her
sentence a ripple of laughter breaks out, and she admits that
it's possible there are even more drugs on D wing than on A,
B or C. Drug-free wings in most prisons have that reputation.
When Leah comes to the end of her eight-minute discourse
and invites questions, she is greeted with silence, the same
silence Mr Flintcroft experienced.
I leave, feeling a little more cynical. Drugs are the
biggest problem the Prison Service is currently facing, and
not one prisoner has a question for the CARAT representative,
let alone attempts to engage her in serious debate. However,
I am relieved to observe that two inmates remain behind to
have a private conversation with Leah.
6.00 pm
Kit change. Once a week you report to the laundry room for
a change of sheets, pillowcases, towels and gym kit. I now
have six towels and include four of them in my weekly change.
They are all replaced, despite each prisoner only being
allowed two. However, they won't replace my second pillowcase
because you're allowed only one. I can't understand the logic
of that.
You're meant to wash your own personal belongings, but I
have already handed over that responsibility to Darren, who
is
the enhanced wing's laundry orderly. He picks up my bag of
washing every Thursday, and returns it later that evening. He
asks for no recompense. I must confess that the idea of
washing my underpants in a sink shared with someone else's
dirty cutlery isn't appealing.
630 pm
Supper. Unworthy of mention.
7.00 pm
Exercise. I walk round the perimeter of the yard with
Darren and another inmate called Steve. Steve was convicted
of conspiracy to murder. He is an accountant by profession,
well spoken, intelligent and interesting company. His story
turns out to be a fascinating one. He was a senior partner in
a small successful firm of accountants. He fell in love with
one of the other partners, who was already married to a



colleague. One night, on his way home from work, Steve
stopped at a pub he regularly frequented. He knew the barman
well and told him that given half a chance he'd kill the
bastard (meaning his girlfriend's husband). Steve thought
nothing more of it until he received a phone call from the
barman saying that for the right price it could be arranged.
The phone call was being taped by the police, as were several
others that followed. It was later revealed in court that the
barman was already in trouble with the police and reported
Steve in the hope that it would help have the charges against
him dropped. It seems the key sentence that mattered was,
'Are you certain you want to go ahead with it?' which was
repeated by the barman several times. 'Yes,' Steve always
replied.
Steve and his girlfriend were arrested, pleaded guilty and
were sentenced to seven years. She currently resides at
High-point, while he has gone from A- to B- to C-cat status
in a couple of years (record time), and is now living on the
enhanced wing at Wayland with D-cat status. He doesn't want
to move to an open prison because Wayland is near his home.
He is also the prison's chief librarian. I have a feeling
that you'll be hearing more about Steve in the future.
On the circuit round the perimeter we are joined by the
prisoner I shared a cell with on my first night, Chris
(stabbing with a Stanley knife). He tells me that the News of
the World have been in touch with his mother and will be
printing a story on Sunday. He tries to assure me that he has
had no contact with them and his mother has said nothing.
Then it will only be three pages,' I tell him.
When I return to my cell, Jules is looking worried. He's
also heard that Chris will be featured in the News of ike
World this Sunday. Chris told him that a lot of his friends
and associates don't even know he's in jail, and he doesn't
want them to find out. He attends education classes twice a
day and wants the chance to start a new life once he's been
released. I just don't have the heart to tell him that the
News of the World have absolutely no interest in his future.
10.00 pm
We watch the news. Still more August storms. At 10.30
Jules switches channels to Ally McBeal while I try
unsuccessfully to sleep. I'm not sure which is more
distracting, the TV in our cell, or the rap music emanating
from the other side of the block.



DAY 29
THURSDAY 16 AUGUST 2001
5.50 am
I wake from a dream in which I had been using the most
foul language when talking to Mary. I can't explain it. I
write for a couple of hours.
8.00 am
I plug in Jules's radio so that I can hear Mary's
interview with John Humphrys. I shave while the news is on,
and become more and more nervous. It's always the same. I am
very anxious when William screens one of the documentaries
he's been working on, or James is running the 800 metres, and
especially whenever Mary has to give a talk that lay people
might expect to understand. She's first on after the news and
handles all of John Humphrys' questions in that quiet
academic way that could only impress an intelligent listener.
But I can tell, even after her first reply, just how nervous
she is. Once Mary has dealt with the Kurds and Baroness
Nicholson, Humphrys moves on to the subject of how I'm
getting on in jail. That was when Mary should have said, 'My
agreement with you, Mr Humphrys, was to discuss only matters
arising from the Kurds.' Once Mary failed
to point this out, he moved on to the trial, the appeal
and the sentence. I had warned her that he would. He has no
interest in keeping to any agreement made between her and the
producer. And that's why he is such a sharp interviewer, as I
know from past experience.
9.30 am.
I call Mary, who feels she was dreadful and complains that
John Humphrys broke the BBC's agreement and once the piece
was over she told him so. What does he care? She then tells
me that the CEO of the Red Cross, Sir Nicholas Young, was
interviewed later, and was uncompromising when it came to any
suggestion that one penny raised for the Kurds in the UK had
not been accounted for. He went on to point out that I had
nothing to do with either the collecting or distribution of
any monies. I suggest to Mary that perhaps the time has come
to sue Baroness Nicholson. Mary tells me that the lawyer's
first priority is to have my D-cat reinstated so I can be
moved to an open prison before we issue the writ. Good
thinking.
'Don't waste any more of your units' she says. 'See you
tomorrow.'
9.50 am



Disaster. Darren reappears with my washing. All fresh and
clean, but the dryer has broken down for the first time in
living memory. I take the wet clothes back to my cell and
hang the T-shirts on the end of the bed, my underwear from an
open cupboard door and my socks over the single chair. The
sun is shining, but not many of its rays are reaching through
the bars and into my cell.
10.00 am
Today is the first day of the fourth test match against
Australia, and Hussain is back as captain. He said that
although we've lost the Ashes (3-0), English pride is now at
stake. I write for an hour and then turn on the television at
eleven to see who won the toss. It's been raining all
morning. Of course it has; the match is at Headingley
(Leeds). I switch off the television and return to my script.
11.40 am
I've been writing for over an hour when the cell door is
unlocked. The governor would like a word. I go to the
interview room and find Mr Cariton-Boyce and Mr Tinkler
waiting for me.
Mr Cariton-Boyce looks embarrassed when he tries to
explain why I can't have any writing pads and pens or Alan
Clark's Diaries. I make a small protest but only so it's on
the record. He then goes on to tell me that I will not be
moving to C block after all. They've had a re-think, and I'll
be joining the adults on the enhanced spur, but - and there
is always a but in prison - as no one is being released until
29 August, I'll have to stay put until then.
I thank him, and ask if my room-mate Jules can be moved to
a single cell, as I fear it can't be too long before the News
of the World will do to him exactly what they've done to
every other prisoner who has shared a cell with me. This shy,
thoughtful man will end up being described as a drug baron,
and he doesn't have any way of fighting back.
Governor CarltonrBoyce nods. Promises are never made in
prison, but he does go as far as saying, The next thing on my
agenda is cell dispersal, because we have eight more
prisoners
coming in tomorrow.' I thank him and leave, aware that's
about the biggest hint I'll get.
12 noon
Lunch. Dale passes me two little sealed boxes, rather than
the usual single portion, and winks. I was down on today's
menu for number three - vegetable stew - but when I get back



to my cell, I discover the other box contains mushroom soup.
So I linger over the soup followed by vegetable stew. It's
not Le Caprice -but it's not Belmarsh either.
1.15 pm
I'm told that as part of my induction I must report to the
education department and take a reading, writing and numeracy
test. When I take my seat in the classroom and study the
forms, it turns out to be exactly the same test as the one
set at Belmarsh. Should I tell them that I took the papers
only two weeks ago, or should I just get on with it? I can
see the headline in the Mirror: Archer Refuses to Take
Writing Test. It would be funny if it wasn't exactly what the
Mirror would do. I get on with it.
3.15 pm
Gym. It's circuit-training day, and I manage about half of
the set programme - known as the dirty dozen. The youngsters
are good, but the star turns out to be a forty-five-year-old
gypsy,
who is covered in tattoos, and serving an eleven-year
sentence for drug dealing. He's called Minnie, and out-runs
them, out-jumps them, out-lifts them, out-presses them, and
isn't even breathing heavily at the end. He puts me to shame;
I can only hope that the youngsters feel equally humiliated.
4.20 pm
I'm back in time for a shower. David (whisky bootlegger)
is standing by my door. He tells me that he's written the
outline for a novel and wants to know how to get in contact
with a ghostwriter. This is usually a surrogate for are you
available? I tell him exactly what I tell anyone else who
writes to me on this subject (three or four letters a week):
go to your local library, take out a copy of The Writers' and
Artists' Yearbook and you'll find a section listing agents
who handle ghostwriters. I assume that will keep him quiet
for a few days.
4.41 pm
David returns clutching a copy of The Writers' and
Artists' Yearbook and shows me a page of names. I glance down
the list but none is familiar. I have come across only a
handful of agents over the years - Debbie Owen, George
Greenfield, Deborah Rodgers, Jonathan Lloyd and Ed Victor -
but there must be at least another thousand I've never heard
of. I suggest that as my agent is visiting me tomorrow, if he
selects some names, I'll ask Jonathan if he knows any of
them.



4.56 pm
David returns with the list of names written out on a
single sheet of paper. He hands over a Diet Coke. He's what
Simon Heffer would describe as 'a proper gent'.
6.00 pm
Supper. Vegetable pie, two boiled potatoes and a lump of
petits pois, making un seul pois.
I switch on the TV. Australia are 241 for 3, and Ponting
is 144 not out. Together with Waugh, they've put on 170.1
switch off. Why did I ever switch on?
After supper, I go down to the Association room to find
Dale (wounding with intent) and Jimmy (transporting Ecstasy
tablets) playing snooker for a Mars bar. It's the first time
I've seen Jimmy beaten at anything, and what's more, he's
being thrashed by a far superior player. It's a subject I
know a little about as I was President of the World Snooker
Association before I was convicted. Jimmy whispers in my ear,
'Dale beats everyone, but like any hungry animal, he has to
be fed at least twice a day. We take it in turns to hand over
a Mars bar. It's a cheap way of keeping him under control.'
In case you've forgotten, Dale is six foot three and weighs
twenty-seven
stone.
After the game is over, the three of us join Darren in the
exercise yard. Dale manages only one circuit before heading
back in, exhausted, while the three of us carry on for the
full forty-five minutes. During the second circuit, I tell
them about Derek, who did the drawing of my cell (Belmarsh),
and ask if
they know of any artists in Wayland. Jimmy tells me that
there is a brilliant (his word) artist on C block. I ask if
he will introduce me.
'Be warned, he's weird,' says Jimmy, 'and can be very rude
if he takes against you.'
I tell Jimmy that I've been dealing with artists for the
past thirty-five years and I've never met one who could be
described as normal. It's all part of their appeal.
'I feel like a drink,' says Darren as the evening sun
continues to beat down on us. 'Know anyone who's got some
hooch?' he asks Jimmy.
'Hooch?' I say. 'What's that?'
They both laugh, a laugh that suggests I still have much
to learn. 'Every block,' says Darren, 'has a hotplate man, a
cleaner, a tea-boy and a painter. They're all appointed by



the screws and are paid around twelve pounds a week. Every
block also has a drug dealer, a haircutter, a clothes-washer
and a brewer. C block has the best brewer - for a two-pound
phonecard, you can get half a litre of hooch.'
'But what's it made of?'
The ingredients are normally yeast, sugar, water and
orange juice. It's harder to produce during the summer months
because you need the hot pipes that run through your cell to
be boiling in order to ferment the brew, so it's almost
impossible to get decent hooch in August.' 'What's it taste
like?'
'Awful, but at least it's guaranteed to get you drunk,'
says Jimmy. "Which kills off a few more hours of your
sentence, even if you wake up with one hell of a hangover.'
'If you're desperate,' Darren adds, 'fresh orange juice is
still on the canteen list.'
'How does that help?'
'Just leave it on your window ledge in the sun for a few
days, and you'll soon find out.'
"But where can you hide the hooch once you've made it?'
"We used to have the perfect hiding place,' Darren pauses,
'but unfortunately they discovered it.'
Jimmy smiles as I wait for an explanation. 'One Sunday
morning,' Darren continues, 'the number one brewer on our
spur was found roaming around inebriated. When breathalysed,
he registered way above the limit. The drug squad were called
in, and every cell on the spur was stripped bare, but no
alcohol of any kind was discovered. His hiding place would
have remained a mystery if a small fire hadn't broken out in
the kitchen. An officer grabbed the nearest fire extinguisher
and pointed it in the direction of the blaze, only to find
that the flames leapt even higher. An immediate halt was
called by the chef who fortunately understood the effects of
ethanol, otherwise the prison might have been razed to the
ground. A full enquiry was held, and three inmates were
shipped out to different B-cats the following morning, "on
suspicion of producing hooch".'
'In fact,' said Darren, 'It wasn't hooch they were guilty
of brewing. This particular strain of neat alcohol had been
made by filtering metal polish through six slices of bread
into a plastic mug in the hope of removing any impurities.'
I feel sick, without even having to sample the brew.
Jimmy goes on to point out that not only are some inmates
brighter than the officers, but they also have twenty-four



hours every day to think up such schemes, while the screws
have to get on with their job.
'But the best hooch I ever tasted,' said Darren, "had a
secret ingredient'
'And what was that, may I ask?'
'Marmite. But once the screws caught on to how much yeast
it contained, they took it off the canteen list' He pauses.
'So now we just steal the yeast from the kitchen.'
"Damn,' I said. 'I like Marmite; it was on the Belmarsh
canteen list.'
'I don't think that's a good enough reason, my lord, to be
transferred back to Belmarsh,' says Darren. 'Mind you,' he
adds, 'perhaps I should have a word with the governor, now
it's known that you are partial to it'
I kick him gently up the backside as an officer is passing
in the opposite direction.
'Did you see that, Mr Chapman? Archer is bullying me.'
'I'll put him on report, and he'll be back in Belmarsh by the
end of the week,' Mr Chapman promises.
We laugh as we continue on the perimeter circuit. However,
I point out how easy it is to make an accusation, and how
long it takes to refute it. It's been a month since Emma
Nicholson appeared on Newsnight insinuating that I had stolen
money intended for the Kurds, and it will probably be another
month before the police confirm there is no case to answer.
'But just think about that for a minute, Jeffrey. If it
hadn't been for that bitch Nicholson, you would never have
met Jimmy and me, who have not only added greatly to your
knowledge of prison life, but enabled a further volume to be
written.'
7.30 pm
One of the officers says there's a package for me in the
office. I'm puzzled as I've already had my mail for today,
and registered letters are always opened in front of two
officers, around eleven each morning. When I walk in, he
makes a point of closing the office door before he hands over
a copy of Alan Clark's Diaries,
a pad and a book of stamps. Someone else who considers the
regulations damned stupid.
He goes on to say that my wife will be searched when she
visits the prison tomorrow. We're all embarrassed about it,'
he adds, 'but it will be no worse than at an airport. But
perhaps it might be wise to let her know. By the way, the
press are still hanging about hoping to catch her when she



arrives.' I thank him and leave.
8.00 pm
I read a few pages of the Clark Diaries, which I enjoy
every bit as much a second time. I also enjoyed Alan's
company, and will never forget a dinner party he gave at
Saltwood just before the general election in 1997. Alan posed
the question to his guests, 'What do you think the majority
will be at the next election?' Most of the assembled
gathering thought Labour would win by over a hundred. The
only dissenter was Michael Howard, who was Home Secretary at
the time. He put up a bold defence of John Major's
administration, and told his fellow guests that he felt it
was still possible for the Conservatives to win the next
election. Alan told him that if he really believed that, he
was living in cloud cuckoo land. I don't know to this day if
Michael was simply being loyal to the prime minister.
Although I can tell you that, like John Major, he is one of
those people who doesn't cross over to the other side of the
road when you're in trouble.
10.00 pm
Suddenly feel very hungry - eat a bowl of cornflakes and a
Mars bar. Check my clothes - still not dry. I don't bother
with another of John Mortimer's great trials. Feel I have
enough murderers surrounding me without having to read about
them.

DAY 30
FRIDAY 17 AUGUST 2001
6.09 am
The first thing I notice when I wake is that my Mach3
razor has disappeared. The wash basin is next to the door. In
future, after I've shaved, I'll have to hide it in my
cupboard. It would have to be stolen on the day Mary is
visiting me; I want to be clean shaven but I don't want to
cut myself to ribbons with a prison razor. It also reminds me
that, because I hadn't expected to be convicted, I've been
wearing my Longines watch for the past month, and I must hand
it over to my son during the visit this afternoon.
8.15 am
Breakfast. Before I go down to the hotplate, I extract a
letter from yesterday's mail that is in Spanish. Dale has
told me that one of the servers on the hotplate hails from
Colombia, so he should be able to translate it for me. His
name is Sergio, and he usually stands quietly on the end of



the line, handing out the fruit. I pass the missive across to
him, and ask if we could meet later. He nods, and hands me a
banana in return.
9.00 am
Today's induction is education, once again held in the
room with the comfy chairs. For the first time the other
prisoners show some interest. Why? Because this is how
they'll earn their weekly wage. The head of education
introduces herself as Wendy. She must be in her fifties, has
curly grey hair, wears a flowery blouse, white skirt and
sensible shoes. She has the air of a headmistress. Wendy
wheels a little projector up to the front, and begins a slide
show. Using the white brick wall as a backdrop, she shows us
what her department has to offer. The first slide reveals
five options:
Basic skills
English as an additional language
Social and life skills
Business skills
Art, craft and design
'Education,' Wendy points out, 'is part-time (one session
a day), so you can only earn seven pounds thirty-five per
week.' The other prisoners don't take a great deal of
interest in this slide, but immediately perk up when the
second chart flashes on to the wall. VT and CIT training
courses:
Bricklaying
Plumbing
Electrical installation
Painting and decorating
Welding
Motor mechanics
light vehicle body repair
Industrial cleaning
Computer application
The weekly pay for any one of these courses is also £7.35,
but does give you a basic training for when you return to the
outside world.
When the final slide comes up, most of the inmates begin
licking their collective lips, because this offers not only
real earning power, but a position of responsibility plus
perks. The extra money guarantees a more substantial canteen
list each week (extra tobacco) and even the opportunity to
save something for when you are released. The slide reveals:



Plastic recycling £10.15 per week
Ration packing £9.35
Gardening (one of the most sought-after jobs, with a long
waiting list) £9.00
General cleaner £6.70
Works £8.50
Kitchen £8.50
Stores (very popular, longer waiting list than the MCC)
£10.00
Chapel £8.00
Drug rehabilitation unit £6.70
Before she can turn back to face her audience, the
questions come thick and fast. Wendy points out that most of
these jobs already have waiting lists, even washing-up, as
there are far more prisoners than jobs. Wendy handles the
questions sympathetically, without giving anyone false hopes
of being offered one of these more remunerative positions.
Her final task is to hand round more forms to be filled
in. My fellow inmates grab them, and then take some time
considering their options. I put a cross next to 'pottery' in
the education box, but add that I would be happy to do a
creative writing course, or teach other prisoners to read and
write. Wendy has already pointed out that the education
department is under-
staffed. However, she tells me that such an initiative
would require the governor's approval, and she'll get back to
me. I return to my cell.
11.00 am
I report to the gym to assist with the special needs
group. They are about thirty in number, and I've been put in
charge of four of them: Alex, Robbie, Les and Paul. Three
head straight for the rowing machines, while Alex places
himself firmly on the treadmill. He sets off at one mile an
hour and, with coaxing and patience (something I don't have
in abundance), he manages two miles an hour. I have rarely
seen such delight on a competitor's face. This, for Alex, is
his Olympic gold medal. I then suggest he moves on to the
step machine while I try to tempt Paul off the rower and onto
the running machine. I have to give him several
demonstrations as to how it works before he'll even venture
on, and when he finally does, we start him off at half a mile
an hour. By using sign language - hands waving up and down -
we increase his speed to one mile an hour, I next try to show
him how to use the plus and minus buttons. He conquers this



new skill by the time he's walked half a mile. While I teach
him how to operate the machine, he teaches me to be patient.
By the time he's done a mile, Paul has mastered the technique
completely, and feels like a king. I feel pretty good too.
I look around the room and observe the other prisoners
-murderers, drug barons, armed robbers and burglars, gaining
just as much from the experience as their charges.
Our final session brings all the group together in the gym
where we play a game that's a cross between cricket and
football, called catchball. A plastic ball is bowled slowly
along the ground
to a child (I must remember that though they think like
children, they are not), who kicks it in the air, and then
takes a run. If they are caught, they're out, and someone
else takes their place. One of the players, Robbie, catches
almost everything, whether it flies above his head, at his
feet, or straight at him. This is always greeted with yelps
of delight.
By eleven thirty, we're all exhausted. The group are then
ushered out of a especial door at the side of the gym. The
boys shake hands and the girls cuddle their favourite
prisoner. Carl, a handsome West Indian, gets more cuddles
than any of us (they see no colour, only kindness). As they
leave to go home, they enquire how long you will be there,
and thus I discover why prisoners with longer sentences are
selected for this particular responsibility. I make a bold
attempt to escape with the group, who all laugh and point at
me. When we reach the waiting bus, Mr Maiden finally calls me
back.
12 noon
Lunch. I can't remember what I've just eaten because I'm
glued to the morning papers. Mary is given rave reviews right
across the board - dozens of column inches praising the way
she handled John Humphrys.
Lord Longford's reported dying words, Tree Jeffrey
Archer', get a mention in almost every column. I didn't know
Frank Longford well, but enjoyed his wife's reply to Roy
Plomley on Desert Island Discs:
Plomley: 'Lady Longford, have you ever considered
divorce?'
Lady Longford: 'No, never. Murder several times, but
divorce, never.'
I have a feeling Mary would have given roughly the same
reply.



2.00 pm
I am watching the Australians leave the field - they were
all out for 447 - when the cell door is unlocked and I'm told
to report to the visitors' area. I switch off the TV and head
out into the corridor. How unlike Belmarsh. I even have to
ask the way. 'Take the same route as you would for the gym,'
says Mr Chapman, but then turn right at the end of the
corridor.'
When I arrive, the two duty officers don't strip search
me, and show no interest in my watch, which is secreted under
my shirtsleeve. For visits, all prisoners have to wear
striped blue prison shirts and blue jeans.
The visitors' room is about the same size as the gym and
is filled with seventy small round tables, each surrounded by
four chairs - one red, three blue. The red chair and the
table are bolted together so there is always a gap between
you and your visitor. This is to prevent easy passing of
illicit contraband. The prisoner sits in the red seat, with
his back to the officers. In the middle of each table is a
number. I'm fourteen. There is a tuck shop on the far side of
the room where visitors can purchase non-alcoholic drinks,
chocolate and crisps. The one prisoner trusted to handle cash
in the shop is Steve (conspiracy to murder, librarian and
accountant) - would-be murderer he may be, thief he is not.
Once every prisoner has been seated, the visitors are allowed
in.
I watch the different prisoners' wives, partners,
girlfriends and children as they walk through the door and
try to guess
which table they'll go to. Wrong almost every time. Mary's
about fifth through the gate. She is wearing a long white
dress which shows off that glorious mop of dark hair. Will is
only a pace behind, followed by my agent and close friend,
Jonathan Lloyd. He and Will take a seat near the door, so
that Mary and I can have a little time to ourselves.
Mary brings me up to date with what's happening at the Red
Cross. Their CEO, Sir Nicholas Young, has been most
supportive; no fence-sitter he. Because of his firm
statements Mary feels confident that it won't be long before
I am moved on to an open prison. She also feels that the
Prison Service and the police have been put in an
embarrassing position, and will fall back on claiming that
they had no choice but to follow up Nicholson's accusation.
The Red Cross may even consider taking legal action against



her. The lawyers' advice is, if they do, we should remain on
the sidelines. I agree. She beckons to Will who comes over to
join us.
Will tells me that he's been monitoring everything, and
although it's tough for me, they are both working daily on my
behalf. I confess that there are times in the dead of night
when you wonder if anyone is out there. But I realize when it
comes to back-up, there can't be a prisoner alive with a more
supportive family. When Will's completed his report, Jonathan
is finally allowed to join us, while Will goes off to
purchase six Diet Cokes and a bottle of Highland Spring.
(Three of the Cokes are for me.)
Jonathan has travelled up to Wayland to discuss my latest
novel. He also wants an update on the diaries. I'm able to
tell him that Belmarsh is completed (70,000 words) although I
still need to read it through once again, but hope to have it
on his desk in about two weeks' time.
We discuss selling the newspaper rights separately, while
allowing my publisher a 10 per cent topping right on the
three volumes, as they've been so good to me in the past. But
we all agree that nothing should happen until we know the
outcome of my appeal, both for conviction and sentence.
Once Jonathan feels his business is complete, he retires
once again, so that I can spend the last half hour with Mary
and Will. When we're alone, we recap on all that needs to be
done before we meet again in a fortnight's time. At least I
now have enough phonecards to keep in regular touch.
Steve comes across to clear our table - it's the first
time Mary has met someone convicted of conspiracy to murder.
This tall, elegant man looks more like a company secretary
than a would-be murderer1 is her only comment. 'You probably
pass a murderer on the street once a week,' I suggest.
Time for visitors to leave,' announces a voice behind me.
I unstrap my Longines watch to exchange it for a
twenty-dollar Swatch I purchased in a rash moment at
Washington airport. Will is facing the two officers, who are
seated on a little platform behind me. He nods, and we both
put on our new watches.
'All visitors must now leave,' repeats the officer
politely but firmly. We begin our long goodbyes and Mary is
among the last to depart.
When I leave the room, the officer asks me to take off my
shoes, which he checks carefully, but doesn't ask me to
remove anything else, including my socks. He shows no



interest in my watch and nods me through.
4.17 pm
Back in my cell, I find my canteen order has been left on
the end of the bed. Hip, hip, and my clothes are finally dry,
hooray. As I unpack my wares, Dale arrives with back-up
provisions.
6.00 pm
Supper. Beans and chips accompanied by a large mug of
Volvic.
7.00 pm
Exercise. Dale joins Jimmy, Darren and me as we walk
around the yard, and manages all three circuits. On the last
one, he spots the artist he told me about yesterday. He is
sitting in the far corner sketching a prisoner. An inmate is
leaning up against the fence in what he assumes is a model's
pose. We walk across to take a look. The drawing is
excellent, but the artist immediately declares that he's not
happy with the result. I've never known an artist say
anything else. As he's more than fully occupied, we agree to
meet tomorrow evening at the same time.
When I return to the wing, Sergio (hotplate, Colombian)
asks me if I would like to join him in his cell on the
enhanced spur. He's kindly translated the letter from the
Spanish student; it seems that the young man has just
finished a bachelor's degree and needs a loan if he's to
consider going on to do a doctorate. I thank Sergio, and pen
a note on the bottom of the letter, so that Alison can reply.
'Lock up,' bellows an officer. Just as I'm about to
depart, Sergio asks, 'Can we talk again sometime, as there's
something else I'd like to discuss with you?' I nod,
wondering what this quiet Colombian can possibly want to see
me about.

DAY 31
SATURDAY 18 AUGUST 2001
6-21 am
Had a bad night. There was an intake of young prisoners
yesterday afternoon, and several of them turned out to be
window warriors. They spent most of the night letting
everyone know what they would like to do to Ms Webb, the
young woman officer on night duty. Ms Webb is a charming,
university-educated woman who is on the fast-track for
promotion. Darren told me that whenever a new group of
prisoners comes in, they spend the fast twenty-four hours



sorting out the 'pecking order". At night, Wayland is just as
uncivilized as Belmarsh, and the officers show no interest in
doing anything about it. After all, the governor is sound
asleep in her bed.
At Belmarsh I was moved into a single cell after four
days. In Wayland I've been left for eleven days among men
whose every second word is 'fuck', some of whom have been
charged with murder, rape, grievous bodily harm and drug
pushing. Let me
make it clear: this is not the fault of the prison
officers on the ground, but the senior management. There are
prisoners who
have been incarcerated in Wayland for some time and have
never once seen the governor. I do not think that all the
officers have met her. Thaf s not what I call leadership.
One of yesterday's new intake thought it would be clever
to slam my door closed just after an officer had unlocked it
so that I could go to breakfast. He then ran up and down the
corridor shouting, 'I locked Jeffrey Archer in, I locked
Jeffrey Archer in.' Luckily, only a few of the prisoners are
this moronic, but they still make everyone else's life
unbearable.
8,15 am
Breakfast. One look at the lumpy, powdered scrambled egg
and a tomato swimming in water and I'm off. As I leave,
Sergio suggests we meet in his room at 10.30. I nod my
agreement.
9.00 am
Saturday is a dreadful day in prison. It's the weekend and
you think about what you and your family might have been
doing together. However, because we are 'unlocked' during the
day, but 'banged up' in the early evening, there is always a
queue outside my cell door: prisoners wanting letters
written, queries answered, or on the scrounge for phonecards
and stamps. At least no one bothers to ask me for tobacco. So
on a Saturday, my only chance of a clear two hours to write
are between six and eight in the morning, and six and eight
at night.
10.00 am
I call Chris Beetles at his gallery. It's the opening of
his Cat Show, - these ones are in frames not cages - so I
don't waste a lot of his time, and promise I'll call him back
on Monday.
On my way back to the cell I pass Darren in the corridor



and
stop to ask him about Sergio, whose cell is three doors
away from his.
'A real gentleman,' says Darren. "Keeps himself to
himself. In fact I don't know much more about him now than I
did when he arrived at Wayland a year ago. He's a Colombian,
but he's one of the few prisoners who never touches drugs. He

Australia are 208 for 1 and looking as if they could score



700. I leave the cricket to get some loo paper from the
store. This must be collected between 8.15-8.30 am or
5.30-6.00 pm; one roll per person, per week. As I come out of
the store room, I notice my name is chalked up on the
blackboard to see the SO. I go straight to Mr Meanwell's
office. He has several registered letters for me, including
one from some ladies in Northampton, who have sent me a
lavender cake.
'I'm afraid you're not allowed to have it until you move
prisons or have completed your sentence,' Mr Meanwell
explains.
"Why not?' I ask.
'It could be laced with alcohol or drugs,' he tells me.
As I leave the SO's office, I spot a new prisoner with his
right arm in a sling. I go over to have a chat: injuries
usually
mean stories. Was he in a fight? Was he hit by a prison
officer?
Did he fall or was he pushed? It turns out to be an
attempted
suicide. He shows me his wrist which displays three long,
jagged scars forming a triangle which have been sewn up
like
a rough tear in a Turkish carpet. I stare for about a
second at
the crude, mauve scars before I have to turn away. Later,
I'm
relieved to discover that Jimmy reacted in the same way,
though he tells me that if you really want to kill
yourself, you
don't cut across the artery. "You only do that when
you're looking for sympathy,' he adds, "because the screws
will always get there in time. But one
long slash up the arm will sever the artery, and youH die
long before they can reach you.'
'Nevertheless,' I say, 'that's some cry for help.' "Yes,
his father had a heart attack last week, and he's just
arrived back from the funeral.'
'How many suicides have there been at Wayland while you've
been here?' I ask Jimmy.
There was one about six weeks ago,' he replies. "You'll
always know when one takes place because we're banged up for
the rest of the day. No one is allowed to leave their cell
until the body has been removed from the prison. Then an



initial report has to be written, and because so many
officers become involved, including the governor, it never
takes less than three hours. This prison's pretty good,' he
adds. "We only get about one suicide a year. In Norwich,
where I began my sentence, it was far higher, more like one a
month. We even had a prisoner sitting up on the roof with a
noose round his neck, saying he'd jump unless the governor
dealt with his complaint.'
'Did he jump?'
'No, they gave in and agreed to let him attend his
mother's funeral.'
'But why didn't they agree to that in the first place?'
'Because last time they let him out, he flattened a screw
with one punch and tried to escape.'
'So the governor gave in?'
'No, the governor refused to see him, but he did allow the
prisoner to attend the funeral, double-cuffed.'
'Double-cuffed?'
'First they cross the prisoner's wrists before handcuffing
him. Then they handcuff him to two officers with two separate
pairs of handcuffs, one on either side.'
Thank God they didn't do that to me when I attended my
mother's funeral.
It's an irony that an hour later, when going through my
mail, I find a razor-blade paper attached to the top of one
of my letters, with the message 'Just in case you've had
enough.' The blade itself had been removed by an officer.
6.00 pm
Exercise. Shaun (forgery) has begun to work on an outline
drawing of the montage. His first model is Dale (wounding
with intent), who is standing on the grass in the sun, arms
folded -not a natural model (see plate section). Dale scowls
as we pass him, while a few of the other prisoners shout
obscenities.
8.00 pm
Nothing worth watching on television, so I finish Graham
Greene's The Man Within.
10.00 pm
I remove the newly washed clothes from all over my bed,
where I had laid them out to dry. They are still wet so I
hang them from every other available space - cupboard doors,
the sink, my chair, even the curtain rail.
I fall asleep, still worrying about the KPMG report and
how long it will take for the police to agree that there is



no case to answer. By the time you read this, Wayland will be
a thing of the past. But for now, it remains purgatory.

DAY 37
FRIDAY 24 AUGUST 2001
6.08 am
I draw my newly acquired curtains to allow the rising sun
to enter my cell. I discovered during exercise yesterday
evening that they used to belong to Dennis (VAT fraud). No
one knows how much of the 17.5 per cent he retained for
himself, but as he was sentenced to six years, we have to
assume it was several millions.
Dennis applied for parole after two and a half years,
having been a model prisoner. He heard nothing, so assumed
that his request had been turned down. Yesterday, at 8 am,
they opened his cell door and told him to pack his
belongings. He was being released within the hour. The order
had come from the Home Office the week before but, as his
probation officer was on leave, no message had got through.
Dennis had to borrow a phonecard - against prison regulations
- to ask his wife to come and pick him up. He caught her just
as she was leaving for work, otherwise he would have been
standing outside the gates all day. That is how I inherited
the fine net curtains which now adorn my cell, and when I
leave they will be passed on to the new resident. I just hope
I'm given a little more notice.
Jimmy was also let out yesterday, but only for the day. He
has just a few weeks left to serve before his release
date, so they allow him out once a month on a town visit,
from 9 am to 3 pm. This is part of the rehabilitation
programme for any D-cat prisoner. Jimmy has been a D-cat, but
resident in a C-cat prison, for over three months. He doesn't
want td move to an open prison because he's coming to the end
of his sentence and his family lives locally.
Yesterday Jimmy visited Dereham. He was accompanied by an
officer who, for reasons that will become clear, I shall not
name. At lunchtime the officer gave Jimmy a fiver to buy them
both some fish and chips (Dereham prices) while he went to
the bank to cash a cheque. Jimmy collected the fish and
chips, strolled over to the National Westminster and waited
outside for the officer. When he didn't appear, Jimmy began
lunch without him. After the last chip had been devoured,
Jimmy began to worry about what had happened to his guard. He
went into the bank, but couldn't see him, so ran out and



quickly headed towards Lloyds TSB, a hundred yards away. As
he turned the corner, he saw the officer running down the
street towards him, an anxious look on his face. The two men
fell into each other's arms laughing; Jimmy didn't want to be
accused of trying to escape only six weeks before his release
date, and the officer would have been sacked for giving a
prisoner money to assist in that escape. Jimmy told me later
that he's never seen a more relieved man in his life.
"Where are my fish and chips?' demanded the officer, once
he had recovered.
'I had to eat them, guv,' Jimmy explained, 'otherwise
yours would have gone cold.' He handed over fifty pence
change.
8.00 am
After breakfast I go in search of Stan (embezzler,
£21,000, eighteen months), the spur painter. I ask him if
he'd be kind enough to come and look at my cell and see if he
can recommend any way of brightening it up. I tell him I hate
the white door and the black square around the basin and the
black floor skirting.
'I'll see what I can do,' he says, "but I can't promise
much. We only get colours that have been discontinued, or the
ones no one else wants.'
9.00 am
Pottery. I fear this enterprise has proved to be a
mistake. I simply don't have any talent with clay. I'm going
to ask Wendy if I can be transferred to the library or
education. The Sun told its readers yesterday that I had
applied to take Dennis's (of curtain fame) job in the
library. I didn't even know he worked in the library, but now
the Sun has put the idea in my head, 111 ask Steve
(conspiring to murder, head librarian) if there's a vacancy.
Meanwhile I go off to pottery and waste two hours talking to
Shaun (forgery). To be fair, it wasn't a complete waste of
time because he brought me up to date on his progress with
the book cover and the montage of prisoners (see plate
section). I also discover more about his crime.
What I hadn't appreciated was that the forged John Lewis
gift vouchers were not used simply to purchase articles from
the store. Oh, no, Shaun is far brighter than that. He
discovered that if you buy an item and present your gift
voucher, the assistant will hand back the change in cash.
Shaun also found out that if you purchase something for
£1,000 (and he saw Chris Eubank buying a television with



genuine vouchers) and return the item
an hour later, they don't reimburse you with vouchers.
Once again, they hand over cash.
Armed with this information, Shaun acquired a map of
England (kindly supplied by a helpful assistant) showing
every John Lewis outlet in the country. He then began to
travel the land, cashing vouchers in each town he passed
through. He was finally caught when his co-conspirator
panicked, went to the police and grassed on him (Shaun's
words).
I wonder what Shaun will turn his mind to once he's
released. I only mention this because when the conversation
changed to the clash between Ken Clarke and Iain Duncan
Smith, Shaun added a piece of knowledge to the euro debate
which neither of the candidates seems to have grasped.
"Have you ever seen a euro note?' Shaun asked.
'No, I haven't,' I admitted.
It's Monopoly money and will be quite easy to reproduce.
From 1 January it will be legal tender in seventeen countries
across Europe, and I'll bet most of the shops don't have any
way of identifying a fake. Someone's going to make a
fortune.'
I recall that Shaun has only three more weeks of his
sentence to serve.
11.15 am
I return to my cell and find I have a beige door, a neat
blue square around my basin and cream skirting. I go in
search of Stan, and present him with a phonecard - value: £2;
worth: inestimable.
11.30 am
I call Paula (Alison is on holiday) and discover to my
great relief that the last ten days' text of this script have
arrived. It doesn't bear thinking about having to rewrite
those 30,000 words. You may well ask why I didn't make a
copy. Because there isn't a copier available. Then why don't
I hand the papers over to my wife after a visit? Because it's
against the regulations. My only chance is to rely on the
Post Office, and it hasn't let me down yet.
12 noon
Lunch. I mournfully watch the test match while eating my
vegetable soup. Australia are piling on the runs at a rate of
four an over.
3.00 pm
Exercise. Jimmy is chatting about his girlfriends, and



don't forget this is a man who had three women come to see
him at his last visit. At some time, he tells me, he's slept
with all three of them - not at the same time, he's not
kinky, just healthy - and what's more they didn't leave
scratching each other's eyes out. Nevertheless, this brings
me on to a taboo subject I haven't yet mentioned: sex or the
lack of it - unless you are a homosexual. Darren reminds us
that in Sweden and Holland they allow conjugal visits, which
I can't see happening in this country for many years. The
current solution is to put a notice on the message board (see
opposite) and hope the problem will go away. It will be
interesting to see which comes first: the legalization of
cannabis or conjugal visits.
After two weeks of walking round the perimeter of Wayland
OFFENSIVE AND OBSCENE MATERIAL STA TEMENT OF POLICY
1. At HMP Wayland we feel that it is important that we
provide an environment within which visitors, staff and
prisoners are able to work and visit without being caused
offence by the display of any material.
2. Our aim is to ensure that the dignity of all staff,
visitors and prisoners is respected. It is the duty of all
staff to help to ensure that our environment remains free
from the display of potentially offensive material.
3. Therefore the public display of any material that is
potentially offensive will not be permitted in any part of
the Prison.
TYPES OF MATERIAL THAT WILL BE RESTRICTED:
4. Any sexually explicit material, eg magazines of a
pornographic nature which are available from newsagents, will
be allowed in possession but must not be on display.
5. "Page 3" type pictures can be placed on prisoners'
noticeboards, but pictures showing full nudity cannot.
Photographs, artwork and other material may be displayed on
noticeboards providing it conforms to the criteria outlined
above.
6. All managers have a duty to ensure that their areas
remain free from the display of any potentially offensive
material. This applies to all areas, including offices, rest
rooms and other "staff only" areas.
prison, I can now spot evil, fear, helplessness and
sadness at thirty paces. But even I am puzzled by a crouching
man who always sits alone in the same place every day,
huddled up against the fence. He can't be much more than
thirty, perhaps thirty-five, and he rarely moves from his



solitary position. I ask Darren about him.
Tragic,' he says. 'Alistair is one of your lot - public
school, followed by university, where he graduated as a
heroin addict. If he doesn't kick the habit, he'll be in
prison for the rest of his life.'
'How can that be possible?' I ask.
'Simple. He regularly gets caught injecting himself, and
always ends up with a few more months being added to his
sentence. In fact, even on the day he was sent down, he was
found with a needle in his arm. Somehow, and it must have
been before the judge passed sentence or soon after he was
taken down, he managed to stuff a needle covered in
cellophane, a plunger and ten grams of heroin wrapped in a
condom up his backside. He then took a laxative so that he
could empty his bowels as soon as he arrived at Belmarsh,
Once they'd banged him up that evening - and don't forget
there's a lavatory in every cell - he injected himself with
heroin and passed out. At the nine o'clock flap check the
night officer found him lying on the floor with a needle
stuck in his arm and several grams of heroin sprinkled on the
floor beside him. He must be one of the few prisoners who has
managed to have time added to his sentence before breakfast
the following morning.'
I look at the tragic, hunched-up figure and wonder if
prison is the right answer.
6.00 pm
Supper. I can't remember what I eat, but I do recall
finding two extra cartons of milk on my window sill. Sergio
is exercising his authority as the new No. 1 on the hotplate.

DAY 38
SATURDAY 25 AUGUST 2001
'Bien, gracias,y to?'
'No, tu, tu, tu.'
'Tu, tu, tu:
'Bueno. We must meet later today,' Sergio adds, 'for
another lesson.' At least ten prisoners standing in the
queue, and three officers behind the hotplate, assume I am
simply learning Spanish, as we have no wish for them to find
out what we're really up to. But more of that later.
5.11am
I wake and think about how I would be spending the August
bank holiday weekend if I were not in prison. I also begin to
consider whether there are any advantages to being in jail.



Certainly, incarceration is something to be added to one's
experiences, particularly as it has come at a period in life
when I felt I was marking time. I've also had to stretch
myself - unfortunate pun. But I've already reached a stage
where I am gaining little from the experience. As I could be
stuck here for a while longer, it might be wise to have an
escape plan - escape of the mind.
I've already completed Belmarsh: Hell, and have penned
44,000 words of Wayland: Purgatory. I can't wait to get to
heaven, whenever and wherever that might be.
8.15 am
'Buenos dias,' I say to Sergio as he passes me a boiled
egg and a slice of toast.
'Buenos dias,' he repeats. 'Como estas tu?'
I concentrate.' Yo estoy bien, gracias.'
'Bien, gracias, y tu?'
10.00 am
Gym. I complete a full programme for the first time since
being convicted. I've lost over half a stone and feel a lot
fitter. I'm about to take a shower when Mr King tells me that
the governor wants a word. I've so far seen three people who
claim the title of governor, and none of them has been Ms
Cawley, the No. 1 governor. Am I about to meet her? No. On
this occasion it's a Mr Greenacre, whom I've also never come
across before. He informs me, 'You will be receiving a visit
from a senior officer at Bel-marsh' - surely they can't be
sending me back there, is my first reaction - 'as they are
investigating the theft of a chapter of your book.' You will
recall that Trevor Kavanagh of the Sun, doyen of political
editors, returned those stolen seven pages to Mary. He is
well aware of the law of copyright.
It is clear that the culprit must have been an officer as
no prisoners at Belmarsh have access to a photocopier. No one
else could have unlocked my cell door, removed the script,
photocopied and returned it and then sent a copy on to the
Sun.
Of course, the deputy governor is only going through the
motions. They have no way of finding out which officer was
hoping to make a quick buck. The problem the Prison Service
is facing is that Trevor will never reveal his source.
Back to the visitor from Belmarsh. Mr Greenacre tells me
to expect a senior security officer to interview me on
Tuesday morning, which means that, with luck, I'll miss
pottery. I'll brief you fully next Tuesday.



11.00 am
Exercise. My legs are still aching from the gym session,
so I find it quite hard to maintain the pace of Jimmy
(twenty-nine) and Darren (thirty-five) as they march round
the perimeter of the jail, but I'm damned if I'm going to
admit it. They are chatting away about an unusual use of
mirrors. Every cell has a five-by-five-inch steel mirror
screwed to the wall. Jimmy is telling us about two West
Indian prisoners who between them raised enough money to
purchase a ghetto blaster and a pair of loud speakers. He
describes how they went about arranging to listen to the same
music in two different cells.
The first prisoner levered his thin steel mirror off the
wall and inserted a coil of wire through one of the tiny
holes in a corner. Every evening, after the nine o'clock flap
check, he would slip the mirror under his door, then in one
movement, slide it across the corridor until it reached the
door opposite. After a few days, he could perform this skill
as proficiently as any basketball player dunking a ball
through a hoop.
The second prisoner then took the wire and attached it to
his speaker so that both men could listen to the same music
emanating from one source. Ingenious but - I'm told by anyone
who lived within a mile of the jail - unnecessary, because on
a still evening you could have danced to the music in
Freiston town hall.
12 noon
Lunch. England are 200 for 3 and putting up a spirited
fight. During the lunch interval I visit Sergio in his cell.
He wastes no words, immediately informing me that he has
spoken to his brother in Bogota. He always sounds like a man
who has only ten units left on his phonecard. Of course, he
may turn out to be a con man who has no intention of trying
to find a Botero.
In any case nothing can be done until Sergio has completed
his sentence. He is due to be deported on 27 September, a
month from today, by which time we expect to have worked out
a plan to purchase a Botero. Win or lose, I'll keep you
briefed.
3.00 pm
I have my hair cut by Matt (arson for insurance, failed to
convince Cornhill or the jury, and was sentenced to three
years). Matt has the reputation of being the best barber in
the prison. In fact several prison officers also have their



hair cut by him. In his last prison, while serving time for a
previous offence, Matt enrolled on a hair-styling course, so
now he's a semi-professional. He has all the proper
equipment, and within moments of sitting on a chair in the
corridor outside his cell, I'm in no doubt about his skill. I
need to look neat and tidy for Friday, when Mary and William
hope to visit me again. I haven't forgotten that Mary
commented on the length of my hair when she last came to
Wayland.
When Matt's finished the job he even produces a second
mirror so I can see the back of my head. He's not Daniel
Hersheson, but for ten units of a phonecard he's a pretty
good imitation.
6.00 pm
At close of play England are 314 for 8 after a gritty 124
not out by Ramprakash assisted by Gough, who was clinging in
there helping to avoid another follow on. The two of them
enter the pavilion needing another 31 runs to make Australia
bat again.
A couple of years ago Darren Gough asked me to conduct the
auction at his London testimonial dinner at the Dorchester.
As a huge fan of Darren's, I happily agreed. When the event
finally materialized it fell in the middle of my trial. Mr
Justice Potts made it clear to my silk that I should not
honour the agreement, even though my name was already printed
in the programme. After all, it might influence the jury into
believing that I am a charitable man, and I suspect that was
the last thing Mr Justice Potts would have wanted.
I'm feeling pretty low, so decide to use the other ten
units left on my card to phone Mary. There's no response. I
can't get in touch with William or James as they are both
abroad. I sit on the end of my bed and recall the words of La
Rochefoucauld: Absence diminishes mediocre passions and
increases great ones, as the wind extinguishes candles and
fans fire.

DAY 39
SUNDAY 26 AUGUST 2001
6.16 am
Sunday is always the longest day in prison. Wayland is
short-staffed and there is nothing for inmates to do other
than watch wall-to-wall television. In Belmarsh, chapel was a
respite as it got you out of your cell, but in Wayland you're
out of your cell without anything to keep you occupied. Mind



you, I'd much rather be in Wayland than locked up in Belmarsh
for twenty-two hours a day. I write for a couple of hours.
8.20 am
Breakfast. While I'm waiting in the queue for the
hotplate, I get talking to a West Indian who is on my
landing. He asks if he can have my Times and Sunday Times
when I've finished with them. I agree to his request if, in
return, he will show me how to clean my cell floor. I only
mention this because the West Indians keep the cleanest
cells. They are not satisfied with sweeping out the dust and
dirt, but spend hours buffing up the linoleum floor until you
can see your face in it. Although I shower, shave and put on
fresh clothes every day, as well as make my bed and have
everything in place before the cell door is opened at 8 am, I
never look as smart or have as clean a cell as any of the
West Indians on my spur.
9.30 am
On my way to the library I slip in behind a man who
frightens me. He has an evil face and is one of those
prisoners who is proud to describe himself as a career
criminal. He is a burglar by profession, and I'm somewhat
surprised to see him heading off towards the library with a
pile of glossy, coffee-table books under his arm. I try to
make out the titles on the spines while we're on the move:
The Encyclopaedia of Antiques, Know Your Antiques and
Antiques in a Modem Market.
'Are you interested in antiques?' I ask innocently.
'Yeah, I'm making a careful study of them.'
'Are you hoping to work in the antiques trade when you've
completed your sentence?'
'I suppose you could say that,' he replies. 'I'm sick of
nicking 'em only to find out they're fuckin' worthless. From
now on I'll know what to fuckin' look for, won't I?'
You would think that after five weeks of mixing with
criminals, night and day, I couldn't still be taken by
surprise. It serves to remind me again of lisa Dada's words
about despising burglars, not to mention my own naivety.
10.00 am
In the library I get talking to an older prisoner called
Ron (ABH). Most inmates tell me they never want to return to
prison, especially the older ones who have served long
sentences. But, time and again, they'll add the rider, 'That
doesn't mean I won't, Jeff. Getting a job when you have a
criminal record is virtually impossible, so you stay on the



dole, until you slip back into a life of crime.'
It's a vicious circle for those who leave prison with
their
statutory £90, NFA (no fixed abode) and little prospect of
work. I don't know the answer, although I accept there is
little you can do for people who are genuinely evil, and not
much for those who are congenitally stupid. But the
first-offence prisoners who want a second chance often leave
prison only to find that for the rest of their lives the work
door is slammed in their face.
I accept that perhaps only around 20 per cent of prisoners
would be worth special treatment, but I would like to see
someone come up with a solution for this particular group,
especially the first-time offenders. And how many of you
reading this diary can honestly say you've never committed a
crime? For example:
(a) Smoked cannabis (5 million), crack cocaine
(300,000), heroin (250,000)
(b) Stolen something - anything
(c) Fiddled your expenses
(d) Taken a bus or train and not paid for the ticket
(e) Not declared your full income to the taxman
(f) Been over the alcohol limit when driving
(g) Driven a vehicle without tax or insurance
(h) Brought in something from abroad and not paid import
tax
I have recently discovered that those very people who
commit such crimes often turn out to be the most
sanctimonious hypocrites, including one leading newspaper
editor. It's the truly honest people who go on treating one
decently, as I've found from the thousands of letters I've
received from the general public over the past few weeks.
10.45 am
Chapel. We're back to a congregation of eleven. The
service is Holy Communion, and I'm not sure I care for the
modern version. I must be getting old, or at least
old-fashioned.
The service is conducted by John Framlington, resplendent
in a long white robe to go with his white beard and head of
white hair. He must be well into his seventies and he looks
like a prophet. A local Salvation Army officer preaches the
sermon, with the theme that we all make mistakes, but that
does not mean that we cannot be saved. Once he has delivered
his message, he joins John to dispense the bread and wine to



his little flock. During the singing of the last hymn, John
walks off down the aisle and disappears. We are all left
literally standing, not quite sure what to do next. A female
face peeps out from behind the organ, and decides to continue
playing. This brave little gesture is rewarded by everyone
repeating the last verse. When we've delivered the final line
of 'O Blessed Jesu, Save Us' John comes running back down the
aisle. He turns to face his congregation, apologizes, blesses
us and then disappears for a second time. He's a good man,
and it's generous of him still to be giving his time every
Sunday for such a motley crew as us.
11.45 am
When I return to my spur after chapel, I find that it has
been locked off and we are unable to get into our cells. A
small crowd is gathering at the entrance of the spur, and I
am informed by Darren that our cells are being searched for
phonecards. It seems that one of the prisoners has shaved off
the silver lining on the top of his card as this allows him
to
have a longer period for each unit. Not a great crime you
might consider, remembering that we're in a den of thieves.
But what you won't realize is that the next person who makes
a phone call will find that BT automatically retrieves those
stolen units. Result: the next prisoner will be robbed blind.
The next inmate on the phone that morning turned out to be
a voluble West Indian called Carl (GBH) who, when his last
ten units were gobbled up in seconds, never stopped effing
and blinding all the way to the PO's office. The spur was
closed down in seconds, and Carl had unwittingly given the
'prison search team' an excuse to go through everyone's
personal belongings.
When the gate to the cells is eventually unlocked, a team
of three officers comes out carrying a sackful of swag. My
bet is that the offending phonecard is not among their
trophies, but several other illicit goods are. I return to my
cell to find that nothing of mine has been touched. Even my
script lies in exactly the same place as I left it. I take
this as a compliment.
12 noon
Lunch. England have progressed to 40 for 1, but the
ominously dark clouds that appear over Wayland are also, it
seems, unpaid visitors at the Oval. I turn my attention to
the Sunday papers. The Sunday Mirror, that bastion of
accuracy, tells its readers that I defended myself from



another inmate with a cricket bat. I gave you a full
ball-by-ball summary of that match, and the only thing I
tried to threaten - and not very successfully - was the ball.
The article then goes on to say that I am paying protection
money to a prisoner called Matthew McMahon. There is no
inmate at Wayland called Matthew McMahon. They add that
payment is made with £5 phonecards. There are no £5
phone-cards. The funny thing is that some inmates are shocked
by this:
they had assumed the papers reported accurately, and it
wasn't until I took up residence that they realized how
inaccurate the press can be.
2.00 pm
Exercise. We are allowed out for an hour, rather than
forty-five minutes, which is a welcome bonus. As we walk
round, I get teased by a lot of prisoners who say they are
willing to protect me if I'll give them a £5 phonecard. Some
ask how come you have a £5 phonecard when the rest of us only
have £2 phone-cards. Others add that I can hit them with my
cricket bat whenever I want to. I confess that this wouldn't
be so amusing if Jimmy and Darren were not accompanying me.
Certainly, being the butt of everyone's humour inside, as
well as outside, begins to tell on one. Jimmy has also read
the story in the Sunday Mirror and what worries him is who to
believe in the latest row between Ken Clarke and Iain Duncan
Smith concerning immigration. I tell Jimmy that only one
thing is certain: although the result of the leadership
election will not be announced for another two weeks (12
September), 70 per cent of the 318,000 electorate have cast
their votes, and I assure him that IDS is already the next
leader of the Tory party.
'Can I risk a bet on that?' asks Darren.
"Yes, if you can find anyone stupid enough to take your
wager.'
The spur bookie is offering 1-3 on Duncan Smith.'
Those are still good odds, because you can't lose unless
he drops down dead.'
The bookie or Iain Duncan Smith?' asks Jimmy. 'Either' I
reply.
'Good,' says Darren. Then I'll put three Mars bars on
Duncan Smith as soon as we get back to the spur.'
4.00 pm
I visit Sergio in his cell to be given a lesson on
emeralds. I'll let you know why later. Sergio takes his time



telling me that emeralds are to Colombia what diamonds are to
South Africa. When he's finished his tutorial, I ask him if
it would be possible for his brother to find an emerald of
the highest quality. He looks puzzled.
"What sort of price do you have in mind?' he asks.
'Around ten thousand dollars,' I tell him.
He nods. 'I'll see what I can do.' He looks at his watch
and adds, 'I'll speak to my brother immediately.'
5.00 pm
Sunday supper is always a bag of crisps and a lemon
mousse. However, this evening we are offered two lemon
mousses because, I note, the sell-by date on the lid is 25
August.
7.00 pm
At last there's something worth watching on television.
Victoria and Albert with a cast to kill for. Nigel Hawthorne,
Diana Rigg, Peter Ustinov, Jonathan Pryce, David Suchet, John
Wood and Richard Briers.
It only serves to remind me how much I miss live theatre,
though at times I feel I'm getting enough drama at the
Theatre Royal, Wayland.

DAY 40
MONDAY 27 AUGUST 2001
6,08 am
Forty days and forty nights, and, like Our Lord, I feel
it's time to come out of the wilderness and get on with some
work, despite the fact it's a bank holiday. I write for two
hours.
8.15 am
Breakfast. Corn Pops (for a change), UHT milk, a slice of
bread and marmalade. I stare at the golly on the jar. I read
yesterday in one of the papers that he's no longer
politically correct and will be replaced by a character
created by Roald Dahl and illustrated by Quentin Blake. I
like golly, he's been a friend for years. As a man without an
ounce of prejudice in him, I am bound to say I think the
world has gone mad.
9.00 am
I call Mary, who is furious with the Home Office. Winston
Churchill has written to the Home Secretary, David Blunkett,
asking why I'm still in a Category C jail, and Winston has
received a reply from Stephen Harrison, David Blunkett's
private



secretary, suggesting that Lady Archer 'is satisfied that
this is the best that can be hoped for". Home Office
officials obviously don't listen to the Today programme, or
read any newspapers. It doesn't augur well for justice being
done to those prisoners who do not have a supportive family.
Mary will write to Martin Narey today and put the record
straight. My solicitor has not yet received a reply from DCS
Perry. Perhaps he's still on holiday. She's also written to
the governor of Wayland - also no reply. Thank God I'm not
locked up in Russia.
Now I'm no longer on the induction spur, I'm allowed to
have my own plate, bowl and mug. Mary promises to dispatch
all three today. I can't wait to be rid of the grey plastic
set, even if they won't allow me to replace the plastic
knife, fork and spoon. Mary tells me that the letters of
support are still pouring in, and says she'll send a
selection for me to read, plus a list of friends who want to
visit me in prison. She confirms that she and William are
hoping to visit me on Friday.
9.15 am
A block are playing C block at football, and Jimmy
(captain of everything) asks if I'd like to be linesman,
knowing it will get me out of my cell for at least an hour.
How considerate, I tell him, but I don't know the rules, and
I feel sure that there's more to it than just putting your
flag in the air when the ball goes out. Fortunately, one of
our reserves is fully proficient in the laws of the game, and
runs up and down the line behind me, making me look quite
competent.
The first player I have to adjudicate offside is Jimmy,
who makes no protest and immediately raises his arm. The true
character of a person cannot be hidden on a playing field.
By half-time we are two down. However, in the second half,
we pull one back and just before the final whistle, Carl
(GBH, phonecard problem) thumps in a blinder from twenty
yards to level the score. As he is in the next cell to me, I
can expect several graphic replays in the corridor, with the
yardage becoming longer by the day.
12.15 pm
Lunch: Toad-in-the-hole (vegetarian sausage) and peas.
3.00 pm
Exercise. We've managed about two circuits when Darren,
Jimmy and I are joined by what can only be described as a
gang of yobs, whose leader is a stockily built youth of about



five foot six, with two rings in his nose and one in each
ear. From what I can see of his neck, arms and chest, it
doesn't look as if there's anywhere left on his body to
needle another tattoo. As soon as he opens his mouth every
other word is fucking-this and fuck-ing-that. I'm no longer
shocked by this, but I am surprised by the smell of alcohol
on his breath. My usual approach when faced with this
situation is to answer any question quietly and courteously.
I've heard enough stories about prisoners being knifed in the
yard over the slightest provocation to do otherwise. But as
there are no questions, just abuse hurled at me and my wife,
there's not much I can say in reply. Jimmy and Darren close
in, not a good sign, but after another circuit, the young
thug and his gang of four back off and go and sit against the
fence and glare at us.
The Home Office could do worse than invite Darren to sit
on one of their committees and advise them on prison policy.
He is, after all, far better informed than Stephen Harrison,
and
therefore the Home Secretary. After a spell in Borstal,
and two terms in prison, Darren would be a considerable asset
to the drugs debate. He adds that when he was first sent to
jail, some fifteen years ago, about 30 per cent of prisoners
smoked canna-bis and only about 10 per cent were on heroin.
'And today?' I ask.
'Around twenty to thirty per cent are still on cannabis,
with approximately the same percentage, if not more, on
heroin. And while the present regulations are in place,
there's no hope of dealing with the problem. Only last week,
a prisoner out on his first town visit returned with five
hundred pounds' worth of heroin stuffed up his backside, and
every addict in the prison knew about his cache within the
hour. They were, if they could afford it, smoking and jabbing
themselves all night.'
"But surely the prisoner in question, not to mention his
customers, will be caught?'
The drugs unit interviewed him the following morning. They
couldn't prove anything, but it's the last town visit hell
make before he's released - on the grounds of "reasonable
suspicion".'
'More fool him,' says Jimmy, who goes out on a town visit
once a month. 'Some of them will do anything—' The group of
yobs decide to rejoin us, so I have to face another barrage
of abuse. I sometimes wish Mr Justice Potts could do just one



circuit with me, but it's too late, my case was his last, and
he was clearly determined to go out with a bang. When we're
called back in, I'm not unhappy to return to the peace and
safety of my cell.
4.07 pm
Sergio turns up to tell me the details of a conversation
he's had with his brother in Bogota.
Tomorrow my brother will travel to the green mountains and
select an emerald' declares Sergio. He will then have it
valued and insured. He will also send one gold necklace (18
carat). They sell at a tenth of the price they charge in
England. I assure him that, if I decide to buy it, I will
make a payment direct to bis bank the day after he has been
deported. This means he has to put a great deal of trust in
me, which he seems happy to do. He accepts that the
transaction cannot take place while both of us are still in
jail. If he's successful, I'll have more confidence in his
claim that he can produce a Botero at a sensible price.
10.00 pm
Darren lends me his copy of The Prisons Handbook - a sort
of Relais & Chateaux guide of jails in England and Wales. I
accept Mr Meanwell's opinion that once my D-cat has been
reinstated, I should apply for Spring Hill in
Buckinghamshire, which is the best-located open prison for
both London and Cambridge.
5.00 pm
Darren and I play a couple of games of backgammon, and I'm
thankful to have found something I can beat him at. He takes
revenge by completing The Times crossword before supper.
6.00 pm
Supper: beans on toast and an extra lemon mousse stamped
with yesterday's sell-by date.
7.00 pm
I watch the concluding episode of Victoria and Albert,
every moment of which I thoroughly enjoy.

DAY 41
TUESDAY 28 AUGUST 2001
6.00 am
I write for two hours.
8.13 am
Breakfast. It's Shredded Wheat again. Eat one, save one.
9.00 am
Pottery. I take my new book, Arts and Artists, along to my



class to while away the two-hour period. It doesn't seem to
bother anyone that I'm not working on a sculpture as long as
I'm studying some medium of art.
Shaun appears to be depressed, which could be nothing more
than the melancholy of an artist lost in his thoughts. After
an hour of painting, he opens his sketch book to reveal an
excellent drawing of a Wayland landscape (fairly bleak) and
another of a prison door. Then he confides why he is so low.
Probation have decided not to let him out two months early on
a tag because he failed to appear in court. However, this
two-
month hold-up will pose some problems for both of us. The
quality of the paper, pencils, pastels and oils that are
available at Wayland are obviously not up to professional
standards, so it may become necessary to enlist the help of a
member of the art department to purchase the materials he
needs. Shaun will have to select someone who believes in his
talent, and more importantly, he needs to trust me enough to
believe I will pay him back after he's been released in
November. A member of staff tells me later that Shaun is the
most talented prisoner they have come across since they
started working in prisons. Our conversation is interrupted
by a security officer who says I'm wanted in reception.
10.12 am
A senior officer from Belmarsh is waiting for me in the
room with the comfortable chairs. The governor of Belmarsh
has put her in charge of the investigation into the theft of
seven pages of my diary. You will recall that Trevor
Kavanagh, the Surfs political editor, handed the script over
to Mary, who in turn passed the seven handwritten pages on to
my lawyer.
The officer tells me that she has been in the Prison
Service for nearly twenty years, and adds that she isn't on a
whitewash expedition. She makes it clear from the outset that
the seven pages of script could not have been stolen by a
prisoner, as they wouldn't have had access to a photocopier.
She goes even further and admits that they have narrowed the
likely culprit down to one of two officers.
She then hands me a photocopy of my first seven pages, and
after reading only a few lines I recall how distraught I was
at Belmarsh. I confirm that I had written these pages when I
was in the medical centre on my first day, but I have no way
of knowing when they were removed or returned, or by whom. I
only recall leaving the cell once in the first twenty-four



hours, and that was for a forty-five-minute break in the
exercise yard. She nods, as if she not only knows when I left
my cell, but exactly how many minutes I was out of the room.
'You were then escorted across to B block to begin your
induction. Did you have the script with you at the time?'
Yes, I posted the pages to my PA every three or four days,
but not before they were checked by Roy the censor, who I
didn't meet until the third day, so it can't have been him.'
'No, it certainly wasn't Roy,' she replied, 'because the
Sun received the material the following morning. And in any
case, Roy's bright enough to understand the law of copyright.
Whoever did this must have been surprised and disappointed
that the Sun wouldn't touch it.'
She leaves after about an hour, promising to let me know
the outcome of her investigation.
12.15 pm
Lunch: vegetable soup and a chocolate wafer. Sergio slips
me a banana.
2.00 pm
In order to make up my five lessons a week, I have to
attend an education class on a Tuesday afternoon.
The Education Department is situated next to the library,
and once I've signed in, I report to room one as instructed.
I
enter a classroom containing twenty small desks set out in
a U-shape facing a teacher. Her name is Ms Jocelyn
Rimmington, and she looks as if she's been plucked straight
out of an Evelyn Waugh novel. Her job is a difficult one, and
I watch her carry it out with consummate skill and ingenuity.
She has eight charges, including me. The prisoner she's
talking to is learning basic English so he can take a
plumbing exam. The inmate on his right is reading Chaucer as
part of an A level course, and on his left is an inmate who
is learning to read and write. The remaining four prisoners
are preparing for GCSE English. Ms Rimmington moves slowly
and methodically from desk to desk, answering each and every
question thrown at her until she reaches me.
Wendy tells me that you're in the middle of writing
another book.'
'Yes, I am,' I reply.
'And she thinks the best thing would be for you to carry
on with it, until we decide what to do with you.'
I don't demur; after all, what's the point of telling this
charming lady that I would prefer to do something more



productive. It's obvious that either Wendy Sergeant, who is
head of the department, or those above her, lack the
imagination of the education department at Belmarsh, who had
me conducting a creative writing class before the end of my
first week.
5.00 pm
Supper. I eat very little because the only gym session I
can attend today is at six o'clock.
6.00 pm
Gym. Complete a full session, mainly because half the
regulars are out playing football. Today is the final trial
before they select the team for the first match on Sunday. As
I cannot be present at Lord's for the one day final between
Somerset and Leicestershire, I'll have to settle for Wayland
versus RAP Methwold.
7.30 pm
After a long press, press, press-button shower, 1 return
to the cell and dry myself with a mean little rough green
towel. Sergio knocks on the door, walks in, plonks himself on
the end of the bed and without any preamble, starts to give
me another lecture
on emeralds.
'Seventy per cent of the world's emeralds come from
Colombia,' he proclaims. 'Over twenty thousand stones change
hands in Bogota every day. The emerald is second only in
popularity and value to the diamond, and its size is measured
in the same way (carat). The very finest stones,' he
continues, 'are known as "drops of oil" because if you stare
into the centre of the stone, you can see what appears to be
just that. We must make sure that ours is at least four
carats, and that the drop of oil is there for all to see.
'For one stone, the price can range according to quality'
continues Sergio, 'from a few hundred dollars to several
millions.' He anticipates the stone his brother selects could
be on its way to London as early as next week. Because Sergio
went to the same school as the niece of the owner of 'the
mountain', he hopes his brother will be able to deal direct,
cutting out any middlemen. As his brother doesn't know that
Sergio is ensconced in an English jail, I wonder why he isn't
puzzled by the fact that he can't call back. I don't ask.
8.00 pm
Pottery followed by an interview with the lady from
Belmarsh, followed by education, followed by the gym,
followed by Sergio and his lecture on emeralds, interspersed



with three writing sessions. I'm exhausted.
I fall asleep fully dressed during the Ten O'Clock News.
When I wake, it's just after eleven. I undress, use the loo,
climb into my tiny bed, and fall asleep a second time.

DAY 42 WEDNESDAY 29 AUGUST 2001
5.19 am
I have now undergone the same three-week induction cycle
at HMP Wayland as I did at Belmarsh. My routine, compared
with my life outside, is far more regimented, conforming to a
daily pattern, and then a weekly one. So I have decided, as
from today, to comment only on highlights, rather than simply
repeat the numbing routine with which you must now be
familiar.
6.00 am
I write for two hours and then eat the other Shredded
Wheat covered in milk supplied by Sergio.
9.00 am
Paul, one of the tutors, brings in a set of slides to the
art class, and gives us a lecture on the Impressionists. I am
stunned that Shaun, such a talented artist, has never heard
of Pissarro or Sisley. He also admits that he has visited a
gallery only two or three times in his life. The slide show
is so popular with the other prisoners that Paul promises to
bring in examples of other artists next week when he will
introduce us to Magritte, Rothko and Warhol, amongst others.
12 noon
After lunch, I go to the gym. When I've finished my
programme, I jump on the scales to discover that I'm still
losing weight -nearly a stone since I've been in prison. Just
as I'm leaving, the football coach calls me into his office
and asks if I would attend the first fixture of the season on
Sunday, and write a match report for the prison magazine. I
readily agree, only relieved he didn't invite me to play.
4.00 pm
Sergio joins me in my cell to tell me the latest on the
emerald hunt before continuing with his tutorial. The
majority of emeralds mined in Colombia come from one mountain
that has been owned by the same family for generations. Most
of the stones that come out of Colombia are exported to
Japan, but Sergio is hoping, when he returns to Bogota, to
start diverting some of these gems to Europe. He is becoming
more ambitious every day.
He also informs me that trading in emeralds is every bit



as dangerous as dealing in drugs. Every day eight helicopters
fly back and forth from the mountain to Bogota airport with
four armed guards on each and another twenty private police
waiting for them on the runway. On the mountain there are 300
workers and 100 armed guards. A peasant (his description) can
earn as much as $50,000 a year if, and he repeats if, he is
lucky enough to dig up any high-quality gems.
'But what about theft?' I ask. How do they deal with
that?' 'One or two of the workers are stupid enough to
consider stealing the odd stone, but they quickly discover
that there is no judge or jury on the mountain.'
'So how do they dispense justice?'
'Instantly,' he replies. 'One of the guards shoots the
culprit in front of the other workers, who then bury him.'
'But you could swallow a stone, and then sell it in
Bogota, where you've already told me that twenty thousand
emeralds change hands in the marketplace every day.'
'True,' Sergio replies. 'But you will still be caught,
because the family has over a hundred spotters in the market,
night and day. If a dealer ever traded with a thief, they
would immediately be cut off from their source of supply. And
in time the thief will have to return to the mountain if he
hopes to go on trading. In any case, the workers know they
will have a far higher standard of living than their fellow
countrymen as long as they remain employed on the mountain.'
'But they could take the gems abroad and make a fortune?'
'Most peasants,' says Sergio, 'have never travelled further
than the next village, and none of them speaks anything but
mountain Spanish, which even I can't understand. Even the
owner of the mountain can still only converse in his native
tongue and would never consider leaving Colombia. It is only
because of my four years in an English jail,' continues
Sergio, 'that it's now possible for me to act as a go-between
and consider the export business. And you now also have an
advantage, Jeffrey, because your rivals cannot easily buy or
sell paintings from Colombia.' I raise an eyebrow. 'I am
being deported in four weeks' time, and can never return to
Britain unless I am willing to risk completing the remaining
four years of my sentence.' 'An enterprising dealer could
always fly to Bogota.' 'Not wise,' says Sergio. 'Fair-haired,
blue-eyed people are not welcome in Bogota, and especially
not on the mountain.' He goes on to explain: 'It would be
assumed that you are an American, and your chances of making
it back to the airport



would be about as good as a peasant caught stealing.' No
wonder it's a closed market.
My tutorial comes to an end when an officer bellows, 'Lock
up.' I run out of Sergio's cell to return to the real world,
because I need the five minutes to join the queue and change
my sheets, pillowcase, towels and gym kit. Don't forget it's
Wednesday, and if you don't get to the laundry room before
they close, you have to wait another week.
8.00 pm
When I get back to my cell I find a biography of Oscar
Wilde by Sheridan Morley awaiting me on my bed. I had asked
Steve (conspiracy to murder, chief librarian) to reserve this
book for me. Nothing like a personal delivery service.
I become so engrossed in Wilde's life that I miss the Ten
O'clock News. I have reached Oscar's first trial by the time
I put the book down. I must save the second trial for
tomorrow night.
Not a bad day, but please don't think, even for one
moment, that it's therefore been a good one.

DAY 43
THURSDAY 30 AUGUST 2001
8.45 am
I arrive for my pottery class to find it's been cancelled
because the teacher hasn't turned up. Shaun tells me this is
a regular occurrence, and he seems to be the only person who
is disappointed because he was hoping to finish a painting.
It gives me another couple of hours to write, while the other
prisoners are happy to go off to the gym or their cells while
still being paid £1.40.
10.45 am
I hear a cry of 'library' bellowed down the corridor and,
as I've just come to the end of another chapter of Oscar
Wilde, decide to take a break and return Arts and Artists. I
now know my way around the library and go straight to the art
shelves. I select a book entitled Legendary Gemsby Eric
Bruton and add a novel by Robert Goddard.
When I return to my cell I find my laundry is waiting in a
neat pile, washed and dried. I look up to see Darren standing
on my chair, clipping up a new curtain rail.
'Let me warn you' he says as he climbs back down off the
chair, 'you can't hang yourself from a prison curtain rail.'
'I hadn't given the idea much thought, but why not?' I
ask, opening my notebook.



'Because it just clips on, so if you attached a noose to
the rail and then jumped off the chair, you'd land on the
floor wrapped up in your curtain.'
'So how can I hang myself?' I demand.
'You should have done it at your remand prison' Darren
replies.
'I'm not sure I understand.'
'Most remand prisons are of a Victorian vintage, and have
high-level barred windows making the job that much easier.'
'But I was only there for a few days.'
There are more hangings in the first few days in jail than
at any other time.'
'Why?'
'Often the psychological impact of entering prison for the
first time causes deep depression, and that's when a prisoner
sees suicide as the only way out.'
'So it's less common once you've been transferred?'
'Yes, but I knew a prisoner who still found an original
way to kill himself.' I continue to scribble away. He was in
a cell with a one-up and one-down, and when his room-mate
went to work and he was left alone for the rest of the
morning he stood the bed up on its end, so that the rail was
about seven feet from the ground. He used his belt as a
noose, and attached it to the top railing. He then climbed on
top, placed his hands in the back of his jeans, rolled off
the bed and hanged himself. On the table they found a letter
from his girlfriend saying she couldn't wait for three years.
If you want to kill yourself, you can always find a way,'
Darren adds matter of factly. "Each year the Prison Service
publishes statistics on how many inmates commit suicide.
There were ninety-two in 2001' says Darren, just before he
leaves to
continue his rounds. 'However, what they don't tell you is
how many people die, or commit suicide within six months of
being released.' I slowly unpack my washing and stack it on
the narrow shelves while I consider what Darren has just told
me.
2.00 pm
After lunch I pick up Legendary Gems and turn to the
chapter on emeralds. Everything Sergio has told me during the
past ten days is verified by the author, which gives me more
confidence in Sergio. However, two crucial questions remain:
does Sergio have the right contacts and can he replace the
middlemen? I am pleased to see that Laurence Graff warrants



three mentions in the diamond chapter.
To date I haven't mentioned Laurence Graff (of Graff's of
Bond Street, Madison Avenue and Monte Carlo), but I'm rather
hoping he will agree to value the gem for me. Laurence and I
first met at a charity function many years ago when I was the
auctioneer. Since then he and his wife, Anne-Marie, have told
me many stories about the diamond trade which have found
their way into my books. It was Laurence who gave me the idea
for the short story 'Cheap at Half the Price'.
3.00 pm
Jimmy rushes into my cell with a large grin on his face.
He scowls at Darren's new curtain rail, immediately aware of
who must have supplied it.
'I am the bearer of glad tidings,' he says. 'A prisoner on
our spur will be leaving tomorrow morning, a week earlier
than originally planned. He keeps the cleanest cell on the
block. He's even decorated it, and best news of all, it's on
the quiet side of
the spur, so you'd better have a word with Meanwell before
someone else grabs it.'
I'm just about to go off in search of Mr Meanwell, when
Jimmy adds, 'He's off today, but he's back on tomorrow
morning at 7.30, and don't forget you've got the special
needs group at 8.45, so you'd better see him straight after
breakfast.' Darren walks in, livid to find Jimmy sitting on
the end of my bed. He's obviously picked up the same piece of
information and had hoped to be the first to impart it.
'I think you'll find my information was as welcome as your
curtain rail,' suggests Jimmy smugly.
'Only if his lordship ends up getting David's cell,' says
Darren, well aware that I am playing them against each other.
Still, like two children, they find the challenge
irresistible.
7.00 pm
After supper, Sergio reveals good news. Having visited the
mountain, his brother has selected a 4-carat emerald at a
cost of $10,000.
'If my contact confirms that its shop value is twenty
thousand, then I'll buy it,' I tell him. 'If not...' Sergio
looks up and frowns. 'Purchase the emerald,' I continue, 'and
have it sent to London. I'll need proper certification, but
if my valuer says he can sell me a stone of the same quality
at the same price or cheaper, it will all have been a waste
of your time, and I'll return the stone to Colombia at my



expense.'
'My whole reputation rests on this one stone?' Sergio
asks.
"You've got it,' I tell him.

DAY 44
FRIDAY 31 AUGUST 2001
8.21 am
Breakfast. I eat my cereal out of a china bowl, my toast
on a plate and drink my milk from a mug. Mary has selected
the plate and bowl from the Bridgewater collection and the
beaker - a garish object covered in the American stars and
stripes - was a gift Will brought back from the States.
When I've finished my breakfast I fill my washbasin with
hot water and Fairy Liquid, allowing my newly acquired
treasures to soak while I go off in search of Mr Meanwell.
The block's senior officer has been off for two days, so was
unaware that David had been released six days early, and that
his cell on the enhanced wing has suddenly become available.
He'll let me know what he's decided later today.
I return to my cell and find a gathering of West Indians
in the corridor. They've come to say farewell to a prisoner
who is leaving this morning, having served six years of a
nine-year sentence for armed robbery - his first offence.
Most of you reading this will have already formed a
picture
of him in your mind, as I would have done only a couple of
months ago. A young black thug who's better off locked up,
and who will probably beat up some other innocent person the
moment he's released and be back in prison within a year.
In fact, he is thirty-two years old, five foot eight, slim
and good-looking. He was the one who politely asked if he
could read my newspapers every evening. And he has used his
six years productively. First to pass his GCSEs (five) and
two years later A levels in English and History.
No sooner has he departed than Jules appears in the
corridor carrying a plastic bag full of his worldly goods. He
is taking over Steve's cell. He tells me that the past week
has not been a happy one because he's had to share our old
cell with a heroin addict who was injecting himself two,
sometimes three times a day.
8.45 am
On Friday mornings the gym is taken over by the special
needs group. They're an enthusiastic bunch who, despite their



problems, bring a range of skills and boundless energy to
everything they do. Les performs well on the rowing machine
(1,000m in ten minutes), while Robbie enjoys lifting weights
and Paul prefers to run. But when it comes to the game of
catchball that we always play at the end of any session,
Robbie can catch anything that comes his way. He could, and
would, happily field in the slips for England.
All of them are chatterboxes, and demand answers to their
endless questions. Do you have a father? Do you have a
mother? Do you have any brothers or sisters? Are you married?
Do you have any children? By the end of the hour's session, I
am physically and mentally exhausted, and full of admiration
for their carer, Ann, who spends every waking moment with
them.
At the end of the session, I watch them leave, chatting,
laughing and - I hope - happier. There, but for the grace of
God...
2.54 pm
Mr Nutbourne opens the cell door. 'You're moving again,
Jeffrey,' he says. 'You've been allocated David's old cell on
the enhanced spur.' He winks.
Thank you,' I reply, and prepare for my ninth move in six
weeks. The whole process takes less than an hour, because on
this occasion I'm assisted by a local removal company:
Darren, Sergio and Jimmy Ltd.
My new cell is on the ground floor with the enhanced
prisoners. Number seventeen is opposite Darren's cell, who
has Steve (conspiracy to murder and librarian) on one side,
and Jimmy (Ecstasy courier, captain of everything) on the
other. The officers describe it as the grown-up spur, and
personally select who will be allowed to reside there. To
have made it in three weeks is considered quite an
achievement, although Darren managed it in four days.
The cells are exactly the same size as in any other part
of the prison, but the table on which I'm now working is far
larger (four feet by two). I also have an extra cupboard for
my possessions, which seem to grow as each day passes, not
unlike when you're on holiday.
5.00 pm
Once I've completed my move, I join Darren and Sergio for
a walk in the exercise yard. I stop halfway round to watch
Shaun sketching Dale. He is still proving to be a restless
model, but despite this Shaun is producing a good likeness of
him.



6.00 pm
After supper I call Mary (my new spur has a phone of its
own, which any self-respecting estate agent would describe as
'an added amenity'). She's full of news, some good, some not
so good. The police confirm that they will not be presenting
their report on the Simple Truth until they've read the
findings of the KPMG report. This won't be handed in to the
Red Cross for at least another two, perhaps three weeks. Mary
tells me that the police reply to Tony Morton-Hooper's letter
was not unhelpful, and she hopes that once the KPMG report is
finished, it will only be a matter of days before they move
me to an open prison.
I use the remainder of my twenty units catching up with
all things domestic, particularly what is happening at the
Old Vicarage. When the phonecard flicks out, indicating I
have only thirty seconds left, I promise to call again on
Sunday. Don't forget, I no longer have an endless source of
cards.
As soon as I replace the receiver, Sergio takes over the
phone. He has the advantage of being able to hold a
conversation in a language no one else on the spur can
eavesdrop on, but the disadvantage of needing at least five
phonecards every time he dials home.
6.50 pm
When Sergio has finished his call, he joins me in my cell.
Now that we're on the same spur, it's no longer necessary for
me to try and pretend I'm learning Spanish - he's just
another prisoner from across the corridor.
Sergio's brother has selected four emeralds for
consideration. He confirms they range in price from ten to
fifteen thousand dollars. Once he has made the final choice,
I will await a valuation from my expert. His brother claims
that any one of the gems would retail on the London market at
around $20,000. If this proves to be accurate, then I'll be
happy to purchase the selected gem and give it to Mary as her
Christmas present. Ah, you've finally discovered why I'm
going to all this trouble.
8.15 pm
To my delight, I discover that our spur is unlocked first
and banged up last, giving us an extra few minutes at each
end of the day. What I enjoy most about being below stairs is
the silence, or near silence, compared with the floor above.
No rap music, no window warriors and no conversations shouted
from one end of the corridor to the other. There is actually



a feeling of community on this spur.
I don't bother to turn on the TV this evening as I am
totally engrossed in Robert Goddard's Caught in the Light. I
fall asleep fully dressed. It's been an exhausting day.

DAY 45 SATURDAY 1 SEPTEMBER 2001
8.15 am
The first day of a new month. After breakfast, I arrange
with Locke (GBH), the spur painter, to have my new cell
redecorated in his spare time. As the tariff has to be agreed
in tobacco, and as I have no idea of the going rate, Darren
(marijuana only) has agreed to act as my works manager for
the transaction.
Once Locke has inspected my cell, he announces it will
first
need an undercoat of white, which will take him two,
two-hour
sessions. Darren agrees the price on a daily basis.
Tomorrow he
will add a coat of cream, and on Monday the cell door, the
window ledge and frame plus the square around the wash
basin
will be painted beige. As far as I can work out, the
painter will
receive one pound's worth of Golden Virginia (his choice)
a day.
So the whole job will cost me £3 - which, Darren assures
me, is
the going rate. The paint, however, will be supplied by
Her
Majesty's tax payers. Please note that it was Margaret
Thatcher
who taught me never to say government; 'Governments don't
pay taxes, Jeffrey, only tax payers do.'
Locke asks me to vacate my cell while the undercoat is
being rolled on because once my bed, table and small cupboard
have been pulled away from the walls and left in the centre
of the room, there will only be enough space for one person.
I cross the corridor to join Sergio in his cell, where we
hold a board meeting. Overnight, Sergio has typed out sixteen
questions which he needs answered before he speaks to his
brother again. For example: do I want to pay the full
insurance cost? -Yes. Do I want the gold necklace to be 9, 14
or 18 carat? - 18 carat. Will I have to pay import tax when



the chain and emerald land in London? - Don't know, but I'll
find out
Once Sergio has asked all his questions and written out
the answers neatly in Spanish, we move onto item number two
on the agenda.
I've received a letter from Chris Beetles, who has carried
out considerable research into which South American artists
have a worldwide market. He reports that Christie's and
Sotheby's have two Latin American sales a year, both held in
New York. With the exception of Botero, who has recently
passed $2 million for an oil, only Lamand Tamayo regularly
fetches $100,000 or more under the hammer. Sergio reads the
letter slowly and places it in his file.
11.00 am
Exercise. It's Darren's turn to be sketched by Shaun, and
he's proving a bit of a prima donna. He's a very private man
who doesn't keep any photographs of himself. He's still
grumbling about his participation as we walk out into the
yard. We are greeted by Shaun, who is holding a large art pad
in his right hand, and a couple of pencils in his left.
Darren reluctantly agrees to pose, but only on two
conditions. That the drawing is carried out on the far side
of the yard, where few inmates will see him during their
perambulations. He also insists that if he doesn't like the
result, he will be left out of the final montage. I don't
have a lot of choice, so I
agree. I can only hope that Shaun will make such a good
job of the preliminary sketch that Darren will be converted
to the whole idea.
Jimmy and I go off for a circuit while Shaun begins his
task. While we stroll round the perimeter, the talk among the
inmates is only of football. England are playing Germany
tonight, and Wayland are playing Methwold tomorrow. Some of
the prisoners tying on the grass against the fence wish
Jimmy, our captain, good luck, while another suggests that he
couldn't score in a brothel.
By the end of the third circuit, a likeness is appearing
on Shaun's sketch pad, but I have no way of knowing how
Darren will react. He can be so perverse at times.
By the time we've completed two more circuits, the
officers in the yard are beginning to herd us back to our
blocks. We stop to look at Shaun's effort. Darren joins us to
see the outline image for the first time. It's good, and he
knows it. He nods his grudging approval, but finally gives



the game away when, as we stroll back into A block, he asks,
If that's only a sketch before Shaun does the final portrait,
can I have it for my mother?' (See (date section.)
12 noon
Standing in the lunch queue I discover from Dumsday (who,
Jimmy told me a few days earlier, had adopted an injured
crow) that his crow died early this morning, despite his
sitting up all night trying to feed it a boiled egg. I return
to my cell and eat lunch standing in the middle of the room
with the smell of fresh paint all around me. I survey my £3
investment. Locke has made a good start.
2.00 pm
The spur is getting worked up about the match this evening
between England and Germany, which is a World Cup qualifying
game. I am invited to pull the name of an England player out
of a plastic cup, and should my selection score the first
goal, I'll win nine Mars bars. I draw Gerard who, Jimmy
assures me, has a good chance of scoring. I read in this
morning's Times that England haven't won a match on German
soil since 1965. But I don't pass on this information to a
football-mad spur. I glance out of my window to see five
rabbits eating the left-over food the prisoners have thrown
out of their cell. As we are hemmed in behind a twenty-foot
fine-meshed wire fence, I wonder how the rabbits get into the
prison. Ill make enquiries.
6.00 pm
On a Saturday, we're banged up after supper but, as I've
mentioned, the enhanced spur goes last so we can roam the
corridors until six thirty - an extra thirty minutes. I check
my TV listings in The Times to find that the football is on
BBC 1, but clashes with Jane Austen's Persuasion on BBC 2. I
elect to watch Persuasion while the rest of the spur settles
down to follow the match. I'm confident that, if England
score, the whole prison will let me know.
Just as Miss Elliot meets Captain Wentworth for the first
time, the spur erupts with cheering and shouting. I quickly
switch channels and watch a replay of Michael Owen scoring
for England, which means I've lost a Mars bar. I switch back
and continue my vigil with Miss Elliot who, because of her
father's financial problems, has had to move from the
family's magnificent country home to a smaller residence in
Bath. I become
deeply engrossed in the drama of lost love when there is
another eruption of cheering. I switch over to find England



have scored a second goal on the stroke of half-time. I
discover that the score is 2-1 in England's favour, so I must
have missed the German goal. It was obviously greeted by my
fellow inmates in total silence.
I turn back to Persuasion to find that Captain Wentworth
is flirting (the occasional glance) with our heroine, the one
we want him to marry. There is another roar. I can't believe
it, and switch across to find our other hero, Michael Owen,
has scored again, and England are now leading three goals to
one. No sooner have I switched back than there is a further
roar, so I return to watch a replay of Owen completing his
hat-trick, giving England an unbelievable 4-1 lead.
I flick over to Jane Austen and discover that the handsome
Captain Wentworth could be about to marry the wrong girl, but
then - an explosion - can it be true? I return to BBC 1 to
find Heskey has scored for England and we now lead five goals
to one with ten minutes to go. Quickly back to Persuasion
where our hero and long-suffering heroine have become
engaged. No suggestion of sex, not even a kiss. Long live
Jane Austen.
10.00 pm
I finish the Robert Goddard book and then climb into my
bed which is still in the middle of the room. I fall asleep
to the smell of fresh paint and the sound of my fellow
inmates reliving every one of those five England goals.

DAY 46
SUNDAY 2 SEPTEMBER 2001
10.00 am
After writing for a couple of hours and having breakfast,
I report to the gym in my new capacity as football
correspondent for the Prison News.
The Wayland team meet in the changing room where they are
handed their kit: a light blue shirt, dark blue shorts, blue
socks, shin pads and a pair of football boots. As with the
cricket match last week, the team are far better equipped
than most amateur club sides, and once again all at the tax
payers' expense. All four blocks also have their own strip (A
block's is yellow and black). I assume this is normal
practice for every prison across the country.
Once the team has changed, and very smart they look, we're
joined by our coach, Gary, who delivers an unusual team talk.
Because the players have been selected from four different
blocks and prisoners come and go every week, some of them



haven't even met before. The first thing the eleven men and
three subs have to do is to announce their names and the
positions they'll be playing in. You may well consider that
this is an insuperable barrier for any team, but not so,
because the opposition also have several disadvantages to
contend with. To
start with, all of Wayland's fixtures are played at home -
think about it - and the rival team are not allowed to bring
along any supporters, especially not girlfriends. And when it
comes to gamesmanship, our team are in a class of their own,
and the officers are just as bad.
The opposition side are met at the gates by sniffer dogs
before being searched. The players are then escorted to the
changing rooms, accompanied by the boos of prisoners from all
four blocks. And if that isn't enough to contend with, they
then have to deal with our captain, Jimmy.
Now Jimmy is all charm and bonhomie as he accompanies the
opposition side from the changing room onto the pitch. But he
does consider it nothing less than his duty to inform the
visitors that they should keep a wary eye on Preston,
Wayland's main striker.
"Why?' asks the opposing team captain innocently.
'He's in for a double murder - chopped his parents' heads
off while they were asleep.' Jimmy pauses. 'Even we don't
like him. He's already got a twenty-five-year sentence, and
as he's only done three, the occasional broken leg doesn't
seem to worry him too much, especially as he's only likely to
get a yellow card.'
The truth is that our main striker is in for breaking and
entering (rather appropriate) but by the time Jimmy has
reached the pitch, the Methwold team is convinced that if
Hannibal Lecter were at Wayland he would be relegated to the
subs bench.
The first half is a shambles; the ball goes up and down
the pitch with little speed and even less purpose. Wayland
are trying to get to know each other, while Methwold still
aren't sure if they dare risk the occasional tackle. It's 0-0
when the whistle blows for half-time, and frankly no one
deserved to score.
The second half is a complete contrast as I'm made aware
of the other advantage Wayland has: fitness. All of our team
spend
at least an hour every day in the gym, rather than at the
local pub, and it begins to show. The first goal is headed in



by Carl (GBH), after an excellent cross by our
'double-murderer1. The second is scored by Dan (armed
robbery), another of our strikers, and the third is added by
Hitch (arson). We end up winning 3-0, which augurs well for
the rest of the season. Perhaps we could even win the league
cup this year. But it's back to disadvantages, because three
of the team, including Jimmy, are due to be released before
Christmas, and the side we will field at the end of the
season will bear no resemblance to the one that lined up for
the opening encounter.
Despite the team's glorious victory, some of the officers
are irritated by the fact that they've been made to hang
around until we return for a late lunch. With the exception
of Mr Nutbourne, who makes sure that the team is fed, they
can't wait to get us banged up and go off duty.
The relationship between officers and prisoners is always
conducted on a tightrope which both sides walk every day. The
officers on duty that Sunday morning unwisely miss an
opportunity to make their own lives easier. A few words of
praise and allowing an extra minute or two in the shower
would have paid huge dividends in the long run. Instead, the
victors return to their cells with shrivelled-up pieces of
meat covered in cold gravy, unable to shower until we are
unlocked again in two hours' time. Of course I understand
that the prison is not run for the convenience of the
prisoners, but here was an opportunity for the officers to
make their own life easier in the long term. They botched it,
with the exception of Mr Nutbourne, who will get far more
cooperation and respect from the inmates in the future.
2.00 pm
Board meeting. Sergio has talked to his brother in Bogota.
The four emeralds that his brother initially selected have
been shortlisted to two and, along with a member of the
family who owns the mountain, Sergio's brother will make the
final selection tomorrow. He has also assured him that,
whichever one they choose, the gem would retail at three
times the price in a London shop. As for paintings, Sergio's
school friend has told him that, through Sergio's mother, she
has made an appointment with Botero's mother, and will report
back by the end of the week. My heart leaps at the thought of
finally owning a Botero.
4.00 pm
While I do a circuit with Jimmy, Shaun continues to draw
Darren, who surprisingly now proves, unlike Dale, to be a



still and patient model. I'm delighted with the preliminary
sketches and, more importantly, so is Darren. While Shaun is
sketching, I ask Darren about the rabbits. The rabbits, it
seems, are no fools. They know when the prisoners are fed,
and burrow under the fence to gather up the food thrown out
of the windows by the inmates after lockup. They are
occasionally joined by a family of ducks. But, and there is
always a but in prison, there is also a fox lurking around,
who is even more cunning. He also enters under the fence
after lock up, and catches the rabbits while they nibble the
food dropped from the prisoners' table. The fox has also
worked out that there is no such thing as 'The Wayland Hunt'.
I tell Shaun that I've spoken to Chris Beetles and hope
that it will result in his being in receipt (I select the
words carefully) of the highest quality drawing paper,
chalks, watercolours and pencils, so that his final effort
can't be blamed on his tools. He's delighted.
6.00 pm
Early lock up because of staff shortages. I will have to
remain in my five paces by three cell for the next fourteen
hours.
I start reading Jeeves. What a different world Bertie
Wooster lived in. How would Bertie have coped with Wayland? I
suppose Jeeves would have volunteered to take his place.

DAY 47
MONDAY 3 SEPTEMBER 2001
5.43 am
I wake to the smell of fresh paint, so I feel I should
bring you up to date on my redecoration programme. The white
undercoat was finished yesterday, and while I was at pottery
Locke (GBH, spur painter) added a coat of magnolia to the
walls and beige to the door, window ledge and skirting board.
I have always liked brick as a medium, but I find the
solid block of white a little unimaginative, so during
pottery class this morning I'm going to suggest to Shaun that
he might design a pattern for the walls, and then find out if
Locke is willing to add 'interior decorator' to his
portfolio. It may well cost me another couple of pounds, but
I could then enter my cell for the Turner Prize.
9.00 am
During pottery class, Shaun begins to knock out a few
ideas for a pattern on my walls, and very imaginative they
are.



He then produces his sketch pad and shows me his latest
ideas for the book cover. The first one is a cell door with
eyes
peeping through the little flap, while the second is a
prisoner's card as displayed outside every cell. I wonder if
he could somehow combine the two.
12 noon
After lunch I make notes in preparation for a visit from
William, James and David, my driver of fifteen years. Once
I've done this I have to learn each of the headings by heart,
as I'm not allowed to take anything into the visitors' room.
I count how many topics need to be covered - William eight,
James nine, David five. After that I'll have to rely on my
memory.
1.30 pm
I shower and shave before putting on a new pair of jeans
and a freshly ironed, blue-striped shirt. I have never been
vain, but I am far too proud to allow the boys to see me
looking unkempt - and wondering if prison has got the better
of me.
2.00 pm
As I leave the cell to join my children, Locke strolls in.
I haven't yet summoned up the courage to tell him about my
idea for further redecoration, and I suspect I'll end up
leaving the negotiations to my works manager, Darren.
When I arrive in the visitors' area, I am searched for the
first time in over a week, but compared to Belmarsh this
exercise is fairly cursory. I don't know if suspected drug
addicts and dealers receive different treatment. I'm once
again allocated table four-
teen, where I take my place in the red chair, leaving the
three blue chairs vacant. I look around the room that holds
about seventy tables, but only five are occupied by
prisoners. This is because of the breakdown of the prison
computer, which has thrown the visiting schedule into chaos.
James is the first through the door, surprise, surprise,
followed by William, then David. Once we have completed the
hugs and greetings I explain that I wish to allocate the two
hours judiciously. The first half hour I'll spend with
William, the second with James and the third with David,
before having the final half hour with all three of them.
While the other two disappear. Will updates me on the KPMG
report and my D-cat reinstatement. Mary has been in touch
with Gillian Shephard, currently my local MP, who has



promised to contact the governor of Wayland and make it clear
that once the police have dropped their enquiry, I ought to
be moved on to an open prison as quickly as possible. Mind
you, the Prison Service's idea of as quickly as possible...
Will also reports that he hopes to return to America in
about three weeks as he has been offered several new
commissions for documentaries. To his surprise, he's also
been approached about some work in London.
While I try to recall my eight points, Will briefs me
about his mother. Mary is holding up well in the
circumstances, but he feels that she has probably been most
affected by the whole experience.
I then ask if Will could do three things for me. First,
give Chris Beetles £200 in order that Shaun will be in
receipt of the art materials he needs. Second, select a bowl
and plate from the Bridgewater collection and send them to
Darren at Wayland, a man whose kindness I will never be able
to repay properly. Finally, I ask if he will somehow get hold
of my special Staedtler
liquid pens, because— Will points to the tray in front of
me, where I see he has slipped two behind a can of Diet Coke.
I smile, but wonder if I can get the treasure back to my cell
without it being confiscated.
Once I've completed my list, he brings me up to date on
his social life. Ten minutes later he leaves me and James
takes his place.
I spend some considerable time briefing James on Sergio's
background, and explain how three weeks in prison, in such
intense circumstances, is the equivalent of about three
months on the outside. He nods, as he's well aware that this
is only background before I broach the real subject. Having
established Sergio's credentials, about which I tell him I
have only my instinct to go on, we then discuss the subject
of emeralds in great detail. I explain for an investment of
$10,000, subject to valuation, we will acquire one emerald
which will arrive in London later this week If Sergio turns
out to have been honest about the emerald, it might then be
worth getting him to search for a Botero.
'If he doesn't manage to find any paintings,' I add, 'then
the worse case scenario is that Mary will end up with a
rather special Christmas present'
Because James has inherited his mother's brains and my
barrow-boy instincts, there's no need to repeat anything. We
agree to speak again by phone towards the end of the week. I



smile across at David and he joins us.
After a few preliminaries about his wife, Sue, and whether
they had a good holiday, I can see he's nervous, which has
always been David's way of telling me something is worrying
him. I try to make it as easy as possible for both of us.
'Are you still thinking of emigrating to Australia?' I
ask.
"No' he replies, 'much as I'd like to, it's near
impossible to get on the quota, unless you have a job to go
to, or relatives already living there.'
'I suppose I'll have a better chance now I've been to
prison,' I suggest, before adding, 'So what are you planning
to do?'
'Sue and I are thinking of settling in Turkey. We've spent
our last few holidays there, and we like the people, the
climate and most of all the cost of living.'
'So when would you want to leave?'
In a couple of months, if that's all right with you,
boss?'
I smile and tell him that's just fine. We shake hands like
old friends, because that's exactly what we are.
The four of us spend the last thirty minutes together
swapping stories as if I wasn't in jail. I think I've made
this observation before, but if your friends could be in
prison with you, it would be almost bearable.
I place the pens Will smuggled in into my shirt pocket and
just hope. I'm sorry to see the boys leave, and it's only
their absence that reminds me just how much I love them. The
officer who carries out the search checks my mouth, under my
tongue, makes me take off my shoes, and then finishes with a
Heathrow check. I escape - which means for the next week I'll
be able to write with the implement of my choice.
5.00 pm
After supper I convene a board meeting in Sergio's cell.
'The ball is now in your court,' I tell him. "You've selected
the emerald, so we're about to discover if you're a serious
player or a mountebank.' He has asked me to use one
expression and one word every day that he won't have heard
before. He immediately looks up mountebank in his
Spanish/English dictionary.
He then stands and formally shakes my hand. The ball is
now in my court,' he repeats, 'and you're about to find out
that despite the circumstances in which we've met, I am not a
mountebank.' I want to believe him.



DAY 48
TUESDAY 4 SEPTEMBER 2001
6.11am
One of the interesting aspects of writing this diary
during the day, and correcting the script of volume one in
the evening, is being reminded just how horrendous an
experience Belmarsh was.
9.00 am
Pottery. Paul gives us a lecture with slides on Rothko,
Man Ray, Magritte and Andy Warhol. Several of the prisoners
voice an opinion often heard about modern artists, only they
put it more bluntly.
That's fuckin' crap, why would anyone pay good money for
that shit? My seven-year-old daughter could knock you up one
of those.'
Neither of our tutors, Paul nor Anne, comments; both are
professional artists and know only too well that if they
could "knock up one of those', they wouldn't be teaching in
prison.
After the lecture Shaun presents me with a pattern for my
cell wall - unquestionably influenced by Magritte. It's fun,
but I wonder if Locke is capable of reproducing it. Ill have
to discuss the problem with my chef de chantier, Darren. Will
I really be allowed a sun and moon in my room?
2.00 pm
Education, Tuesday afternoon is a bit of a farce. I have
to attend an education class to make up the statutory number
of lessons required by a part-time worker - £6.50 a week - so
end up sitting at the back of the classroom working on this
script.
I've asked Wendy Sergeant (Head of the Education
Department) if I can teach one lesson a week of creative
writing, as I did at Belmarsh. Her latest comment on the
subject is that the prisoners don't want another inmate
teaching them. I find this unlikely because at least one
inmate a day asks me to read and comment on something they've
written, so I wonder what the truth really is. I won't bother
Wendy again as it's obvious that someone else has made the
decision, and she is simply carrying out instructions. In
future I'll just sit at the back of the classroom and
continue working for myself.
5.00 pm
Board meeting. Sergio reports that he's spoken to his



brother again, and all the arrangements are in place. But he
has an anxious look on his face.
"What's the problem?' I ask.
'I'm worried about my brother,' he explains. 'He's a civil
servant, an academic, not used to the way business is carried
out in Colombia. It must have taken a great deal of courage
for him to travel to the mountain where no one would give a
second thought to killing you for a thousand dollars. Now we
want him to hand over ten thousand in cash and then transport
the emerald to the airport without any protection.' Sergio
pauses. 'I fear for his life.'
My first thought is that Sergio is trying to get off the
hook now that he's leaving these shores in a few weeks' time.
What are you suggesting?' I venture.
"Perhaps it would be wiser to wait until I return to
Bogota, then I can handle the problem personally. I fear for
my brother's life,' he repeats.
Once Sergio is back in Bogota I will have lost all contact
with him, not to mention my £200. He has claimed many times
during the past three weeks that several prisoners have
offered to transfer money to his account in Bogota in
exchange for a regular supply of drugs, but he has always
turned them down. Has he in fact accepted every payment? Is
that account now in surplus thus guaranteeing him an easy
life once he's back in Colombia? However, I feel I am left
with no choice but to take the high road.
'If you're in any doubt about your brother's safety,' I
tell him, let's postpone the sending of the emerald until you
return to Bogota.'
Sergio looks relieved. 'I'll call him tomorrow,' he says,
'and then I'll let you know our decision.'
I close the board meeting because, given the
circumstances, there's not a lot more to discuss.
6.00 pm
Exercise. Shaun has finished his preliminary sketch of
Darren, and is now making a further attempt at Dale.
As Jimmy and I proceed on our usual circuit (there isn't a
lot of choice) we pass a group of three officers who are
posted to keep an eye on us. One of them is a young, not
unattractive, woman. Jimmy tells me that she has a "bit of a
thing' about Malcolm (ABH, punched a publican) who she will
miss when he's transferred to his D-cat prison on Monday.
'The stories I could tell you about Malcolm' says Jimmy.
'Yes, yes,' I say, my ears pricking up.



'No, no,' says Jimmy. 'I'm not saying a word about that
man until I'm sure he's safely ensconced at Latchmere House.
He flattened that publican with one punch.' He pauses. 'But
ask me again next week.'

DAY 49 WEDNESDAY 5 SEPTEMBER 2001
9.00 pm
I watch Ian Richardson on BBC 1 playing Dr Bell in a Conan
Doyle drama described in The Times as the forerunner to
Sherlock Holmes. I will never forget his portrayal of the
chief whip in Michael Dobbs' excellent House of Cards. I've
known seven chief whips in my time - Willie Whitelaw, Francis
Pym, Humphrey Atkins, John Wakeham, Tim Renton, Peter Brooke,
and Richard Ryder - but even their combined talents lacked
the Machiavellian skills of Francis Urquhart, under whose
gaze I certainly wouldn't have dared to miss a vote.
11.00 pm
I lie awake thinking about Sergio. Is he a liar, just
another two-bit con man, or is he genuinely anxious about his
brother's safety? Only time will tell.
5.51 am
Locke has finished painting my cell, but is nervous about
attempting the Magritte pattern Shaun has designed for the
wall. Darren, as works manager, agrees that it's far too
elaborate, and should be cut down to about half the original,
and even then he's not sure I'll get away with it. But as
Darren points out, the worst they can do is make us return
the paintwork to its original colour - cost, £1. So it's
agreed that while I'm away at pottery, the redecorating will
begin, and then we'll have to wait and see how the spur
officer reacts.
9.00 am
Pottery. Today the class settles down to do a still-life
drawing. Anne, our tutor, and former Slade graduate, has
taken a lot of trouble in gathering together objects of
interest to make the drawing more of a challenge. She has set
up in the centre of the room a small card table, and placed
over it a cloth with a red and white diamond pattern. On the
table she's placed an empty wine bottle, a green vase and a
fruit bowl. In the bowl she's carefully arranged a bunch of
grapes, a pineapple, three oranges,
two apples and a peach. Paul, one of our other tutors, has
supplied a cheese board and a lump of Cheddar.
We all sit round the table in a circle and attempt to draw



what we see in front of us. Keith (kidnapper), who is sitting
next to me, will present the piece as part of his A-level
submission. He understands both perspective and shading. I,
on the other hand, do not. Anne helpfully points out - to
everyone else's amusement - that my peach is bigger than my
pineapple.
After an hour, we're given a ten-minute break, when most
of the prisoners go off for a quick drag. Shaun and I
disappear with Anne into her office to discuss some ideas for
a prison landscape which I hope to include in this book. I
take up as much of her time as possible, because I can't face
another hour of still-life drawing. However, she seems keen
to get back and see how the others are progressing.
Anne is a very easy-going person and I can't imagine her
losing her temper. But when she walks back into the main room
and sees the still-life table, she goes berserk. All that
remains of the original offering is two apple cores, the top
of a pineapple, three orange skins, a peach stone, a grape
stalk with one grape attached and a cheese board with just a
few morsels left on it. To be fair, what is left has been
artistically arranged, and her pupils are studiously drawing
the new composition.
I burst out laughing, and it is only moments before Anne
joins in. I am happy to report that Keith's final effort was
entered as part of his A level submission, and gained high
marks for originality.
2.00 pm
Rugby. Over fifty prisoners turn out for the first
training session of the season, which takes place on the main
field adjacent to the football pitch. For an hour our coach,
Andy Harley, puts us
through passing and handling skills, and it soon becomes
clear that several prisoners have never played the game
before. For the last thirty minutes, the coach selects two
sides for a game of touch rugby, which he asks me to referee.
He tells me that I had refereed him some years before when a
Newmarket XV visited Cambridge.
Because several of the prisoners didn't know the laws of
the game, I had to be fairly liberal if I wasn't going to
have to blow the whistle every few seconds for some minor
infringement. However, I was left with little choice when a
large black man threw the ball twenty yards forward, as if he
were playing American football. I blew the whistle and
awarded the blue side a penalty. He immediately bore down on



me, shouting expletives, while the others stood around and
watched. I paced ten yards towards his goal line, explaining
that in rugby you can't swear at the referee. His language
became riper, so I advanced another ten yards, by which time
he had been joined by three of his mates who weren't much
smaller. Two of the coaches ran quickly onto the field, and
Mr Harley explained, Jeffrey is right If you argue with the
referee in rugby, it's automatically a penalty, and you'd
better get used to it, because when we have our first match
next week, a neutral ref will be even stricter.' Many of the
prisoners looking on remained silent, as no one was sure what
would happen next.
'Sorry, Jeff,' said the big black man, and added, 'it's
just that we never played it like that in Brixton.' He then
rejoined his team.
When I returned to the block, I went straight to the
shower room, and a few minutes later was joined by Jimmy.
'I scored two goals,' he informs me, before adding, 'I've
just heard about you and Big Nes.'
'Big Nes?'
"Yeah, Big Nes from Block C. I've managed to go a whole
year without speaking to him.'
'Why?' I asked.
'He was Brixton heavyweight champion, and I once saw him
knock a prisoner out with a single blow, and no one was sure
what the poor bastard had done to annoy him.'
'Oh Christ,' I said, shaking under the shower, 'I'll never
be able to go into the exercise yard again.'
'No, no,' said Jimmy, 'Big Nes is telling everyone you're
his new friend.'

DAY 50 THURSDAY 6 SEPTEMBER 2001
5.00 pm
I collect my supper from the hotplate, but Sergio avoids
any eye contact.
As it's Wednesday, you have to change your sheets,
blankets and towels after supper, so I was too preoccupied to
go in search of him. Darren popped in while I was making up
my bed to attach nine small mirrors to the wall using prison
toothpaste as an adhesive. Regulations allow you only one
five-by-five-inch mirror, so heaven knows how Darren got his
hands on the other eight.
6.00 pm
I go in search of Sergio, and spot him on the phone. I



return to my cell thinking hell probably visit me once he's
finished his call... he doesn't.
10.00 pm
I'm exhausted and fall asleep fully dressed with the TV
still on. Only later do I learn that it is an offence to fall
asleep fully dressed, for which you can be put on report.
6.57 am
The cell is at last finished and no longer smells of
paint. Locke has run a day and a half over time, which is no
more than one would expect from any self-respecting painter
and decorator. Darren comes in to pick up my washing, sighs,
and declares the
new decor reminds him of a 1970s council house. He leaves
with his nose in the air and several bundles of washing over
his
shoulder.
9.00 am
Pottery is cancelled as once a fortnight the prison
officers carry out a session of in-house -training, which
means we're banged up for the rest of the morning. I attempt
yesterday's Times crossword, and manage to complete three
clues - quid, Turgenev and courtier. I can only improve.
12 noon
lunch. When I go to pick up my meal from the hotplate,
Sergio welcomes me with a broad grin, so I assume that after
all
those phone calls he has some news. However, I won't have
a chance to meet up with him until after I've returned from
the gym.
2.00 pm
Gym. It's circuit day. I try to keep up with Minnie the
traveler, and manage to do ten press-ups to his fifteen, and
maintain the same ratio for sit-ups, bench presses, squats,
pull ups and back raises, but let's face it, he's only
forty-five and in the sixth year of an eleven-year sentence.
He's hoping for parole next year At the end of the session,
Minnie nods. He's a man of few words, and a nod is considered
a remarkable gesture for someone he's only known for a month.
5.00 pm
Board meeting. Sergio begins by apologizing for not
reporting back last night, but he had to call Bogota six
times and, in the process, went through nineteen phonecards
(£38). To fund this, he had to sell his radio, a cassette
player and an Adidas tracksuit. I hope I looked suitably



guilty.
He tells me that the paperwork for the emerald is now
complete (insurance, registration, authentication
certificate, export licence and tax) and it's ready to be
shipped. His brother, as you will recall, is a senior civil
servant and therefore plays everything by the book. He has
already told Sergio that he has no intention of losing his
job over one small emerald. I feel even more guilty as I
listen to the rest of Sergio's Colombian report...

6.00 pm
Darren rushes into my cell. 'A problem,' he announces. Mr
Meanwell has just witnessed him opening a registered parcel
in reception. It turned out to be a plate and bowl sent in by
my son Will. 'Prisoners are not allowed to send in gifts for
other inmates, as it might be construed as a bribe, in
exchange for drugs or protection.' Darren warns me that Mr
Meanwell would be calling for me at some point, and perhaps
it might be wiser if I were to go and "bell the cat'. I shake
my head. Meanwell is a wise old bird, and hell work out that
a plate and bowl doesn't constitute a bribe, and in any case,
everyone is well aware of my views on drugs. He will also
realize that I made no attempt to hide the gift. Will's name
was printed all across the box, together with a compliment
slip from my PA, which would allow Mr Meanwell to place the
offending plate and bowl with the rest of my confiscated kit
downstairs if he was at all suspicious. like Nelson, Meanwell
knows when to turn a blind eye.
6.15 pm
Exercise. It's the final evening outing. The nights are
drawing in and we won't be allowed out again after six. I
perambulate around the yard with Steve (not librarian Steve)
who, because he's a D-cat prisoner, has spent the day out
with his family. I ask him if he enjoyed the experience (9 am
to 3 pm).
"Very much,' he replied, 'but only thanks to some help
from the police.'
The police?' I repeat.
He explains. One of the activities Steve most misses while
he's in jail is a regular swim, so whenever he has a day
release, he and the family go off to the local swimming pool.
On this
occasion they left their Ford in the municipal car park,
and took the children to the pool. When they returned, his



wife couldn't find her car keys, until one of the children
spotted them on the back seat. Steve ran all the way to the
nearest police station explaining his dilemma, exacerbated by
the fact that if he failed to return to Wayland by three
o'clock, he would automatically lose his D-cat status. The
police happily broke into his car, and even phoned Wayland to
confirm what happened. Steve arrived back at the front gate
with ten minutes to spare.

DAY 51
FRIDAY 7 SEPTEMBER 2001
5.39 am
I have now been a resident of Wayland for a month, and
Sergio will return to Colombia in a couple of weeks' time. So
with a bit of luck hell be deported around the same time as
I'm being transferred to a D-cat. But will I also be in
possession of an emerald?
9.00 am
Gym. Friday is special needs group, and my four new
friends Alex, Robbie, Les and Paul shake hands with me as
they come through the gate. Again all four display different
talents during the training session. Les can now complete
1,650 metres on the rowing machine in ten minutes, but can
only manage one mile an hour on the treadmill, whereas Paul
can do five miles an hour on the running machine, but can't
catch a ball. Robbie can catch anything, but hates all the
machines, so only does weight training.
The instructors rightly tell us to play to their
strengths, which results in much clapping and laughter, along
with a huge sense of achievement.
Jimmy handles them better than anyone. He remembers all
their names (over twenty came this morning) and they feel
he's a real friend. He'd make a great PE teacher, but I have
a feeling that once he's released the lure of easy money may
be more attractive. He says he'll never deal in drugs again,
but I wonder.
6.00 pm
Exercise. Cancelled because it's raining.
7.00 pm
Sergio calls his brother in Bogota, but the line is
engaged.
7.05 pm
Sergio comes to my cell and continues his tutorial on the
history of Colombia. The political system is not unlike that



of the United States with a president, vice-president, Senate
and Congress. However, there are two big differences: the
president and vice-president have to come from different
parties, one conservative, one liberal - Colombia's idea of
democracy - whereas in truth the president has all the power.
The other big difference is that even a senator requires four
bodyguards. Sergio tells me that one presidential candidate
had forty bodyguards when he delivered a speech in Bogota,
and was still assassinated.
7.20 pm
Sergio tries his brother again. Still engaged.
7.23 pm
Sergio continues his lecture, explaining that the violence
in his country makes it necessary for any presidential
candidate to have an accommodation with the guerrillas or the
Mafia or the army, or all three. We sometimes forget how
fortunate we are in Britain. Our politicians only have to
deal with the trade unions, the CBI - and Messrs Paxman and
Humphreys.
735 pm
Sergio tries his brother again. Still engaged.
7.40 pm
According to Sergio, the civil service remains the only
untainted profession. Although his brother is an adviser to
several ministers, he doesn't need a bodyguard because it is
accepted that he will never take a bribe from either the
Mafia, the guerrillas or the army. The countryside, he
assures me, is beautiful and the beaches that face both the
Pacific and the Atlantic rival any that can be found in
America or Europe. And as for the women...

DAY 52 SATURDAY 8 SEPTEMBER 2001
6.01 am
Since the age of twenty-six, I've been lucky enough to
organize my own life, so having to follow the same routine
day in and day out, weekends included, is enough to make one
go stark raving bonkers. If I weren't writing this diary, and
Sergio didn't exist, they would have had to put me in a
straitjacket long before now and cart me off to the nearest
asylum.
9.00 am
Gym. I put myself through a tough workout, and what makes
it even tougher is that I'm surrounded by prisoners a third
of my age. At the end of the session I climb onto the scales,



to find I've put on a pound in the last week. I'll have to
cut down on my chocolate intake. One of the many
disadvantages of being locked up in a cell for hour upon hour
is that sometimes you eat simply because there is nothing
else to do (this is one of the reasons prisoners experiment
with drugs, and addicts need a regular fix). In future I must
show more self-control. If I don't buy it, I can't eat it.
Between each exercise, ten minutes on the treadmill, the

rower and the bicycle, I walk a complete circuit of the
gym to get my breath back. By now I know most of the
prisoners and the workouts they do, and usually acknowledge
or encourage them as I stroll by. As I pass Jimmy he flexes
his muscles, and describes himself as a gay icon; I'm seen by
the other inmates as the geriatric icon.
Today I spot a six-foot-three West Indian of about twenty
stone who's lifting massive weights on his own, so I stop to
watch him.
'What are you fuckin' staring at?' he demands, once he's
put the weights down.
Just watching,' I reply.
Then fuck off. I know you talk to everyone else, but you
don't fuckin' talk to me.' I can't stop laughing, which
doesn't seem to please him and has the officers on edge. 'Do
you want your fuckin' head knocked off?' he asks.
'I don't think so, Ellis.' He looks surprised that I know
his name. 'Not if you're hoping to be out of here in two
weeks' time.' He looks even more surprised that I know when
he's due to be released. He grunts, turns his back on me and
lifts 210 kilos. In prison, what you know is every bit as
important as who you know.
2.00 pm
As I cross the corridor to join Darren in his cell for a
game of backgammon, I spot Sergio on the phone. He's holding
a stack of £2 phonecards in his left hand; by now he must
have traded everything he owns. Lately, his cell looks as if
the bailiffs have paid a visit.
After three games, I return to my cell in possession of
another Mars bar. If I am going to lose weight, I'm going to
have
to start losing at backgammon. I glance to my left to see
Sergio furiously beckoning me.
'I need another phonecard' he says desperately. I remove
the one I always carry in the back pocket of my jeans and



hand it over. He smiles. I return to my cell, sit at my desk
and wait, sensing a board meeting is imminent.
2.34 pm
Sergio walks in, pushes the door to (if anyone enters your
cell, officer or inmate, it's against regulations to lock
yourself in) and turns on the TV - a sign that means he
doesn't want to be overheard. He takes his usual place on the
end of the bed, as befits the managing director. He opens his
A4 pad.
'The stone takes off,' he checks his watch, 'in a couple
of hours.' He can't resist a huge grin as he keeps me
waiting. I nod. If I were to speak, it would only hold up the
inevitable repetition of the entire conversation he and his
brother have just held. And who can blame him? However, I'll
skip the next forty minutes and give you a precis of what has
caused such a big grin.
Sergio's brother has in fact completed all the paperwork
and booked the tiny package onto a Lufthansa flight that
leaves Bogota for Heathrow via Frankfurt in two hours' time
(10.30 am in Bogota, 4.30 pm at Wayland). He has faxed all
the relevant details to my office in London, so they'll know
when and where to pick up the gem. Sergio pauses at this
point and waits for some well-earned praise. He goes on to
confirm that the emerald has come from the Muzo mining
district, famous for the quality of its stones. It's 3.3
carats, and cost $9,000 (mountain price). Now all we can do
is wait until I find out what value is placed on the emerald
by my gemmologist. Sergio looks up from his
notes, and adds that his brother would like confirmation
that the fax has arrived in my office.
'Right now,' I ask, 'or when you've completed your
report?' because I can see that he's only about halfway
through the pages that are covered in his neat Spanish hand.
He considers this for a moment, and then says, 'No, I'll
finish first.
The second piece of news,' continues Sergio, turning
another page, unable to suppress an even broader grin, 'is
that Liana' -his former school friend - 'has tracked down
four Boteros in private hands. In private hands,' he repeats
with considerable emphasis. 'And they could be for sale. She
will send the details to your office some time next week.' He
checks his diary. That will give you twelve days to evaluate
them. Evaluate,' he repeats. Is that the correct word?' I
nod, impressed. 'By the time you have decided on a realistic



price, I will be back in Colombia and can take over
negotiations.' He closes the A4 pad.
'I'd better call my son,' I say, aware the ball is back in
my court. 'Any units left on my phonecard?' I ask, returning
to the real world.
3.17 pm
I call James on his mobile and ask where he is.
'In the car, Dad, but I'll be back at the flat in about
fifteen minutes.' I put the phone down. Three units gone -
mobiles gobble units. I return to my cell to tell Sergio I
won't know if James has received the fax for another fifteen
minutes. This gives Sergio enough time to repeat the
highlights of his earlier triumph not unlike replays of
Owen's hat-trick against Germany.
3.35 pm
I call Jamie at the flat and ask him if he's received the
fax.
'Yes' he replies, 'it arrived forty minutes ago.'
'And does it give you all the details you need?'
'Yes,' he replies.
I put the phone down. Sergio leaves me as he has to report
for his job behind the hotplate. Although he too has to
return to the real world, that grin just doesn't leave his
face.
4.30 pm
Exercise. Darren and I are joined by Jason (conspiracy to
blackmail) on our afternoon power walk. We pass Shaun who is
sketching Jules, with whom I shared a cell for the first two
weeks. He's now finished Darren and Dale and once he's
completed Jules, he'll only have Jimmy to do, so he should
have a full house by the end of the week.
'Why do I have this feeling,' asks Darren, 'that you
consider the Prison Service has only one purpose, and that is
to cater for your every need?'
'That's neither accurate nor fair,' I protest. 'I've tried
to organize my entire life around the schedule the Prison
Service demands. It makes it twice as difficult to carry out
my usual routines, but it has put another perspective on the
unforgiving minute.'
'I wish I could work the system,' says Jason. 'They had me
in for an MDT (mandatory drugs test) this afternoon, a la Ann
Widdecombe.'
'Will it prove positive?' I ask.
'No chance, I'm in the clear. What a nerve,' he adds,



'suggesting that it was "on the grounds of reasonable
suspicion".'
'Knowing your past record,' says Darren - well aware that
Jason occasionally dabbles in heroin - 'how can you be so
confident you're in the clear?'
'Simple,' Jason replies. 'For the past three days I've
been drinking more water than Jeffrey, I must have been up
peeing at least seven times every night.'
5.40 pm
We're banged up for fourteen hours. After I've checked
over the day's script, I turn to my letters. I am
particularly touched by a missive from Gillian Shephard. She
describes herself as 'your temporary MP'. She offers her
support and goes on to point out that, 'No one can suggest
I'm after your vote. After all, members of the House of
Lords, convicted prisoners and lunatics are not entitled to a
vote.' She concludes, There's only one category left for you
to fulfil, Jeffrey.'
10.00 pm
I climb into bed and start to think about an aeroplane
that's already halfway across the Atlantic on its way to
Heathrow. In its massive hold there is a tiny package, no
larger than an Oxo cube, and inside a tiny emerald that will
either be on its way back to Bogota in a few days' time, or
hanging on my family's Christmas tree come December.

DAY 53
SUNDAY 9 SEPTEMBER 2001
5.39 am
The strangest thing happened last night, and I'm going to
have to follow it up today. However, in order for you to be
able to understand its significance, I'll first have to
explain the layout of the enhanced spur on A block. The spur
is L-shaped, with fourteen cells on each sprig. If I look out
of the window to my left, I can see about five of the windows
on the adjoining sprig.
Around eight yesterday evening, just after I'd finished
writing for the day, I rose from my desk to draw the
curtains, when I noticed a woman officer of about twenty-five
years of age (I'd better not describe her in detail) chatting
to a prisoner through his window. I wouldn't have given it a
second thought - if she hadn't still been there an hour later
... now I'm unable to tell you any more at the moment,
because I was banged up at five forty last night, and will



not be let out until eight fifteen this morning. I shall then
approach the oracle of all knowledge, Darren, and report back
to you tomorrow. I have a feeling he'll know both the officer
and the prisoner and - more importantly - be able to throw
some light on their relationship.
Jimmy, Carl, Jules, Shane and I go across to the changing
rooms for the football match against Lakenheath. After last
Sunday's victory, and two good training sessions during the
week, the team are buoyed up and ready for the encounter.
In my role as match reporter, I look around the benches
and check to make sure I know the names of every team member.
The players are becoming quite nervous, and start jumping up
and down on the spot as they wait for the arrival of our
coach to deliver his pep talk. Kevin Lloyd appears a few
moments later, a look of despondency on his face.
'I'm sorry, lads' he says, 'but the game's off.' A voluble
groan goes round the changing room. Two of the opposition'
Kevin continues, 'failed to bring any form of ID with them,
so we couldn't let them through the gates. I would have
accepted credit cards, but they couldn't even supply those. I
am sorry,' Kevin repeats, and there's no doubt he's as
disappointed as we are.
While the others go off for a further training session, I
have to return to my cell.
11.00 am
I call Mary, who brings me up to date on the reinstatement
of my D-cat. 'KPMG's report is progressing slowly,' she tells
me, 'and the police haven't even decided if they want to
interview you.' Although the whole exercise is taking longer
than she had anticipated, Mary says there is no reason to
believe that they will find Ms Nicholson's accusations
anything other than spurious.
I suggest that she goes ahead with the Christmas parties
that
we always hold in December and let Will and James act as
co-hosts. I tell her to invite everyone who has stood firm
and ignore the fair-weather friends (who have in fact turned
out to be very small in number). I add that if I'm in a D-cat
open prison by Christmas, I'll call up in the middle of the
party and deliver a festive message over the intercom.
430 pm
I'm just about to leave for exercise when the spur officer
tells me I'm required urgently in the SO's office. The word
'urgently" surprises me, as I haven't heard it used for the



past seven weeks.
I join Mr King in his office, and am introduced to a
female officer I've never seen before. Am I at last to meet
the governor? No. The officer's name is Sue Maiden and she
explains that she's part of the prison's security team. She
then tells me that it has been reported to her that Ellis,
who resides on B block, was abusive to me in the gym
yesterday. I repeat exactly what took place. She then asks me
if I want special protection.
'Certainly not,' I reply. 'That's the last thing I need.'
She looks relieved.
'I had to ask,' she explains.
That's all I need,' I repeat. 'You only have to read the
story in the Sunday Mirror this morning about phonecards to
see what the press would make of that.'
'Understood, but we'll still have to speak to Ellis.'
'Fine, but not at my request' I make clear. She seems to
accept this proviso, and I depart to find the barred gate
that leads out on to the exercise yard has already been
bolted, leaving me locked inside and unable to take my daily
walk around the yard.
5.00 pm
I spend the forty minutes with Sergio in his cell. He
tells me that there is only one recognized carrier willing to
fly in and out of Bogota, and then only on a Thursday,
Saturday and Sunday. Sergio mentions that it's not easy to
attract holidaymakers to a country where there are forty
murders a day in the capital alone. He uses the rest of
exercise time to give me a geography lesson. I am shown in
Darren's Times atlas (he's playing backgammon) where the
emerald mountains are situated, as well as the extensive oil
fields in the valleys to the east. I also discover that both
the Andes and the Amazon make entrances and exits through
Colombia.
6.00 pm
I drop into Darren's cell to have a blackcurrant cordial
and watch him play a game of backgammon with Jimmy. He tells
me that my meeting with the security officer was timed so
that I wouldn't be able to go out into the exercise yard, as
they felt it might be wise for me to cool it a little. Darren
seems to know everything that's going on, and I take the
opportunity to tell him about my nocturnal sightings.
Darren laughs. 'You're a peeping Tom,' he says. 'That has
to be Malcolm. Macho Malcolm.'



'He's even more irresistible than me,' chips in Jimmy.
'Do I sense a good story for the diary?' I ask
tentatively.
"Half a dozen,' says Darren, 'but not tonight because
we're just about to be banged up.' He can't hide his pleasure
at the thought of keeping me waiting for another few hours.
8.00 pm
Once I'm banged up, I start making extensive notes for my
phone call to Alison, who returns from New Zealand tomorrow.
I then turn to Hamlet. I am resolved to read, or reread, the
entire works of Shakespeare - thirty-seven plays - by the
time they transfer me to an open prison. If I succeed, I'll
move on to the Sonnets.
After a couple of acts, I switch on the TV to watch the
unforgettable John Le Mesurier in Dad's Army. What a
distinguished career he had, making a virtue of letting other
people take centre stage. Not something I've ever been good
at.

DAY 54 MONDAY 10 SEPTEMBER 2001
5.51am
Tomorrow and tomorrow and tomorrow.. .
Tomorrow, I will need to book a call at seven in the
evening with my son James, to find out if the emerald has
arrived. I can't contact him today because on Monday we're
banged up at five-thirty, and he'll still be at work in the
City.
Tomorrow ... Macho Malcolm leaves for his D-cat prison,
and neither Darren nor Jimmy are willing to breathe a word
about his sex life until he's off the premises. However, I
can report that the woman officer who was spotted outside
Malcolm's window was today seen walking down the corridor
with him towards his cell. But this is the stuff of rumours;
tomorrow I will be able to give you the facts as reported by
Darren and Jimmy. However, Darren did let slip that three
women were involved. He knows only too well such a hint will
keep me intrigued for another night.
Tomorrow...
As for today, I rise a few minutes before six and write
for two hours.
9.00 am
Pottery. I take a grapefruit into art class, and an empty
jar of marmalade for Keith (kidnapping) as part of another
still life he's drawing for his A level course. Keith didn't



even take up painting until he was sent to prison. When he
comes up for parole in six months' time, he will leave, at
the age of forty-six, with an A level. Much credit must go to
Anne and Paul, who are every bit as proud of this achievement
as Keith himself.
Keith tells me how sorry he was to read about my mother's
death, and goes on to say that he was in prison when his wife
died of breast cancer at the age of thirty-nine. He then adds
the poignant comment, 'I shall not mourn her death until
after I've been released.'
Shaun (forgery, artist) confirms that he's given up on
Dale, and will now concentrate on Jules, Steve and Jimmy. We
discuss how he'll deal with the arrival on Wednesday of his
cache of special drawing paper, oils, chalks and pencils
without the other prisoners becoming aware of what I'm up to.
We don't want to get our smuggler into any trouble, and we
certainly don't need any other inmates to feel envious.
Envy is even more prevalent in prisons than it is in the
outside world, partly because all emotions are heightened in
such a hot-house atmosphere, and partly because any little
privilege afforded to one, however slight, seems so unfair to
others who are not treated in the same way.
I spend the remainder of the class reading a book on the
lives of the two great female Impressionists, Marie Laurencin
and Berthe Morisot.
2.00 pm
Gym. Once again I complete my programme in the allocated
hour. Just to give you an update on my progress, when I first
arrived at Wayland four weeks ago, I managed 1,800 metres on
the rowing machine, and today I passed 2,200 for the first
time. When, and if, I ever get to a D-cat establishment, I
can only hope they have a well-equipped gym.
3.42 pm
Mr Chapman unlocks my cell door to let me know that Mr
Carlton-Boyce wants to see me.
Mr Carlton-Boyce, who seems to be the governor on my case,
tells me that he can do nothing about the reinstatement of my
D-cat until the police confirm that they will not be going
ahead with any enquiry concerning the Simple Truth appeal.
'However,' he adds, 'once that confirmation comes through,
we will transfer you to an open prison as quickly as
possible. I am still receiving a pile of letters from the
public every day,' he adds, 'but they just don't understand
that my hands are tied.' I accept this, but point out that



it's been six weeks, and the police haven't even interviewed
me. He nods, and then asks me if I have any other problems. I
say no, although I have a feeling he's referring to Ellis and
the gym incident.
530 pm
I call Alison. I make an appointment to speak to Jonathan
Lloyd, my agent, at five tomorrow and my son James at seven.
I have to book 'time calls' because, as you will recall, no
one can phone
5.45 pm
Banged up for another fourteen hours, so once I've gone
over my script, I turn to my letters, one of which is from a
journalist.
How flattering the press can be when they want something.
9.00 pm
I watch David Starkey present the first of an engrossing
four-part series on the six wives of Henry VIII. I had no
idea that Catherine of Aragon had been made regent and
conducted a war against the Scots (Flodden 1513) while Henry
was away fighting his own battles in France, or that they
were married for over thirty years, and of course would have
remained together until death if she had only produced a son.
More please, Dr Starkey. I can't wait to learn about Anne
Boleyn next week; even I know that she was the mother of
Elizabeth I, but not a lot more.
10.00 pm
The lead story on the news is that John Prescott's
retaliatory punch during the election campaign is to be
referred to the CPS. Over the past few weeks several inmates
have pointed out that they are serving sentences from six
months to three years for punching someone after they had
been attacked, so they're looking forward to the deputy prime
minister joining us. I have little doubt that the CPS will
sweep the whole incident under the carpet, I say when I raise
the subject with Darren. They didn't in your case,' he
remarks.
True, but it won't go unnoticed by the public that we can
expect two levels of justice in Britain as long as New
Labour are in power. I just can't see Mr Prescott arriving at
Belmarsh in two sweatboxes. Perhaps I do the CPS an
injustice. Tomorrow and tomorrow and tomorrow...

DAY 55 TUESDAY 11 SEPTEMBER 2001
539 am



I suspect that Tuesday September 1lth 2001 will be etched
on the memories of everyone in the free world as among the
blackest days in history. But I shall still report it as it
unfolded for me, in time sequence, although aware that my
earlier reportage may appear frivolous.
9.40 am
Pottery is cancelled because Anne's car has broken down,
so all the prisoners in the art class have to return to their
cells (the first irony). Back on A block, everyone on my spur
is shaking hands with Malcolm, who is about to be transferred
to a D-cat. He comes to my cell to say farewell, and hopes
that I will be joining him soon, as he knows Spring Hill is
also my first choice.
"When are Group 4 collecting you?' I ask.
They aren't,' he replies. 'Now I'm in a D-cat and past my
FLED, I can drive myself over to Aylesbury, and as long as
I've checked in by three this afternoon, no one will give a
damn.'
No sooner has Malcolm left the wing, than Jimmy slips into
my cell. 'I'm ready to talk now,' he says.
Jimmy and Malcolm are both D-cats (Jimmy remains at
Wayland because his home is nearby) and are the only two
inmates at Wayland allowed to work outside the prison walls
every day. Both of them have a job maintaining the grounds
beyond the perimeter fence during the week, and at an animal
sanctuary on Saturday mornings. The sanctuary is a voluntary
project, which concentrates on helping animals in distress.
The work ranges from assisting lame beasts to walk or birds
to fly, to having to bury them when they die.
Every Saturday morning at the sanctuary, Jimmy and Malcolm
join several volunteers from the local village. Among them
one lady who has left Malcolm in no doubt how she feels about
him - Malcolm has the rugged looks of a matinee idol, and
possesses an inordinate amount of charm.
One of the tasks none of the volunteers relish is having
to bury dead animals, and Percy the hedgehog was no
exception. Everyone was surprised when the lady in question
stepped forward and volunteered to bury Percy. Malcolm,
gallant as ever, quickly agreed to accompany her into the
forest that bordered the sanctuary.
Armed with spades, they disappeared into the thicket.
Forty-five minutes later they reappeared but, Jimmy noticed,
minus their spades.
'Where's your spade, mate?' demanded Jimmy.



'I knew there was something else we were meant to do,'
Malcolm blurted out. They both charged back into the forest,
and Malcolm returned only just in time to be escorted back to
the prison.
Jimmy goes on to tell me that Malcolm left Wayland just in
time, because one of the ladies who served behind the counter
at family visits has also just signed up to join the group
on Saturdays at the animal sanctuary. Not to mention the
female officer who I saw standing outside his cell window for
an hour two nights ago, who is now thinking of applying for a
transfer...
'God knows,' says Jimmy, 'what Malcolm will get up to in a
D-cat where the regime is far more relaxed.'
'Is he married?' I ask.
'Oh yeah,' Jimmy replies. 'Happily.'
1.17 pm
I am sitting on the end of my bed reading The Times when
Darren bursts in without knocking - most unlike him.
'Switch on your TV' he says without explanation, 'they're
running it on every channel.'
Together we watch the horrors unfold in New York. I assume
that the first plane must have been involved in some tragic
accident, until we both witness a second jet flying into the
other tower of the World Trade Center. To begin with, I feel
the commentator's comparison with Pearl Harbor is somewhat
exaggerated. But later, when I realize the full extent of the
devastation and loss of life, I am less sure. The reporters
have already moved on to asking, 'Who is responsible?'
Although I am mesmerized by this vile piece of history as
it continues to unfold, prison timetables cannot be altered,
whatever is taking place in the rest of the world. If I don't
report to the gym by three fifteen, they will come in search
of me.
3.15 pm
Much of the talk in the gym is of the carnage in New York
and its consequences, although several of the prisoners
continue
their bench presses, oblivious to what's taking place in
the outside world. As soon as the hour is up, I rush back to
my cell to find that the Pentagon has been hit by a third
domestic carrier, and a fourth commercial plane thought to
have been heading for the White House has crashed just
outside Pennsylvania.
430 pm



For several hours, I sit glued to the television. Among
the snippets of news offered between the continual replays of
the two planes crashing into the twin towers is a statement
by William Hague; he has postponed the announcement of who
will be the next leader of the Conservative Party as a mark
of respect to the American people.
The prime minister cancels his speech to the TUC in
Brighton and hurries back to Downing Street, where he makes a
statement fully supporting President Bush, and describing
terrorism as the new world evil.
7.00 pm
The sight of innocent people jumping out of those towers
and the voices of passengers trapped on a domestic flight
talking to their next of kin on mobile phones will be, for
me, the enduring memory of this evil day. Calling my agent
and my son James was to have been the highlight of my day. It
now seems somewhat irrelevant.

DAY 56 WEDNESDAY 12 SEPTEMBER 2001
5.44 am
Yesterday was dominated by the news from America, and what
retaliation George W. Bush might take.
Tony Blair seized the initiative by calling a press
conference at No. 10 for 2 pm, which would be seen by the
citizens of New York just as they were waking. I don't want
to appear cynical but, at the end of the press conference,
when the prime minister agreed to take questions, did you
notice who he selected from a packed audience of journalists?
The BBC (Andrew Marr), ITV (John Sergeant), CNN (Robin
Oakley), Channel 4 (Eleanor Goodman), The Times (Philip
Webster) and the Sun (Trevor Kavanagh). I sense Alastair
Campbell's skills very much in evidence: only the major
television companies and two Murdoch newspapers. However, to
be fair, by recalling Parliament, Blair looks like the
leading statesman in Europe, and that on the day when the
Tory party are planning to announce their new leader.
9.00 am
Life goes on at Wayland, so I report to the art room for
my pottery class. Our clandestine accomplice has successfully
smug-
gled in the special materials that Shaun needs to complete
his art work for this volume.
11.15 am
I call Alison at the office for an update. She tells me



that the pressure has shifted onto KPMG to deliver an interim
report, so as not to keep me waiting until they've completed
the full investigation which apparently now includes some
accusations Ms Nicholson has made against the Red Cross which
have nothing to do with me. Can't spare any more units, as I
have to speak to James tonight, so I say goodbye.
2.00 pm
Football. Wayland's match against RAF Marham is, to my
surprise, still on. Not that I expect there would have been
many fighter pilots in the visitors' team. We lose 4-3,
despite Jimmy's scoring two goals. Three of our team receive
red cards, so Wayland ended up with only eight players on the
field, having led 3-2 at half-time. By the way, all three
players deserved to be sent off. As soon as I return to my
cell, I switch on the TV.
4.00 pm
Most of the Muslim world are swearing allegiance to
America, as they must all be fearful of retaliation. Yasser
Arafat even gives blood to prove his solidarity with the
citizens of New York. The prime minister continues to
underline his support for the United States, as he considers
the atrocities in New York to be an attack on the democratic
world. I suspect he views this as his Falklands. Let's hope
it's not his Vietnam.
6.00 pm
After supper Sergio convenes a board meeting. Item No. 1,
he confirms that the suitcase and contents have been
delivered to his friend in north London. Item No. 2. The
emerald has arrived in London, with all the correct paperwork
completed. Item No. 3. A colleague of his brother's will be
flying into London on Saturday, bringing with him the gold
necklace, a catalogue raisonne of Botero and four photos of
Botero oils that are for sale. He pauses and waits for my
reaction. I smile. It all sounds too good to be true.
8.00 pm
All the news programmes are replaying footage from every
angle of the American passenger jets flying into the twin
towers of the World Trade Center in New York. All the
commentators are in no doubt that the US will seek some form
of revenge, once they can identify the culprit. Who can blame
them? It's going to take a very big man to oversee this whole
operation. President Kennedy proved to be such a man when he
was faced with the Cuban crisis. I only hope that George W.
Bush is of the same mettle.



7.00 pm
I phone James. He tells me that he's tired; he's just
started his new job in the City. Because of the upheaval in
the American market they expect him to be at his desk by 7
am, and he doesn't leave the office until after 7 pm.
However, he confirms over the phone that the emerald has
arrived, so out of curiosity I ask him what it looks like.
'It looks magnificient, Dad,' is his simple reply. 'But
I've no idea if it's worth ten thousand dollars.'
'When are you hoping to see the expert?'
'Sometime this weekend.'
I don't ask any more questions as I wish to save my
remaining units for Mary.
Quite a lot seems to be happening this weekend. Mary will
visit Wayland on Friday. liana will have news of the Botero
paintings on Saturday. Sergio's friend flies into London on
Sunday, by which time James should have a realistic valuation
of the emerald. I only wish I could read Monday's diary now.
Don't even think about it.

DAY 57 THURSDAY 13 SEPTEMBER 2001
6.03 am
It was a clear cold night, and for the first time two
flimsy blankets were not enough to keep me warm. I had to lie
very still if I was not to freeze. It reminded me of being
back at boarding school. As two blankets are the regulation
issue, I shall have to speak to Darren about the problem. I'm
pretty confident he will have a reserve stock.
8.15 am
I watch breakfast television while eating my cornflakes.
The news coming out of Washington is that the State
Department seems convinced that it was, as has already been
widely reported, Osama bin Laden who orchestrated the
terrorist attacks. We must now wait and see how George W.
Bush plans to retaliate. The president's description of the
terrorists as 'folks' hasn't filled the commentators with
confidence. Rudy Giuliani, the Mayor of New York, on the
other hand, is looking more like a world statesman every day.
When the report switches from Washington to New York, I am
surprised to observe a pall of smoke still hanging over the
city. It's only when
the cameras pan down onto the rubble that one is made
fully aware of just how long it will be before that city's
physical scars can be healed.



9.00 am
We're banged up for an hour owing to officers' staff
training.
10.00 am
Pottery. I make my way quickly across to the art class as
I need to see Shaun, and find out if he now has all the art
materials he needs. I'm disappointed to find that he's not
around, so I end up reading a book on the life of Picasso,
studying in particular Guernica which he painted in support
of his countrymen at the time of the Spanish Civil War. I
know it's a masterpiece, but I desperately need someone like
Brian Sewell to explain to me why.
2.00 pm
Gym. Completed my full programme, and feel fitter than I
have done for years.
6.21 pm
Tagged onto the end of the news is an announcement that
Iain Duncan Smith has been elected as the new leader of the
Conservative Party. He won by a convincing margin of 155,935
(61 per cent) to 100,864 (39 per cent) for Kenneth Clarke. A
far better turnout than I had expected. Having spent years
trying to convince my party that we should trust our members
to select
the leader, the 79 per cent turnout gives me some
satisfaction. However, I would have to agree with Michael
Brown, a former Conservative MP who is now a journalist with
the Independent: a year ago you could have got odds of a
hundred to one against a man who hadn't served in either
Margaret Thatcher's or John Major's governments - at any
level - ending up as leader of the Tory party in 2001.
10.00 pm
I watch a special edition of Question Time, chaired by
David Dimbleby. I only hope the audience wasn't a typical
cross-section of British opinion, because I was horrified by
how many people were happy to condemn the Americans, and
seemed to have no sympathy for the innocent people who had
lost their lives at the hands of terrorists.
My feelings went out to Philip Lader, the popular former
American ambassador, as he found himself having to defend his
country's foreign policy.
I fall asleep, angry.

DAY 58 FRIDAY 14 SEPTEMBER 2001
6.17 am



Today is one of those days when I particularly wish I were
not in jail. I would like to be in the gallery of the House
of Commons following the emergency debate on the atrocities
in America, and attending the memorial service at St Paul's.
12 noon
Watching television this afternoon, I find myself agreeing
with almost everything the prime minister says in his speech
to the House. Iain Duncan Smith responds in a dignified way,
leaving the PM in no doubt that the Opposition is, to quote
IDS, 'shoulder to shoulder" on this issue. It is left to
George Galloway and Tam Dalyell to express contrary views,
which they sincerely hold. I suspect it would take a nuclear
weapon to land on their constituencies - with Osama bin
Laden's signature scribbled across it - before they would be
willing to change their minds.
The service at St Paul's sees the British at their best
and, like Diana, Princess of Wales' funeral, it strikes
exactly the right note, not least by the service opening with
the American national anthem and closing with our own.
I am pleased to see Phil Lader sitting amongst the
congregation. But it is George Carey, the Archbishop of
Canterbury, who rises to the occasion. He delivers an address
that leaves no one in any doubt how he feels about the
terrorists, but also expresses the view that this is a time
for cool heads to make shrewd judgements, rather than macho
remarks demanding immediate retaliation.
2.00 pm
Visit. Mary is among the first through the door into the
visitors' room.
Her news is not good, and she doesn't try to pretend
otherwise. KPMG are going at a snail's pace, making it clear
that they have no interest in my plight, and will deliver
their report when they are good and ready. They are hoping to
interview me on Monday week, so it looks as if I'll be stuck
at Wayland for at least another month. I feel sure that is
not what Sir Nicholas Young, the CEO of the Red Cross,
intended when he instigated an internal enquiry, even if it
will delight Emma Nicholson. Mary has so obviously done
everything she can to expedite matters, but, as she says,
it's an accountant's duty to leave no piece of paper
unturned.
We discuss our appeal. Mary describes it as our appeal,
partly, I think, because she was so offended by Mr Justice
Potts aiding and abetting Mrs Peppiatt when she was in the



witness box, while in my view not affording Mary the same
courtesy when she was put through a similar ordeal.
We talk about the boys, how admirably they are coping in
the circumstances, and the fact that Will is desperate to see
me before he returns to New York. Thank God he wasn't in
Manhattan this week. Mary reports that my adopted sister,
Elizabeth, is
alive and well. Elizabeth had been at work in the city
when she heard the explosion and looked out of her window to
see the flames belching from the World Trade Center.
There is a restrained announcement over the intercom
asking all visitors to leave. Where did the time go? I feel
guilty about Mary. I've been unable to hide my disappointment
about KPMG's lack of urgency. She couldn't have been more
supportive during this terrible time in my life, and heaven
knows what state I would be in without her love and
friendship.

DAY 59 SATURDAY 15 SEPTEMBER 2001
9.00am
I call David and ask him to drive to Sale in Cheshire on
Monday and pick up a package which is being flown in from
Colombia that morning.
10.00 am
No gym on Saturday, so I make sure I'm standing by the
gate when exercise is called. To my surprise Dale is seated
in the corner of the yard having his portrait finished. As I
pass, he mumbles something about how much trouble he would
have been in had he failed to show up two weekends in a row.
When I return to my cell after forty-five minutes' hard
walking, Darren tells me that we probably covered about three
miles. I push open my heavy door to find my cell is spotless.
The room has been swept, cleaned and the floor polished by
Darren's latest recruit, all for £1. No problems with the
minimum wage at Wayland, especially when you can only pay in
Mars bars, tobacco or, if it's a big deal, a phonecard.
4.00 pm
Mr Meanwell calls me into his office to let me know that
an envelope containing the rules of backgammon has been
opened and sent down to reception. It will not be returned to
me until I leave Wayland, as the item is on the prohibited
list.
'How can the rules of backgammon be on the prohibited
list?' I ask.



The rules came in book form,' he explains, and shrugs his
shoulders.
If they had been in a magazine, could I have had them?' I
enquire. He nods.
6.00 pm
Early bang up. I channel hop so I can keep watching the
latest news from Manhattan. I am moved by the sight of the
New Yorkers on the streets applauding their firemen as they
drive back and forth to the World Trade Center. Americans
have a tremendous sense of patriotism and awareness of the
country they belong to. It must have been the same in Britain
during the last war.

DAY 60 SUNDAY 16 SEPTEMBER 2001
12 noon
Not a lot to report except Sergio is nervous about
leaving. He will be deported in twelve days' time and we
haven't yet received a valuation for the emerald. He's also
waiting to hear about the second package which contains the
gold necklace, and can't wait to see the photographs of the
Boteros, as well as the catalogue raisonne.
I spend a long time reading the papers, and feel the
coverage of all that has taken place in America this week
elicited the very highest standards of journalism from the
British press, not always the case on a Sunday.

DAY 61 MONDAY 17 SEPTEMBER 2001
6.19 am
The news is still all about New York, where Mayor Giuliani
appears to be emulating his hero, Mayor La Guardia.
Everything had gone wrong for Rudy Giuliani this year. He
stood down from the Senate race against Hillary Clinton when
he was diagnosed with cancer, and he then moved his mistress
into Gracie Mansion to face the wrath of his popular wife and
the Big Apple's press; in fact to quote the New York Times,
'he seems to have lost the plot'. And then, without warning,
the city he loves is attacked by terrorists and all the
talents boredom disguises suddenly return.
When I stood for Mayor of London, I spent a week in New
York shadowing Giuliani as he went about his daily work, and
quickly discovered that he has real power and a real budget
to back it up. The truth is that Giuliani runs New York in a
way Ken Livingstone can never hope to govern London. Tony
Blair's dream of emulating the Americans with mayors in all



our major cities would have been admirable, if only he
allowed the mayor to be backed up with finance and executive
power. Livingstone can huff and puff, but in the end only
Blair can blow the house down.
9.00 am
Pottery. Out of boredom I begin, to Anne's surprise, to
work on a flowerpot. Or that is what I've told my fellow
inmates it's going to be. First you take the putty, run a
circle of steel through it to cut off a smaller chunk and
then roll it out to produce a long thin worm-like shape. You
then twist the long thin worm into a circle and several long
worms later all placed on top of each other and you have a
pot, or thaf s the theory. An hour later I have a base and
five long worms. The blessed release bell clangs.
1130 am
I phone Alison to discover that the gold necklace, the
book on Botero, the photographs of Botero oils and a
sculpture have all arrived in Cheshire via Bogota.
3.00 pm
Gym. Once again I manage 2,200 metres on the rower.
5.15 pm
Board meeting. Sergio has been on the phone to Bogota for
the past forty minutes. Armed with a dozen cards (£24) and
the judicious use of an illegal pin number, he can now afford
to spend an hour phoning Colombia. His brother is waiting to
find out if I have any interest in the Boteros. I assure him
that as soon as I've seen the photographs I will make a
decision.
6.00 pm
I'm writing at my desk when I hear shouting and screaming
in the corridor. I leave my cell to investigate, and see half
a dozen prisoners standing outside a cell door at the far end
of the corridor. I'm told by Darren that the occupant, Danny
(burglar) will be released in the morning, and some of his
friends wished to give him a farewell present. Half a dozen
inmates have filled a black bin liner with water, and added
tea bags, sugar, stale bread, butter and beans. They are now
all peeing into it. They then empty the contents onto the
hapless prisoner's bed just before we are due to be banged
up. This ensures that he will have to spend his final night
cleaning up the cell if he hopes to be released in the
morning.
9.00pm
Dr Starkey continues his excellent series on the six wives



of Henry VIII. Tonight it's Anne Boleyn. Although Starkey
spends the whole hour being fairly critical of the queen, one
cannot but admire the lady's last sentiment before being
beheaded. Her short speech was full of grace, with no fault
placed at the door of Henry VIE She can't have been all bad.
9.00 am

DAY 62 TUESDAY 18 SEPTEMBER 2001
Pottery. Carry on producing long worms for my pot, much to
the amusement of the other prisoners, all of whom show far
more promise than I do. Craig (GBH) is making a horse for his
mother, Lloyd (drugs), a heart-shaped jewellery box for his
girlfriend, Peter (burglary), another bowl for his aunt and
Paul (murder), yet another Christ on the cross.
6.00 am
It's been a week since the terrorists struck New York and
Washington. It now seems unlikely that any more bodies will
be rescued from beneath the rubble, although Mayor Giuliani
is a long way off giving orders to stop the search while
there's the slimmest hope that anyone might still be alive.
He's lost so many firemen, policemen and city workers and was
nearly killed himself that I can't see him calling off the
search for at least another week; this despite the fact that
nobody other than the closest of relatives believes that
anyone else can have survived.
830 am
Danny, the prisoner who had his cell sacked last night, is
now bidding farewell to everyone on the spur as he's due to
be released within the hour. He seems to bear no grudges and
I watch him shaking hands with Jimmy who tells me later that
Danny was probably thankful that his departing gift wasn't
physical, as it was on Mel's last night. Jimmy doesn't go
into any detail but does admit that Mel had to spend his last
few hours on the hospital wing.
11.45 am
Call Alison. David's picked up the package from Sale and
she has sent the Botero details plus photos to Sotheby's for
a realistic valuation, with copies to me. She has also
dispatched the Botero catalogue raisonne as a gift to the
library. At least that way I will get to see the great
artist's works rather than have the book confiscated and not
returned until I am finally released. Alison has handed the
necklace over to James, who awaits my instructions. Still no
valuation on the emerald.



6.00 pm
Nothing else worth reporting today, except Jimmy (captain
of everything) has just returned from town leave, and looks
as if he's had sex. Sex is allowed when you're on town leave.
How could they stop it? Jimmy has been out so much recently
that he almost treats Wayland like a bed and breakfast motel.
Still, to be fair, he'll only be with us for another three
weeks. Will he leave Wayland before I do?

DAY 63 WEDNESDAY 19 SEPTEMBER 2001
6.04 am
Things American still dominate the news, as I feel sure
they will for some time to come. Tony Blair has seized the
initiative and flown to Berlin and Paris for talks with the
chancellor and the president. In The Times this morning Peter
Riddell describes him as having 'a good war', but the truth
is that everyone is waiting to find out what George W. Bush's
response will be to the Taliban's stonewalling.
9.00 am
Pottery. I finish my masterpiece. My tutor Anne asks the
rest of the class to gather round and help her decide what it
is. Four opt for a flowerpot, three an upside-down hat, and
one inmate feels I should have pressed on and produced an
umbrella stand.
11.00 am
Another welcome flood of letters today, including one from
John Major and another from George Carey (see opposite). Both
are handwritten and full of understanding and kindness.
Mary tells me in her letter that she's been in touch with
KPMG who are doing a very thorough job and refusing to be
hurried. David Smith, one of their senior partners, plans to
come and see me next Monday together with my solicitor. She
feels, as I have nothing to hide, that I should agree to the
meeting. I had never planned to do otherwise.
12 noon
Lunch. Every day you select a number from the lunch list
(see opposite). I always choose the vegetarian option for
reasons I have already explained. As I pass Mr Shepperson, he
calls out two which turns out to be a beef burger. I point
out politely that there must be some mistake. He immediately
checks the master list to discover that the mistake is mine.
I've circled two, not five. Result? No lunch today. He makes
no attempt to offer me an alternative because all the dishes
are pre-selected, he explains. In any case, that would set a



precedent.
Carl (GBH, goal scorer) who serves the puddings on the end
of the line, offers me a second orange and turning to
Shepperson says, 'His lordship has never been the same since
I introduced him to cannabis.' This is greeted by cheers from
the waiting queue. Even Shepperson manages a smile.
6.00 pm
Supper. This time I circled the right number, vegetable
hotpot, and, because Mr Chapman is on duty, I end up with two
portions.

DAY 64 THURSDAY 20 SEPTEMBER 2001
5.59 am
During the past week George Bush has been criticized -
mainly by journalists - for not being able to string a
sentence together. But today he confounded his critics (me
included) by delivering an elegant and moving speech to
Congress. This was not only well written (I read the full
text as reproduced in The Times), but the speech writer had
caught his voice because he delivered the text with such
assurance.
Meanwhile the prime minister's timing continues to be
faultless. He flew into New York following talks with Chirac
in Paris and then was driven straight to Ground Zero. He was
shown round the smouldering site by Mayor Guiliani, before
attending a memorial service at St Patrick's.
I tune in four hours later to hear the president's speech
to Congress only to find Mr Blair now sitting in the
president's box - Mrs Bush on one side of him and Mayor
Giuliani on the other. He's done more to strengthen the
special relationship in one week than anyone since the days
of Roosevelt and Churchill.
8.00 am
Mr Clegg arrives outside my door and stares into my cell.
He informs me that the decor, as designed by Shaun, has not
met with the governor's approval. The walls must be returned
to their original colour by the end of the week. But as the
governor hasn't been seen on A block, let alone my spur, in
anyone's memory, this seems a little unlikely. However, I go
in search of Locke...
11.30 am
In my post, among other things, is a catalogue from
Sotheby's New York, for their Latin American sale last May. I
walk across to Sergio's cell and it's my turn to give him a



tutorial. I explain how an auction works, and what is meant
by high and low estimates. On the right-hand side of each
page is a reproduction of a painting or sculpture. On the
left, the artist's name and any known provenance of the work.
We immediately check out the two oils, two sculptures and
five drawings by Botero. A sculpture of a reclining woman had
a low estimate of $ 175,000 and sold for $ 190,000. A vast
sculpture of a nude woman had a low estimate of $400,000 but
only managed $325,000, whereas an oil painting of a bowl of
flowers which had a low estimate of $225,000, sold for
$425,000. The five drawings, ranging in price from $15,000 to
$25,000 failed to reach the hammer price and were BI (bought
in) perhaps because the subject (bull fighting) would not
have appealed to many Americans.
We then carefully check the photos of Boteros that arrived
in the morning post and try to work out what their low
estimate might be, and see if we can spot a bargain. There is
a maquette
of a nude woman for which I'm willing to offer $10,000,
two small oils, $25,000 and $35,000, a large smiling cat,
$200,000, and a magnificent portrait entitled The Card
Players (see plate section) which we settle on at $400,000,
although the seller wants a million. My bids are all low, and
although Sergio will offer the sellers cash, I doubt if we'll
manage to pick up any of them as Botero is, after all, an
established international name. However, as Sergio points
out, although Christie's and Sotheby's have offices in
Brazil, Mexico and Argentina, they have no presence in
Colombia, which may provide us with a small edge in an
overcrowded market. He also adds that September 11th may have
caused prices to fall suddenly. We'll just have to wait and
see if he's right.
When "Lock up,' is bellowed out, I return to my cell.
1030 pm
I fall asleep dreaming of The Card Players. I even know
which wall I would hang it on in London.

DAY 65 FRIDAY 21 SEPTEMBER 2001
6.11am
George W. Bush and Tony Blair officially name Osama bin
Laden as the man behind the terrorist attack on the twin
towers in New York. Although ships and planes are spotted
heading for the Gulf, no one seems to know when any
retaliation is likely to take place.



Bush has warned the Taliban, give up bin Laden or we
strike. The Taliban's response is that it would be an insult
to Allah, but don't mention the fact that the leader of the
Taliban is bin Laden's father-in-law. When Bush was told
their response he appeared on TV offering $30 million for bin
Laden, dead or alive. The moment I heard that I feared for
the president's life.
9.00 am
Gym. Alex (special needs group) does three sets of ten
sit-ups for the first time and, because he can't speak, gives
me a thumbs-up sign, while Robbie and Les applaud him. They
are as yet unaware that I will also expect them to begin
sit-ups next week. One of the few experiences I shall miss
when I leave Wayland (if I ever escape) will be these weekly
sessions.
10.45 am
When I return from the gym the newspapers are on my bed.
They are so full of news from both sides of the Atlantic that
I don't discover until page eleven of The Times that the CPS
are not going ahead with any assault charges against John
Prescott. One or two of the inmates mutter about one rule for
New Labour and another for the rest of us. A senior officer
is even more appalled by the PM's flippant remark, "Well,
that's John, isn't it?' So much for, "We'll deal with crime
and the causes of crime.'
3.00 pm
Phone Mary, who tells me that the governor has sent all
the Prison Service papers showing the stated reasons for my
recate-gorization from D-cat to C-cat He wishes it to be
known that it is not the Prison Service that is holding up my
reinstatement She has other news, but not on the phone.
DAY 66 SATURDAY 22 SEPTEMBER 2001
11.00 am
Gym. 2,116 metres on the rower in ten minutes; three miles
on the running machine in twenty-five minutes fifty-two
seconds; and six miles on the bike in ten minutes, making me
feel about forty-five, until I see a West Indian replace me
on the running machine and do twelve mph for twenty minutes.
Still, he is a mere twenty-three.
1.15 pm
I call Chris at the gallery. He's unhappy about the
Boteros because he has only black and white reproductions. I
agree to do nothing until Sotheby's have authenticated them
and come back with a low estimate.



7.00 pm
I call James. He's back in London and tells me that our
expert has confirmed that the emerald was a good purchase for
$10,000, although he isn't willing to place a value on it. I
am relieved to discover that Sergio isn't a crook, and what's
more, Mary will end up with a special Christmas present. I
wonder where I'll be this Christmas?

DAY 67 SUNDAY 23 SEPTEMBER 2001
12.07 pm
Today is dominated by one incident worth recording in
detail, and it all began while I was in my cell reading The
Times.
I have already explained that during Association a group
of West Indians play dominoes in the main room. The amount of
noise that emanates from each move would lead one to believe
that a heavyweight boxing contest was taking place, which is
why a problem arises when a real incident occurs, because the
uproar can hardly reach a higher pitch. However, this time
the noise was accompanied by the ringing of bells and
officers running from every direction towards the Association
room. It was like being back in Belmarsh. By the time I made
an entrance, the incident was well under control. However,
several of the brothers still wished to give me their version
of events.
It seems that one of the brothers had been moved from D to
A block recently, ostensibly because he had been bullied. It
seems that when he was out on a town visit to Norwich a
couple of weeks ago, his mates gathered together a large sum
of money so that he could pick up an order of drugs. A
problem arose when he returned that night and didn't have any
of the gear with him. His excuse was he didn't think he'd get
the skag past
the guards. However, he couldn't come up with a convincing
explanation for not being able to return their cash. When he
was found cowering in his cell with a cut below his eye and a
broken nose, the unit officer quickly moved him across to our
block and, they hoped, out of harm's way. However, during
exercise yesterday the brothers on D block informed the
brothers on A block how he'd stitched them up, and passed the
responsibility of exacting revenge on to them.
Back to the Sunday afternoon game of dominoes, where a row
broke out with the culprit. One of the players left the
group, walked across to the snooker table, picked up a ball,



turned round and hurled it at him. Amazingly, he hit the
right man in the back of the head at thirty paces (there were
eleven prisoners seated around the table at the time). The
ball must have been propelled at about seventy-miles an hour,
because it split the man's head open. The pitcher ended up in
segregation, while the victim is on his way to the local
hospital. Both will appear in front of the governor later
this week.
The usual punishment would be twenty-eight days added to
both men's sentences, which the governor can mete out without
recourse to the courts and, in a case like this, an immediate
transfer to different A- or B-cat establishments.
I go into great detail to describe this incident simply
because those casually reading this diary might be left with
an impression that life at Wayland is almost bearable. It
isn't. You can never be sure from one moment to the next if
your life is in danger. On this block alone there are a dozen
murderers, countless thugs and drug addicts with whom I have
to co-exist every day.
I'm not unhappy to see my door slammed shut tonight.
my meeting with KPMG and that an announcement is likely to
be made in the next couple of days. He confirms that they
have been ready to move me for some time, and they are only
waiting for a call from the police.
I return to my cell aware that when KPMG finally announce
their findings, and the police confirm that they have dropped
their enquiries, that the press coverage will be about a
hundredth of that created by Ms Nicholson the day after she
had appeared on Newsnight

DAY 69 TUESDAY 25 SEPTEMBER 2001
9.00 am
"Burglars.' This is the cry that goes up from fellow
inmates when officers appear on the spur to begin a 'spin' -
cell search.
I didn't get to pottery yesterday because of my legal
visit, and it looks as if I'm going to miss it again today.
We've just been told to stay in our cells, as a search is
about to be conducted following the snooker hall incident on
Sunday. I fail to see how a prisoner throwing a snooker ball
at another inmate should result in the whole of A block being
searched two days later. However, it's Shane (GBH, gym
orderly) who tells me that when they 'spun' the assailant's
cell, they found a nine-inch blade hidden under his mattress,



and the governor has ordered a comprehensive search of the
whole block.
Searching 112 cells takes the duty officers a little over
two hours. Mr Shepperson and a colleague spend ten minutes in
my cell only to discover that I have two more towels than I'm
entitled to and a T-shirt that Sergio has given me because
he's leaving on Thursday. They don't comment on these
indiscretions as they are obviously looking for more
important items.
As I hang around in my cell, I am amused to see the grass
outside is littered with different objects that have been
thrown
out of the windows since the shout of 'Burglars' went up.
Apparently it's mainly drugs and other banned substances, but
despite a further search amongst the rubbish, no other knives
or blades are discovered.
When the 'spin' is over, I'm told that Nigel, (GBH, race
relations rep, known as the Preacher - see plate section),
has had a carpet removed from his cell, and Darren, two pots
of sea-green paint. An officer confirms that no other knives
were found on our spur which surprises Darren, although he
won't tell me why.
The most common object removed from the cells turns out to
be TV remote controls. For some inexplicable reason, remote
controls are allowed only on D block (the drug-free block).
Result? D blockers trade their remotes for drugs. Prison
logic.
12 noon
Exercise. After half an hour of power walking in the fresh
air, Darren and I return to the block. As he strolls back
through the gate, his eyes light on his two pots of sea-green
paint standing in the hallway. I'm afraid I can't resist it.
I pick them both up and deposit them back in his cell. He
immediately hides them in the dustbin room at the end of the
corridor, explaining that should any officer discover they're
missing, the first cell they would search would be his, and
he could end up on report. If he hears nothing for
twenty-four hours he'll feel it's safe to retrieve them. So
much happens in prison every day, that it's not unlike a
national newspaper. Yesterday's big story is quickly replaced
by some new incident demanding the staff's immediate
attention. Darren agrees it's the first time I've been able
to do something for him.
6.00 pm



I call Will to confirm that he's still planning to visit
me on Friday. He tells me that DCS Perry is off sick and his
deputy is unwilling to make a decision while he's away. So
much for justice. I begin to think that I'll be in Wayland
for the rest of my life.

DAY 70 WEDNESDAY 26 SEPTEMBER 2001
9.00 am
Pottery. It's Anne's birthday. She's amused by my
flowerpot (we've all agreed now that it is to be thought of
as a flowerpot) and says that it must be left to dry for two
weeks before it can be placed in the kiln.
Another of the tutors has brought in a box of crayons for
Shaun. When I leave the art room an hour later, I place the
crayons in a plastic bag which, to my surprise, the officers
don't bother to look inside. I then walk out onto the
exercise yard and, in front of several other officers, stroll
across to the window of Shaun's cell on C block and pass the
crayons through the bars, dropping them on his bed. Only
yesterday we were all searched for a knife. Today ... prison
logic. I admit I'm only smuggling crayons, but you would have
thought someone might have just checked.
2.00 pm
No gym because it's rugby practice. Mr Harley has selected
a team of possibles v probables for the first match next
week, which he asks me to referee.
The standard turns out to be far higher than I had
expected. An Afro-Caribbean inmate picks up a ball that is
passed to his toes at full speed and carves his way through a
bunch of thugs and murderers to score a brilliant try under
the posts. It augers well for next week.
When we return to the changing room the young man tells me
that he's never played the game before. How much talent is
there in this country that we just don't find out about, let
alone nurture?
Another prisoner standing next to me in the shower is six
foot nine, and was one of the second row forwards (surprise,
surprise). He's more interested in talking about my trial,
which he describes as a diabolical liberty. As I never
discuss my case with other inmates, I only listen.
'I also got four years,' he said, 'for burglary - with
five hundred and two, yeah, five hundred and two,' he
repeats, 'other offences to be taken into consideration.'



DAY 71 THURSDAY 27 SEPTEMBER 2001
8.00 am
Sergio will be leaving for Heathrow within the hour. We
agree that I will call him next Tuesday at 7 pm GMT, two
o'clock in Bogota. He tells me that there is at least £7 left
on his BT phonecard, which ought to be enough for him to let
me know that he has arrived safely and put in my offer for
the Boteros. Could I really get The Card Players for
$400,000?
9.00 am
Pottery. Shaun spends two hours, with two ten-minute
breaks, drawing Jules's body - in a crouching position, and
wearing his grey prison tracksuit. This is his best effort
yet. He'll add the head next week. He now has only Steve
(conspiracy to murder, library orderly) and Jimmy (Ecstasy
and captain of everything) left to draw. However, as Steve
rarely leaves the library, Jimmy is out all day working on
the farm and Shaun is due to be released in four weeks' time,
this may prove a close-run thing. I will not see the final
montage until Shaun has presented his portfolio to my
literary agent, Jonathan Lloyd.
330 pm
Exercise. As we circumnavigate the yard, Darren tells me
about a prisoner who was transferred to Iittlehey early this
morning; the governor considered that his life might be in
danger if he remained at Wayland. He had already been shipped
out of Blunderstone Prison earlier this month when it was
discovered that he was being beaten up on a regular basis.
"When he arrived here' Darren continues, 'he claimed that
he was in for punching a taxi driver, which few of us
believed. It just didn't add up,' he added without further
explanation. By now we've completed two circuits and I'm none
the wiser as to what this is all about. But Darren is
enjoying keeping me in suspense.
The unnamed prisoner lasted on C block for only a few days
before they torched his cell, and set fire to all his
belongings, so he was quickly moved to A block. But he lasted
only one night before a delegation of prisoners paid a visit
to the principal officer (Mr Tinkler), telling him that if
the man was still on the block after the weekend, they could
not be responsible for his safety. "What is he in for?' I
ask, unable to contain my curiosity. 'Ah, I see I still have
your attention,' comments Darren, 'even if I haven't learnt
to curtail your impatience.' He pauses dramatically. 'He has



committed a crime for which his fellow prisoners would show
no mercy.' Darren covers a few more yards before he adds, "He
kidnapped and raped a thirteen-year-old girl. So they've
finally moved him to a prison where he will be safe, because
he'll only be locked up with other nonces.'
6.00 pm
George W. Bush's first act of war is to sign an order
freezing all accounts to which Osama bin Laden has access.
It's being reported on the evening news that Clinton
attempted to do the same thing when he was president but
couldn't get Congress to back him.
Nothing worth watching on television, so I return to the
works of Shakespeare. Tonight, King Lear. If only the Bard
had experienced a few months in prison...

DAY 72 FRIDAY 28 SEPTEMBER 2001
9.00 am
Gym. It's my weekly session with the special needs group.
I now have my own little class - Alex, Robbie, Les and Paul.
We begin on the rower before moving across to the running
machine, and this week I ask them all to try sit-ups. A new
challenge. Alex and Robbie manage ten, while Les and Paul
find it difficult to do more than five. But at least they now
have a weekly target.
12 noon
Lunch looks disgusting, so I don't bother. I have a visit
today so I can supplement my diet from the canteen.
2.00 pm
Fortnightly visit. This Friday, my three visitors are my
son Will and two of my dearest friends, Chris Beetles and
Godfrey Barker. I've decided to allocate the first half hour
to Will, followed by twenty minutes with Chris, then another
twenty with Godfrey and then a final session with all three.
Will starts by telling me about a call he received during
the
journey to Wayland telling him that the KPMG accountants
had just come out of a meeting with the police, and had left
them in no doubt that I was never involved with the
collecting or distribution of any Simple Truth money donated
to the Red Cross. Will goes on to say that he can't believe
I'll still be at Wayland this time next week.
Will's next piece of news is that he has a new girlfriend,
but as he's returning to America on Thursday, he can't be
sure if it's going anywhere. I'm disappointed. I can't wait



to be a grandfather. The rest of Will's news is domestic, and
after thirty minutes, he makes way for Chris.
Chris appears with a toasted cheese and tomato sandwich
-quite the finest delicacy I've eaten for the past seventy
days. I'm still not quite sure how he managed it.
I begin by briefing Chris on Shaun (forgery) and the
sketches he's working on for this diary. As Shaun will be
released in three weeks' time, I've asked him to visit Chris
at the gallery and present his portfolio. Chris explains that
there's a recognized fee for the reproduction of an artist's
work, but if I want to purchase the originals, he will
happily negotiate a fair price.
We go on to discuss Botero. Chris feels that as the great
man has such an international following the chance of picking
up a cheap original, even if Sergio does know Botero's
mother, seems unlikely. I accept his judgment, but still feel
it's possible Sergio might surprise us. Chris shrugs his
shoulders. When he changes the subject to Tottenham Hotspur,
I quickly replace him with Godfrey.
Godfrey brings me a second cheese and tomato sandwich, not
toasted this time.
Godfrey is a distinguished art critic, academic and a
friend of twenty years' standing. We discuss an important
matter concerning Mr Justice Potts and a dinner Godfrey and
his wife Ann
attended a couple of years ago, when the judge made
remarks about me which, if true, I believe should have
disqualifed him from presiding over my case. Godfrey needs to
check his diaries before he can confirm the exact evening the
supper took place, and the reasons why Sir Humphrey made the
remarks he did. Godfrey promises to keep Mary informed. Ann
Barker serves on the Parole Board, and another member of the
Parole Board was also present at the dinner. Thank God for
friends who believe in justice.
The final session spent with all three of them is great
fun, not least because Will brings me another cheese and
tomato sandwich. I didn't have lunch, and now I needn't
bother with supper. Godfrey tells me that he believes IDS can
win the next election. Chris pours scorn on the idea, and is
happy to stake a Mars bar on Blair, who he believes has
hardly put a foot wrong since September 1 lth.
'Let's see what he looks like in a year's time,' counters
Godfrey.
I can only wonder where I'll be in a year's time...



The call for visitors to leave comes all too soon, and I
am painfully reminded how much I enjoy the company of old
friends.
When I leave to return to my cell, I am stopped and made
to suffer the humiliation of a strip-search. Two junior
officers obviously think it will be fun to tell their friends
at the pub tonight that they made Lord Archer take all his
clothes off. Good heavens, they discover I have a penis just
like other inmates. It spoils what had been a better day.
However, their pettiness is not typical of the majority of
officers at Wayland.
6.00 pm
Jimmy is back from four days of home leave - this is
allowed for non-parole prisoners who have served a third of
their sentence. Jimmy's sentence was three and a half years,
mine four. Mr Justice Potts understood the difference only
too well. Jimmy says he can't wait to get a good night's
sleep. He's had sex with two women in the past forty-eight
hours; one stupid but sexy, the other an undergraduate who
likes telling her friends she's sleeping with a convict. He
can't decide which of them to commit to when he's released in
three weeks' time. Darren offers him sage advice: If you
can't choose between them, neither can be right.'
10.00 pm
For the first time since September 1 lth the lead story on
the Ten O'Clock News does not come from the other side of the
Atlantic. It still involves terrorists, but this time the
report comes from Northern Ireland. I wonder how long the
problems of Osama bin Laden will remain paramount, as one
can't help remembering that Saddam Hussein is still on the
loose...
I switch off the news, and continue my Shakespearean
marathon by turning to Richard II.

DAY 73 SATURDAY 29 SEPTEMBER 2001
9.00 am
Jimmy now wants to escape. He's due to be released in
three weeks' time, but those four days on the outside have
given him a taste for freedom. He has no intention of
returning to jail. It was Jimmy's first offence, and he
swears it will be his last. I have come to admire the way the
Prison Service, the probation officers and the parole board
are able to assess which prisoners are likely to reoffend and
which are not. They probably make mistakes, which will



guarantee them unflattering headlines wishing they had chosen
an easier profession. But let's at least be thankful
someone's willing to do the job.
1130 am
During exercise Darren tells me about a prisoner who's
been shipped out this morning at short notice. It seems that
he was fast becoming the No. 1 drug dealer for the prison,
and was happy to exchange his wares - cannabis, cocaine and
heroin -for phonecards or tobacco. However, a problem arose
because the drug baron on C block was only willing to supply
his stock
for cash, paid into a private bank account on the outside.
Let me remind you how this works. Prisoners will instruct a
friend or relative during visits (they consider the phone or
letters too risky) to place money into an account of an
associate of the prison drug dealer, who then supplies the
gear.
When the drug baron on C block found his customers were
moving their business to the new boy on B block because he
didn't require cash, something drastic needed to be done.
Yesterday, while his rival was in the gym, he paid two other
inmates (cleaners) on B block to torch his cell. Result, the
prisoner whose cell was torched was immediately transferred
to another gaol. This means that the drug baron on C block is
able to continue his evil trade and will be released in a few
weeks' time supported by a healthy bank balance.
8.00 pm
There is rarely anything worth watching on TV on a
Saturday night, so I finish off Richard II - or to be more
accurate, an assassin finishes off the poor fellow. I last
saw the play performed at the Barbican with Sam West in the
title role. I had been looking forward to his Hamlet at
Stratford, but it was not to be.

DAY 74 SUNDAY 30 SEPTEMBER 2001
8.00 am
I call Mary to be told that the police are dropping their
enquiry having not even bothered to interview me. Mary is
thinking of writing to Baroness Nicholson and demanding an
apology. I tell her it's a waste of time as Nicholson has
neither the grace nor the decency to admit she made a false
accusation. Ms Nicholson is a wealthy woman. It would be a
noble gesture on her part were she to cover KPMG's costs,
rather than leave the Red Cross to foot the bill.



Mary goes on to discuss a conversation she's had with
Godfrey. He assured her that he is aware of the importance of
any affidavit he might sign, and the effect it would have on
my appeal. She also confirms that she is flying to Washington
on Thursday, and hopes that by the time she returns the
following Tuesday, I will have been moved to an open prison.
1030 am
Chapel. The prison has appointed a new chaplain. His name
is Nick Tivey and, from his accent, I can only assume he
hails from somewhere in the north of these islands. He looks
around thirty, and tells me that he's served in two parishes
as a priest, before becoming a prison chaplain.
His sermon, or chat, to the inmates is very informal, and
more effective for that. His theme is how Jesus despised the
Pharaohs (bigwigs) and much preferred to mix with the sinners
(us). Applause breaks out among his congregation of seventeen
(nine black, eight white), which has doubled since I last
attended chapel. He must be doing something right if it's
only his second week.
8.00 pm
I begin to read The Tempest and am reminded of John Wood's
consummate performance as Prospero at Stratford.
We are such stuff
As dreams are made on, and our little life
Is rounded with a sleep
But not tonight, because Shane (GBH, gym orderly) has his
TV full on while he watches the Sunday-night boxing. He likes
to join in by offering his opinion on each bout, sometimes
each punch, at the top of his voice. 'Prick' and 'wanker' are
his more repeatable expletives. The boxing ends at 12.35 am,
so I must have fallen asleep sometime after that.

DAY 75
MONDAY 1 OCTOBER 2001
8.15 am
I mention to Shane that he must have kept most of the spur
awake until after one o'clock, to which he replies, 'Let's
face it, Jeff, I'm a fuckin' yob, and you'll just have to
fuckin' well learn to live with it.'
9.00 am
Pottery. One prisoner knocks the trunk off another
inmate's elephant and all hell breaks loose. A lot of oaths
are uttered as the two of them face up for a fight, while the
lifers goad them on. Anne disappears into the next room, and



it's some time before peace is restored. I discover later
that both inmates involved are due to be released in a few
weeks' time, and neither would have wanted their sentence
extended. The lifers glower, disappointed by the lack of
action.
When the atmosphere returns to near normal, I suggest to
the two lads that perhaps they both owe Anne (our teacher) an
apology. Two older prisoners, both lifers, look on to see how
the youngsters will react. They immediately disappear into
the next room and say sorry to Anne. She looks surprised. The
lifers nod
in my direction. I make no excuses for these two louts'
behaviour, but how many of us realize just how lucky we are
not to have been subjected to an upbringing where violence,
bad language and crime are the norm?
3.00 pm
Three members of the Board of Visitors come to see me.
They've heard I'm leaving in the near future, and I wanted a
chance to chat to them. The BoV are all unpaid volunteers who
give service without a great deal of thanks as both sides of
the iron door are sceptical about their usefulness. Almost
all the prisoners describe them as a complete waste of space,
with the usual adjective attached. This isn't actually fair;
because these volunteers have brought about many improvements
to prison life over the years, and only last year convinced
Jack Straw (Home Secretary at the time) to change his mind on
a major decision that affected Wayland.
I suggest to them that perhaps they should appear more
often in the exercise yard. Once prisoners get used to seeing
them strolling around, they may well come up and have a chat,
and that might give inmates more confidence in them. We then
discuss several contentious issues, in particular, the daily
gripe about being banged up early on a Saturday, Sunday and
Monday, when we are incarcerated for fourteen hours at a
stretch. They point out the problem of staff shortages. No
one likes to admit that there are only four officers on our
wing at weekends. Officers at Wayland are currently owed
4,000 hours of overtime between them, and I doubt if it's
much different in any other prison.

DAY 76
TUESDAY 2 OCTOBER 2001
9.00 am
The new probation officer asks to see me. Once I've



settled in his office, he explains that he's only going
through the motions because if I move to a D-cat in the near
future I won't be seeing him again. When he learns that I'm
appealing against both conviction and sentence, the meeting
comes to an abrupt halt, and I am sent back to my cell.
12 noon
I phone Alison to discover that Tony Morton-Hooper has
faxed Mr Carlton-Boyce (governor in charge of movement) with
my preferences for a D-cat:
Latchmere House, Richmond Spring Hill, Buckinghamshire
Ford, Sussex Stamford Hill, Kent
They all sound like minor public schools.
I know that they are unlikely to allow me to transfer to
Latchmere House as I don't fulfil their criteria, and Ford
has already turned me down on the grounds that they couldn't
handle the press interest. The inmates who have been to
Stamford Hill tell me it's full of young crackheads who will
drive me to an early grave. I expect therefore to end up at
Spring Hill, which Mr Meanwell has recommended all along.
3.00 pm
The SO (senior officer) on duty calls me in for a private
word. It seems that two prisoners on C block have complained
to the governor that I was seen wearing a tracksuit top
during exercise, a privilege enjoyed only by enhanced
prisoners. He will therefore have to search my cell for the
offending article, but he's rather busy at the moment, so he
won't be able to do so for another thirty minutes.
The offending article is a cream Adidas top, bequeathed to
me by Sergio on the day he was deported. I return to my cell
and hand the top to Darren. After I've told him about the
interview, he calls in Jimmy, and between them they give my
cell a thorough going over. They also remove one bedside
lamp, one tin opener and a yellow check blanket, all of which
I have acquired during the past month, and am not entitled to
unless enhanced.
The SO arrives thirty minutes later, accompanied by
another officer and together they search my cell. They
reappear fifteen minutes later, declaring my cell to be
clean.
I later learn that the two prisoners from C block who made
the complaint are lifers - both in for murder. Envy in
prisons is every bit as prevalent as it is on the outside.
7.00 pm
I call Sergio in Bogota and take advantage of the £7 left



on his phonecard. The news is not good. None of my bids for
the Boteros has been accepted. Chris Beetles turned out to be
right - knowing the artist's mother is of no significance
when dealing with a painter of international reputation.
'Offer $500,000 for The Card Players,' is my immediate
response. There is a long silence before Sergio admits. It's
already been sold for $900,000.' Beep ... beep ... beep ...
seconds to go. Tm sorry, Jeffrey, I'll keep trying to find
you a ...'
I've never heard from Sergio since.

DAY 77 WEDNESDAY 3 OCTOBER 2001
8.15 am
As we wait to be called for breakfast, the talk among the
prisoners in the corridor is all about Shane (GBH, gym
orderly). They're fed up (not their actual words) with the
incessant noise he makes late at night and first thing in the
morning. I overhear that two or three of them are planning to
beat him up in the shower room after he comes back from the
rugby match this afternoon. I ask Darren if I ought to report
this to Mr Tinkler.
'No,' he says adamantly. 'Mind your own fuckin' business
and leave it to us. But when you next see Tinkler or
Meanwell, you could mention what a fuckin' nuisance Shane's
become. Most of us would like to see him moved back
upstairs.' It's the first time Darren has sworn in front of
me.
9.00 am
Pottery. Cancelled because I have to attend a meeting with
Reg Walton, the sentence management officer. He seems a nice
chap, if a little overburdened by it all. He explains that he
has to fill in yet another form if I'm to advance to a D-cat.
'Be reinstated' I explain firmly, giving him a brief
run-down
of how I ended up at Wayland. He nods, and begins to fill
in the little boxes. Here we go again.
Once he's filled in all the little boxes he stands up,
shakes my hand and wishes me luck.
'My wife loves your books.' He pauses. Though I confess
I've never read one.'
2.00 pm
I referee a rugby match between Wayland and a local RAF
camp. It's our first game against a visiting team, and it
shows. I play the advantage law as best I can to assist



Wayland, but the RAF still end up winning 39-12.
4.10 pm
Mr Tinkler says that he needs to see me following my
interview with Mr Walton. Steve tells me that he has never
known the two meetings to take place on the same day, which
he takes as a sign they will be moving me soon. I've come to
learn what 'soon' means in prison, so I don't comment.
6.00 pm
Shane is roaming around the corridor in his dirty rugby
kit, avoiding the shower room and being nice to everyone. He
even walks across to my cell to congratulate me on how well I
refereed the match (frankly, not that well). Darren later
tells me that Monster (taxi driver, transporting cannabis)
had warned him of his impending doom if he doesn't reform.
Far more effective than a ticking-off from an officer.
8.00 pm
I finish The Tempest in peace. Shane has got the message,
but for how long?
DAY 78
THURSDAY 4 OCTOBER 2001
8.20 am
Meeting with the PO, Mr Tinkler. He tells me that he's
signed my D-cat forms, but they still have to be
countersigned by my spur officer, Mr Clegg. Mr Tinkler leaves
me in no doubt about how he feels the system has treated me.
I accept that he and the uniformed staff have done everything
in their power to make my incarceration in Wayland bearable,
remembering that I was never meant to come here in the first
place.
8.50 am
Carl (GBH, servery, goal every match) comes down to our
spur to say goodbye. It's always interesting to see how the
different prisoners react to someone who's being released.
There are those who will be leaving themselves within weeks,
even months, who hug him and shake him by the hand, while the
long-termers look on sullenly with envy in their eyes.
My abiding memory of Carl will be the day I put on a smart
pair of brown loafers when Mary came to visit me, and he
said, 'I've got a pair just like those, Jeff. Did you get
them in Harrods?'
'Yes,' I replied.
'So did I,' said Carl. 'But I'll bet you paid for yours.'
As Carl leaves, Mr Clarke comes onto the spur and wishes him
luck. 'I feel sure well be seeing you again' he adds.



9.00 am
Pottery. My pot, or however we think of it, is drying, so
I watch Shaun add Jules's head to last week's shoulders.
Jules is pleased with the result and wants the original to
give to his mother, always an excellent sign. Normally Shaun
would charge £5 or the equivalent in tobacco, but he explains
to Jules that my publishers have to see all the sketches
first. I promise that, once they have, Jules will be sent the
original. (See plate section.)
Jules has already been enhanced, which affords him several
privileges, including wearing his own clothes. He's recently
come down to our spur to take over Danny's cell. He tells me
that they've enrolled him as a Listener which, as I've
already explained, is a big responsibility. His educational
programme (A level English) is going well, and when he says,
'I won't be coming back once I've been released,' in his
case, I believe him.
3.15 pm
Gym. Complete programme in one hour, steady or slight
improvement almost every day.
6.30 pm
Mr Clegg takes me through my D-cat form and, as my spur
officer, signs me off as a model prisoner. By that he means
no drugs, no violence, no other charges since entering
prison. The
document will now be passed on to Mr King, who in turn
will send it up to Mr Carlton-Boyce, who in turn...
Mr Clegg goes on to tell me that a prisoner has reported
him for racism. Now whatever failings Mr Clegg might have,
being a racist is not one of them. So when I return to the
spur, I brief Nigel (GBH), known as Preacher (see plate
section), who is the block's race relations representative.
He tells me that he'll speak to Mr King and try to straighten
things out.
8.00 pm
Mary has flown to Washington for the fiftieth birthday of
a mutual friend, so I can't call her. I begin Henry IV, Part
I.

DAY 79
FRIDAY 5 OCTOBER 2001
9.00 am
My little special needs group are now breaking records
every week. Alex is even joining in with catchball, which



rounds off every session. Darren has promised to take them
over once I depart, which is a relief, because he's almost as
much of a martinet as I am.
11.00 am
Mr King tells me that my D-cat forms have been handed over
to Mr Carlton-Boyce. He also adds that Nigel has been to see
him about Mr Clegg, and made it clear that no other prisoner
has ever described him as a racist. Mr King thanks me for my
intervention, explaining that this sort of slur is hard to
remove once it's been written up on an officer's report.
'Tell Ms Nicholson that,' I say in a moment of anger.
12 noon
Lunch. I have a small portion of beans and chips as it's
canteen day. How can I hope to lose weight with a diet of
beans and chips supplemented by Cadbury's Fruit and Nut
plus crisps? I shall have to become the gym orderly at my
next prison.
9.00 pm
The prime minister hints that the bombing of Afghanistan
is about to begin. He adds that the ground war that will
follow could continue beyond next summer. I can only wonder
where I'll be next summer.
Manage Act IV of Henry TV, Part I before falling asleep.
If I be not ashamed of my soldiers, I am a soused gurnet,'
declares Falstaff. I have to look up gurnet.

DAY 8O SATURDAY 6 OCTOBER 2OOI
Vicky, Gould, Kal, Searle, Furniss, Steadman and Scarfe,
amongst many others. The collection also includes sixteen
Brookes, but only nine hang in the flat. Chris feels we
should remove Hague from the wall (an octopus surrounded by
suckers) and replace him with bin Laden. The cartoonist keeps
the odd gem for his private collection, so I may not be able
to acquire it Should you be wondering, black and white, £850,
colour, £1,450. Chris points out that he hasn't yet seen the
quintessential cartoon summing up the full horror of
September 11th.
11.00 am
Governor Carlton-Boyce calls for me to confirm that my
D-cat is going through the system. He asks if I have any
preference as to which prison I would like to be moved to. It
becomes clear he hasn't read Tony Morton-Hooper's letter. I
explain that as my main residence is in London, any D-cat in
that area would be fine, because then my family will find it



easier to visit. We discuss Latchmere House, Spring Hill and
Stamford Hill. He says he'll check on availability and let me
know.
2.30 pm
Amazing Brookes cartoon of Osama bin Laden as a poisonous
mushroom in Nature Notes on the back of today's Times (see
plate section). I call Chris Beetles, who represents the
cartoonist and ask if we should add it to the collection.
I have been putting together a cartoon collection - with
Chris's help - for the past fifteen years, which I had
intended to leave to the Palace of Westminster (Parliament).
I'm even having second thoughts about that. The collection
comprises around three hundred drawings, and includes works
by Beerbohm,
5.00 pm
Steve (conspiracy to murder, librarian) has just returned
from the visits hall where he's been in charge of the shop.
He tells me that they've had to stop selling Walkers crisps
because one of the inmates opened a packet and pulled out a
£20 note (the company's latest promotional scheme). The money
was immediately impounded by a surveillance officer and
credited to the prisoner's canteen account (no inmate is
allowed to be in possession of money for obvious reasons).
All boxes of Walkers have been replaced with Golden Wonder
until this campaign is over.

DAY 81
SUNDAY 7 OCTOBER 200I
8.00 am
After writing for two hours I turn on the news to discover
that the bombing of Afghanistan has begun in earnest. Forty
strike aircraft and fifty cruise missiles (£750,000 each)
have been deployed. David Frost interviews everyone from
Kissinger to Clinton, but by 9.30 am we're none the wiser as
to how the campaign is going.
11.00 am
Exercise. As Darren, Jimmy and I stroll round the yard we
pass an officer I've never seen before because he's attached
to another block. His name is Zac Carr, known as 'Z cars'.
Jimmy tells me that he was temporarily suspended for allowing
a prisoner to tattoo him. It's an offence for one prisoner to
tattoo another, let alone an officer. Jimmy then describes
how the prisoner (the best tattoo artist at Wayland) goes
about his craft. I later ask Mr Nutbourne if the story is



true. He nods and says, 'I could tell you many more stories
about Z cars,' he pauses, smiles, and adds, "but I won't.'
11.45 am
Nigel (GBH, race relations rep) walks into my cell to
complain that black people aren't represented enough on TV. I
sympathize with him and ask what he feels should be done
about it.
They ought to show Crimewatch seven nights a week,' he
adds with a grin, 'because that would just about even it up.'
Having got a rise out of me, he leaves. I continue writing.
8.00 pm
Patricia Routledge gives a moving performance in
Everyone's Nightmare, the true story of a woman who was
wrongly convicted of murdering her mother and spent four
years in jail before her sentence was quashed. Once you've
been convicted, it can take forever to prove your innocence.

DAY 82
MONDAY 8 OCTOBER 2001
11.00 am
All the papers have stories reporting that I'm about to be
transferred to a D-cat. The Daily Mail mentions five possible
prisons, so that they can eventually tell their readers they
got it right. They didn't. None of them bother to say that
the police have dropped their enquiries. I suppose that would
be asking too much.
12 noon
The allies have bombed Kabul for a second night, but there
is still no news as to how effective the onslaught has been.
6.00 pm
Write for two hours, but am unable to concentrate because
I know Mary is on a flight back from New York. I won't be
able to speak to her until tomorrow morning as I'm already
banged up.
8.00 pm
Mr Nutbourne comes to my cell to tell me that he's off on
holiday to Cuba. He assumes I'll have been transferred by the
time he returns and says that he's sorry to have met me in
these circumstances, and wishes me well for the future.

DAY 83
TUESDAY 9 OCTOBER 2001
DAY 84 WEDNESDAY 10 OCTOBER 2001
8.45 am



Mr King tells me as I collect my breakfast that I will not
be going to Latchmere House, so they are now trying Spring
Hill. As Mr Carlton-Boyce has not briefed me himself but left
it to the duty officer, I fear this does not bode well.
11.00 am
Exercise. Darren and I are joined by a prisoner from
Singapore, who wishes to remain anonymous. He tells us that
he's inside for selling 'duff heroin to a young girl, who
later died in hospital. He was convicted of manslaughter and
sentenced to four years. He just thought I ought to know.
5.00 pm
Jimmy has just come back from work and tells me that he
saw a lifer being released this morning who had served over
twenty years. He was accompanied by nine plastic bags and a
double bed that he'd made in the workshop. But he has a
problem. No one turned up to collect him, so they had to put
him back in his cell overnight. Heaven knows what they did
with the double bed.
9.00 am
Pottery. Say farewell to Anne, as I'm fairly sure I won't
be at Wayland this time next week. She promises to put my pot
in the kiln, and then deliver it to Chris Beetles so that I
can give it to Mary for Christmas.
2.00 pm
Rugby. I referee a match against an army team from
Bassing-bourne, which turns ugly in the last few minutes of
the game. Shane (GBH and gym orderly) runs halfway down the
pitch and thumps one of the visiting players. I realize I
have no choice but to send him off. I blow my whistle and
chase after him, but two officers run onto the field and drag
him away before I can reach him. He's immediately banned from
participating in any sport for two weeks. The army team beat
us by 25-10, which wasn't too bad remembering that we played
the second half with only fourteen players on the field. But
then I was the referee.
6.00 pm
I start reading Twelfth Night. I would happily exchange my
present abode for a willow cabin.

DAY 85
THURSDAY 11 OCTOBER 2001
8.45 am
Governor Carlton-Boyce tells me that there is no room for
me at Spring Hill, so they are now considering North Sea Camp



near Boston, in Lincolnshire. I point out that it would be a
round trip from London of 240 miles, and I'd never be able to
see my family. Carlton-Boyce doesn't seem that interested and
simply says, 'I'm just doing my job, and that's what I'm paid
for.'
9.15 am
Mrs Wendy Sergeant (head of education) has heard that I'll
be leaving imminently and asks to interview me for her PhD
thesis on 'prison reform through education'. As I've only
been in residence nine weeks, and she's served the Prison
Service for eleven years, I'm not sure I have a great deal to
offer her, other than to confirm her worst fears.
I tell her that I believe every prisoner should leave
being able to read and write, and that the weekly pay for
education ought to be at the same level as any job in the
prison. In fact, I would go further and suggest that it would
benefit society more if prisoners received a higher income
for agreeing to
participate in education, rather than cleaning their spur,
or serving chips.
Wendy tells me that she considers many people are
unsuitable for prison and should not be mixing with hardened
criminals. She will be suggesting in her thesis the use of
halfway houses, especially as the prisons are equipped to
handle only 62,500 inmates, with over 67,000 presently
convicted.
2.00 pm
I call Mary to warn her that I'm probably being
transferred to a prison over a hundred miles away from
London. She tells me that Ramona, my solicitor, has tried to
phone Wayland, but the governor is refusing to take her
calls, which seems in line with her apparent policy of
remaining anonymous.

DAY 86
FRIDAY 12 OCTOBER 2001
9.00 am
I turn up at the gym and wait for my little special needs
group to arrive. It will be the last time 111 work with them.
Without warning, two drug officers appear by the side of the
running machine and tell me that my name has come up on the
computer for an MDT (Mandatory Drugs Test). Five names come
up every day so I can't complain if, after nine weeks, it's
my turn. I'm taken to the medical centre to join four other



prisoners in a waiting room. Two look distinctly furtive,
while the other two appear quite relaxed. When the officer
puts his head round the door he asks if anyone is ready. Like
a greyhound in the slips, I am through that gap before anyone
else can reply.
Mr Kelvin Cross introduces himself and then proceeds to
read out my rights before asking me to sign a green form (see
overleaf). I ask - for research purposes - what would happen
if I refused to give a urine sample or sign the form.
Twenty-eight days would automatically be added to your
sentence.'
I sign the form.
I disappear into the lavatory while one of the officers
watches me through a glass pane. After I have handed over my
sample, I comment that there is no soap in the wash basin.
Mr Cross explains that soap added to the urine sample would
cloud it, and as a further test is not permitted again for
another twenty-eight days, any drugs could have cleared
themselves through your system. Can't argue with that either.
By the time they've finished with me it's nearly eleven. I
return to my cell and make notes on the MDT experience, only
disappointed not to have been able to say goodbye to Alex,
Robbie, Les and Paul.
1.00 pm
The news is full of riots in Pakistan, anthrax in New York
and food parcels being dropped on the wrong villages in
Afghanistan. I check my canteen list before spending the
afternoon writing.

DAY 87 SATURDAY 13 OCTOBER 2001
2.00 pm
Visit. My son James and our mutual Kurdish friends Broosk
and Nadhim have driven up from London to see me. The talk is
mostly political, and they describe how it feels to live in
London during the present crisis. Nadhim adds that he
attended the Conservative Party conference in Blackpool (he's
a councillor for Wandsworth) and he couldn't help comparing
the gathering with his first conference in Brighton twenty
years ago when Margaret Thatcher was the prime minister.
'Same people,' he tells me, 'they're just twenty years
older.' "You included,' I remind him.
Nadhim's a great fan of IDS, but admits his conference
speech wasn't inspiring.
James is still enjoying his new job in the City and takes



me through a typical day. We then discuss my appeal which
doesn't now look as if it will be scheduled before the new
year. The law grinds slowly...
Broosk is full of news, having just landed two big
contracts to decorate large homes in London and Nice. I first
met these two young Kurds twelve years ago - 'Bean Kurd' and
'Lemon Kurd' - when they helped me organize the Simple Truth
campaign, and they have remained friends ever since.
8.00 pm
After a few games of backgammon with Darren and Jimmy I
return to my cell to be banged up for another fourteen hours.
I've become hooked on Who Wants to be a Millionaire?. I would
have failed to make more than £2,000 this week because I
didn't know the name of the actor who plays the barman in
EastEnders. However, I was able to answer the £4,000
question, "Who is the current leader of the Conservative
Party? a) Michael Howard, b) David Davis, c) Iain Duncan
Smith, d) Kenneth Clarke.' The father and son contestants
picked David Davis. Hmm, I wonder if this is an omen or a
prophecy?

DAY 88
SUNDAY 14 OCTOBER 2001
11.00 am
I'm called to the hospital wing to fill in some forms to
confirm I'm fit to travel. When I return to the spur, Darren
tells me it shows that I'm being transferred tomorrow. I find
this hard to believe; surely Mr Carlton-Boyce would have
warned me. I ask several officers, but as no one has informed
them either, I assume Darren must be wrong.
230 pm
Exercise. I visit Shaun at his cell window, and talk
through what work will be required for this diary just in
case I am shipped out tomorrow: one watercolour of the
prison, one pastel of a cell, plus drawings of Dale, Jimmy,
Darren, Jules, Steve and Nigel. If I suddenly disappear,
Shaun promises to deliver them to my agent just as soon as
he's released.

DAY 89
MONDAY 15 OCTOBER 2001
8.15 am
Mr Newson arrives outside my cell door to tell me that the
Group 4 van has arrived and is waiting for me in the yard,



they are ready to transfer me to North Sea Camp. He seemed
surprised that I haven't been warned, I dash upstairs to see
Mr Tinkler in his office, who confirms the news, and adds
that I must start packing immediately.
'And if I don't?'
'You'll be put on report and may have to stay here
indefinitely, and not necessarily on the enhanced wing.'
So much for my so-called 'special treatment', as regularly
reported in the press.
I try to say goodbye to as many inmates as possible -
Darren, Jimmy, Dale, Nigel, Jason, Jules, Monster and Steve.
Darren helps me pack my large plastic bag and then carries it
down to the reception area for me. There are three other
plastic bags awaiting me in reception. They are full of
presents from the public -everything from Bibles to tea
towels.
I thank Darren for his kindness and help over the past
nine weeks. He smiles, and offers one last piece of advice.
'Once you've settled in North Sea Camp, contact Doug. He's
the hospital orderly, and can fix anything for you.' I try to
thank Darren - inadequately.
The Group 4 guard who will accompany me to Lincolnshire
introduces himself as Andrew and kindly carries two of the
plastic bags out to the van, so I don't have to make several
journeys. To my surprise, I'm to travel to my D-cat in a
sweatbox, as if I were a rapist or a murderer. Andrew
explains that he has to drop off another prisoner on the way,
who is being transferred to a C-cat near Stamford.
'Why are you taking someone from one C-cat to another?' I
enquire.
"We're having to move this particular prisoner every few
days,' Andrew explains. 'He keeps telling everyone that he's
a supporter of Osama bin Laden, and it seems that not every
other prisoner is in favour of freedom of speech. However, it
still remains our responsibility to keep him alive.'
On the journey to Stamford, the bin Laden supporter
demands that the radio be turned up. Andrew tells him that
it's quite loud enough already, for which I am grateful, as
it's a long, slow trek across Norfolk and on to the plains of
Lincolnshire.
I enjoy seeing tall trees and acres of green English
countryside, even though it's through a glass darkly. We
arrive at the 'bin Laden' prison, where my cohabitant
departs. He's handcuffed and led away. I can just glimpse him



through my little window. A round, colourful hat covers his
head, and a black beard obscures most of his face.
We move off again, but it's another hour before I see a
signpost: North Sea Camp, one mile. I begin to think about
starting all over again. I'm somewhat fearful. Belmarsh
was hell, Wayland purgatory. Have I finally arrived in
heaven?
When the van comes to a halt outside the prison, the first
thing I notice is that there are no perimeter walls, no razor
wire, no barred gates, no arc lights, no dogs, not even any
sign of a prison officer. But when I step out of the van, I
still feel the terror that gripped me on the first day at
Belmarsh, and then again on my arrival at Wayland.
I walk into reception to be greeted by Regimental Sergeant
Major Daff, Royal Marines (Rtd).
'We've been waiting for you for fuckin' months, Archer.
What fuckin' took you so long?'
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